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PrefaceI have been fascinated by astronomy since I was a teenager. I joined the local astronomyclub (GOTAF) as an amateur astronomer, where we could share each others knowledge andexperiences. After a few years I decided to take a further step in this direction. I startedto study astronomy and physics at the University of Oslo. This candidatus scientiarumthesis is the product of this education. My interest for astronomy has grown considerablyduring this time at the University.There is a star 150 million km. from the Earth in the center of the solar system thatreveal wondrous things even in small telescopes. We may also pick up photons from starsat enormous distances compared to the distance to our Sun. A key to understand the starsaround us is to learn the meaning of the photons we receive from the Sun. I will makesome attempts to understand the dynamics in stellar chromospheres in this thesis on thebasis of solar observations and numerical models.I wish to thank professor Mats Carlsson for sharing his insights in the �eld of stellaratmospheres, and for being my supervisor. Mats Carlsson and Robert Stein are thankedfor letting me work with their radiation-hydrodynamic models. The professors Egil Leerand Jan Trulsen are thanked for stimulating and fruitful lectures in astrophysics. FranzKneer is thanked for constructive suggestions and illuminating ideas during a discussionof the solar chromosphere. Rob Rutten and Bruce Lites are thanked for letting me workwith their observational data of the Sun.The computations were supported by a grant from the Norwegian Research council,Tungregneutvalget.Roar SkartlienInstitute of Theoretical Astrophysics, Oslo, May 1994.
The cover picture is a spectroheliogram of the solar chromosphere, revealing the \brightgrains" of singly ionized calcium. These are seen as the smallest bright dots, and theyoriginate from speci�c chromospheric wave patterns. Much attention has been given to thebright grains in this thesis. The spectroheliogram was taken by Bruce Gillespie with theeast auxiliary of the McMath Solar Telescope, National Solar Observatory.
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11 IntroductionAlmost all of the information we receive from a star is in the form of electro-magneticradiation. The energy contained in this radiation is originally released in the stellar interiorby nuclear fusion. The energy is transported from the interior by radiation, convectionand conduction. Finally the energy ux enters the stellar atmosphere, where photons arecreated, destroyed and scattered as they interact with the plasma. At last the photonsescape into space, and information about the star propagates with the speed of light toother parts of the Universe. Some of these light quanta enters the astronomers telescope,and the information can be decoded.It is necessary to understand the physical processes in stellar atmospheres, in order tounderstand this information. The physics of thermodynamics, quantum physics, radiationmagneto-hydrodynamics and plasma physics are included in this �eld of astrophysics. As-trophysical topics that are closely connected to this area are stellar evolution and solarphysics. Since our own sun is easy to observe compared to the stars, it has been the mainlaboratory for understanding stellar atmospheres.The �eld of stellar atmospheres has until recently been dominated by static, plane-parallel models. Many conclusions have been based on this assumption. The introductionof a chromospheric temperature rise, microturbulence to explain the widths of spectrallines, determination of element abundances for cosmological theories, and determination ofwave phase velocities and modes of oscillation in the solar atmosphere are a few examples.Observations have revealed inconsistencies in solar static models. Spectral lines formedby solar carbon monoxide indicate that the time-, and spatially averaged temperature abovethe temperature minimum decrease towards the chromosphere. Other spectral lines andthe continua indicate a temperature rise. This has been interpreted as a non-homogeneouscomposition in the horizontal direction (a bifurcation), making the one-dimensional modela poor assumption.The assumption of a static plane-parallel (one-dimensional) atmosphere is at best a verycrude one. A �rst step towards a better understanding is to extend the static models todynamic ones. In the future, the computers will be fast enough so that it will be practicalto take into account all three dimensions. This is important in order to determine ifone-dimensional models are able to represent the three-dimensional world.Dynamic signatures are observed in solar spectral lines. The �ve-minute p-mode os-cillations in the photosphere are an observational fact. Theories have been developed toexplain these phenomena of low velocity amplitude, and these are theories of perturbationon a static atmosphere, ie. linear theories. This approach has been successful in the pho-tospheric layers where the velocity amplitudes are small compared to the speed of sound.Together with the theory of helioseismology, the �ve-minute p-mode observations havebeen explained as exitation of the eigenmodes of the sun by the motions in the convectionzone.A fraction of the wave energy that is generated by the convection zone penetratesthe temperature minimum region. The waves are propagating into the low-density chro-mosphere where radiating shock-trains of high Mach number are formed. Especially thecalcium lines H and K reveal Doppler-uctuations of such shock waves. The bright-grains



2 1 INTRODUCTIONof calcium are also a product of such non-linearities.Energy can be extracted from these waves, by e.g. dissipation at the shock fronts.The energy input or heating from this process serves to rise the average chromospherictemperature above the radiative equilibrium value. This can be indirectly observed incontinua, and spectral lines. The chromosphere in semiempirical models is identi�ed asthe temperature rise and the temperature plateau above the temperature minimum. Thisalso requires heating, but a semiempirical model can not give any explanation for dynamicheating mechanisms because it is static. The strong non-linear perturbations in the solarchromosphere rises the question of whether or not semiempirical models can be used toestimate the magnitude of chromospheric heating, and if they can be used to constraindynamic heating mechanisms.Temperature changes of several thousand Kelvin occurs on very short height scaleswhen shocks are present. A de�nition of the chromosphere as a semiempirical temperatureplateau above the temperature minimum with small dynamic perturbations imposed, isthus quite suspect if the purpose of the model is to help us gain insight in the dynamicand non-linear solar chromosphere.How can the dynamic behavior of the outer low density layer of a stellar atmospherebe analyzed from observations of spectral lines? It is obvious that we have to reproducesome of the observed behavior by using a dynamic model that is built on relevant physics.Only then can the atmospheric behavior be understood. We will then also be able developdiagnostic methods that link speci�c signatures of observations to the corresponding dy-namic behavior. As the waves enter the chromosphere, we are leaving the linear regime.Non-linear models are then required. As far as we know, the only way to do this is tomake numerical simulations of the complete dynamic equations involved. These equationsdescribe mass motion and photon interactions. Such simulations have been carried out,and results from these are analyzed in this thesis.Some important problems have developed since the dawn of solar physics and the �eldof stellar atmospheres. A few examples are:1. What are the dynamic properties of stellar atmospheres?2. To what extent can spectral lines be used to reveal the dynamic properties?3. What are the sources of chromospheric heating?4. To what extent can we use static models to understand chromospheric heating andthe formation of spectral lines?Dynamic self-consistent simulations will illuminate and probably solve these problemsthat have not yet been fully understood. We have to restrict ourselves to a few problemsin this thesis, and these are summarized here:1. It is common to use the radiative cooling (radiative losses) in a semiempirical modelto constrain the heating mechanisms of the solar chromosphere. The validity of thisassumption is investigated.



3We determine the di�erent dynamic heating terms that balances the dynamic radia-tive cooling. We compare the time average of the dynamic cooling with the semiem-pirical cooling to determine the correspondence between semiempirical and dynamiccooling. We also determine the cooling distribution among lines and continua in bothdynamic and static models.2. The H2V and K2V bright grains in the CaII lines can be seen in spectroheliograms. Ithas been thought that these features directly reveal fundamental dynamic propertiesof the solar chromosphere.We are able to reproduce these grains rather well by one of our models. The physicsresponsible for the bright grains is explained by using this model. We also make someprospects for bright grain diagnostics that can be used to determine some aspects ofchromospheric dynamics.3. The time dependent behavior of the CaII spectral lines has been used as a diagnostictool for solar chromospheric dynamics. The assumptions necessary to interpret thisdynamic behavior have been based on linear wave theory.One of our non-linear dynamic models is capable of reproducing the observed timeresolved CaII pro�les rather well. An interpretation of the phase relations betweenDoppler shifts and intensities in the line cores is thus given in terms of non-lineardynamics. A comparison with interpretations of observed phase relations made byother authors is done.4. Many attempts have been made by several authors to reproduce line pro�les formedin the solar chromosphere by semiempirical models. Dynamics in the chromospherewill certainly inuence the temporally and spatially averaged solar pro�les which cannot be fully accounted for by using semiempirical or static models.We determine the line pro�le responses to di�erent microturbulent velocities in bothdynamic and semiempirical models. Then we investigate if it is possible to �t semiem-pirical line pro�les to the averaged pro�les by using micro- and macroturbulence ormesoturbulence. The dynamic properties that control the shape of the time averagedsimulated pro�les of the CaII lines are determined.Section 2 describes the properties of the two dynamic models we use and the methodsto obtain them. These models have recently been developed by Mats Carlsson and RobertF. Stein, and we study only the simulation results in this thesis. We give an overview ofthe methods and the code (RADYN) used to solve the radiation-hydrodynamic equations.Further calculations with another code (MULTI) on the resulting dynamic atmospheres areneeded to examine the e�ects of di�erent microturbulence and to calculate contributionfunctions. This code is also described. One model is heated by acoustic waves only and it isused in section 6. We denote it by the acoustically heated model. The other model includesan additional heating term and it is used in section 7. We denote it by the pre-heatedmodel. Its physical properties are denoted by shock perturbation on constant heating.



4 1 INTRODUCTIONWe give a description of the hydrogen model atom and the CaII model atom in section3. We develop a method to produce semiempirical models from a given continuum spec-trum. This is used on the dynamic models to compare static and dynamic quantities. Themethod can be used on solar and stellar spectra as well. A description of the method isgiven in in section 4, and we use it in sections 6 and 7.We review some radiative transfer theory in section 5, and we use the results in sections6 and 7.The semiempirical model of the acoustically heated model is given in section 6.1. Thesemiempirical and the dynamic energy balance of the acoustically heated model are dis-cussed in section 6.2.Section 7.1 reviews the observed temporal behavior of the CaII H-line. The simulatedpro�le of the pre-heated model reproduces most of the observed behavior. We thus ex-plain the physics of the H2V bright grains in the simulation, and connect the �ndings tochromospheric dynamics in section 7.2.An interpretation of the phase relations between the CaII lines is given in section 7.3.The semiempirical model of the pre-heated model is given in section 7.4. A comparisonbetween semiempirical line pro�les and time averaged line pro�les produced by the pre-heated model is given in section 7.5.Section 8 gives a summary of the results.



52 Dynamic models and methodsFirst, we describe the two dynamic models we use, and we give the motivation for choosingthese models. Then we give an overview of the methods implemented in the RADYNradiation-hydrodynamics code (Carlsson & Stein 1992b), and of the physics involved. Weuse another program, MULTI (Carlsson 1986), on the RADYN atmospheres to calculatecontribution functions. The application of this code is also briey described.2.1 The two modelsThe dynamic models are made for the purpose of investigating vertical propagation ofacoustic waves in the solar atmosphere, and the interactions between dynamics and radi-ation. The models are one-dimensional and plane parallel. Only vertical acoustic wavepropagation can then be studied. It is assumed that electrons and ions have Maxwelliandistributions at equal temperatures, and we assume that both species move with the samevelocity.Magnetic �elds and plasma physics are left out to reduce the complexity of the problem.The dynamic behavior without magnetic �elds should be understood to begin with. Themodels can thus at best describe non-magnetic regions of the sun and other stars.Both models are exited by moving pistons with realistic velocities as a lower boundary.In this way we simulate the convective motions in the lower photosphere. It is assumedthat no other form of exitation occurs. The waves propagate from the photosphere to thechromosphere. As the density of the atmosphere falls rapidly above the temperature mini-mum, the phase velocities of the wave approaches the speed of sound. High density parts ofthe wave overtake the low density parts such that shocks are formed in the chromosphere.Shock formation in upper layers of stellar atmospheres was �rst proposed by Biermann(1946) and by Schwarzschild (1948). Further discussions can be found in e.g. Stein &Schwartz (1972). The atmospheric structure with the propagation and development ofshocks can be seen for one of our models in �gure 1 and 2.The speci�c properties and the applications of the two models are:1. The acoustically heated model.This model is included to investigate the energy balance during the inuence fromacoustic waves and shocks only. A semiempirical model is made from this model tostudy di�erences between semiempirical and dynamic radiative losses (cooling), andthe di�erences between the cooling distributions between lines and continua.A heating term is added to the energy equation in the lower photosphere to accountfor the convective heat ux. This heating term is deduced from the mixing lengththeory for convection. We use radiative equilibrium as an initial condition in thechromosphere.The chromosphere is heated due to the dissipative properties of the shocks, andexternal compression work. This heating will slowly rise the atmospheric mean tem-perature and thus the internal energy. Increased radiative cooling will eventually



6 2 DYNAMIC MODELS AND METHODS

Figure 1: The macroscopic velocity as a function of height and time in the acousticallyheated model. The velocity curves are shifted a step upwards at each time step. The timesteps are 10 seconds apart. The velocity di�erences between pre- and post shock regionsare typically 20km/s in chromospheric layers. The bar in the upper right corner shows avelocity di�erence of 20km/s.



2.1 The two models 7

Figure 2: The temperature as a function of height and time in the acoustically heatedmodel. The temperature curves are shifted a step upwards at each time step. The timesteps are 10 seconds apart. The temperature di�erences between pre- and post shockregions are typically 10000K in chromospheric layers. The bar in the upper right cornershows a temperature di�erence of 10000K.



8 2 DYNAMIC MODELS AND METHODSbalance the heating such that a quasi-static state is achieved. This relaxation timeis longer than the duration of the simulation.2. The pre-heated model.We assume that the quasi-static state can be approximated by introducing an ar-ti�cial heating term which accounts for increased internal energy compared to theacoustically heated model.Another justi�cation for extra heating is that this model reproduces some of the evo-lution patterns in the solar CaII lines in regions of weak magnetic �elds, such as thebright grains in the H and K lines and the line core excursions and intensity uctu-ations. It is important that some of the observed details are reproduced, such thatwe can assume dynamic conditions comparable to those in the solar chromosphere.A temperature structure similar to VAL3C (Vernazza et al. 1981) without a transitionregion was used as an initial condition. To make the initial atmosphere consistentwith the energy equation, the radiative losses are calculated and an equal heatingterm is added. This term is kept constant on the Lagrangian frame (column massscale) during the simulation.We denote the chromospheric physical properties of this model by shock perturbationon constant heating.2.2 Simulation methods2.2.1 Methods of the RADYN simulationsThe lower boundary is a reecting piston located 100 km below �5000 = 1 with prescribedvelocity as a function of time. The velocity is taken from the Doppler shifts from solarobservations of the photospheric FeI line at �3966:8�A (Lites et al. 1993). This is in thewing of the CaII H-line. The Doppler measurements are taken from a location where H2Vbright grains occurs. The same velocity �eld is used for both models.The line core is formed at approximately 280 km above �5000 = 1. The observedvelocity amplitude is thus scaled with the expected amplitude di�erence between the heightof formation and the height of piston location. The amplitudes with oscillation periodslonger than 5 minutes are damped in the upwards direction. The low frequency amplitudesare thus ampli�ed to compensate for this damping. This velocity �eld is assumed to berepresentative for the upper layer of the convection zone.The piston could not be located at the formation height of the FeI line due to di�-culties with too small optical depths at those wavelengths that are formed deepest is thephotosphere.The upper boundary is transmitting. Only a small fraction of the wave energy isreected. The material that has crossed this boundary is lost as \stellar wind". We havenot included a transition region. The one-dimensional conservation equations of:1. Mass



2.2 Simulation methods 92. Charge3. Momentum4. Energyare solved together with the equations of:1. Radiative transfer2. Statistical equilibrium (NLTE rate equations)These equations are given in the appendix. The equations are set up using an implicit�nite di�erence scheme, and they are formulated on an adaptive grid (Dor� & Drury 1987).The grid point locations are solved for together with the rest of the equations. The gridequation is set up such that the grid points gather where there are large gradients, thusgiving maximum resolution where it is needed. This approach, together with arti�cialviscosity resolves the shock structure. The time steps of the computation are controlledby the rate of change of the variables. The advection terms in the equations are treatedusing Van Leer's second order upwind scheme (Van Leer 1977) to ensure stability andmonotonicity in the presence of shocks.The rate equations are dominated by radiative transitions. The radiative rates are pro-portional to the mean intensity which in general depends on the population densities overthe whole atmosphere through the radiative transfer. The motions and the temperaturestructure of the atmosphere a�ect the density and population numbers. Thus a global timedependent NLTE coupling is introduced by the radiative transfer which is treated usingScharmer's method (Scharmer 1981, Scharmer & Carlsson 1985, Carlsson 1986).The energy equation couples radiative heating of the material, viscous dissipation, con-duction, and external compression work to the internal energy of the gas. This energy isin the form of exitation energy, ionization energy and thermal energy.The main contributor from calcium in the solar photosphere and chromosphere is CaII.The great diagnostic potential of the H,K and IR lines, and their large contribution toradiative losses from the chromosphere are the reason to include CaII in the simulation.Hydrogen is the main contributor of radiative losses in in the upper chromosphere.The NLTE radiation is treated with �ve level plus continuum model atoms for hydrogenand calcium (CaII). All bond-bound transitions and the �ve bound-free transitions aretreated in detail for each atom. The H,K and the IR lines for CaII are treated, and theLyman, Balmer, Paschen, Pfundt, and Brackett levels for hydrogen are included. Voigtline pro�les with complete redistribution (CRD) are assumed for all lines. The Lyman linepro�les are truncated at six Doppler widths to mimic e�ects of partial redistribution (PRD)(Milkey & Mihalas 1973). Constant microturbulence on a column mass scale was includedin the RADYN simulations to account for observed line broadening and H2V bright graindisplacement from the line center.Other elements are included as electron donors and in the continuum opacity. Theseare all treated in LTE.



10 2 DYNAMIC MODELS AND METHODSThe simulations were run on a CRAY Y-MP 464. A typical simulation of 2000 secondsin solar time takes approximately 50 CPU hours, and about 200 Mbytes of output dataare produced. All RADYN runs have kindly been provided by Carlsson and Stein.2.2.2 Methods of the MULTI simulationsThe MULTI program solves the radiative transfer for an impurity spices in moving or staticatmospheres (Carlsson 1986). Scharmers' method is also applied in this code (Scharmer1981, Scharmer & Carlsson 1985).The radiative transfer of other elements than those included in RADYN can be calcu-lated in NLTE by MULTI. One atom at a time can be treated. Each time step from theRADYN simulation produces an atmosphere which contains the temperature structure,electron densities, velocity �eld, microturbulence and hydrogen densities and populations.This atmosphere will then be input to the MULTI simulations together with the selectedatom.Secondary calculations on the RADYN atmospheres with CaII are needed to obtaincontribution functions to intensity, and relative absorption. They are also needed to al-ter the microturbulent broadening of the CaII line pro�les to determine its e�ect on timeaveraged pro�les. The MULTI calculations are also necessary in obtaining a time aver-aged reference spectrum in the continua for the semiempirical computations. All of thestatic computations involved to obtain semiempirical temperature structures are done withMULTI.It is assumed that CaII with altered microturbulence can be treated as an impurityspices, i.e. that it will not have any signi�cant impact on the dynamics if it was includedin the RADYN simulations. This is justi�ed, since the same CaII model atom was runin the RADYN simulations. The advection term in the rate equations is not included inMULTI. This will give only minor changes in the radiative transfer, less than the e�ect ofaltered microturbulence.



113 Atomic models3.1 HydrogenThe hydrogen model includes �ve energy levels from n=1 to n=5 plus a continuum level.These are the Lyman, Balmer, Paschen, Pfundt and Brackett levels. All ten bound-boundtransitions and the bound-free transitions are given the full NLTE treatment. The energylevels with bound-bound and bound-free radiative transitions are shown in �gure 3. Wave-lengths above 2000�A are given as air wavelengths, and wavelengths below 2000�A are givenin vacuum.Level energies were taken from Bashkin & Stoner (1975). Radiative bound-boundtransition probabilities come from Johnson (1972), bound-free Gaunt-factors from Karzas& Latter (1961) and Menzel & Pekeris (1935), and collisional transition probabilities fromVriens & Smeets (1980).3.2 CaIIThe CaII model includes �ve energy levels plus a continuum level, which give rise to theH and K lines and the IR triplet. The bound-bound and bound-free transitions are giventhe full NLTE treatment. The energy levels with bound-bound and bound-free radiativetransitions are shown in the Grotrian diagram in �gure 4. Level energies and other atomicdata were taken from Shine & Linsky (1972).



12 3 ATOMIC MODELS

Figure 3: The hydrogen model atom. The wavelengths for the radiative transitions aregiven in �Angstr�om. Dashed lines are bound-free transitions, and solid lines are bound-bound transitions.



3.2 CaII 13

Figure 4: The calcium model atom. The wavelengths for the radiative transitions are givenin �Angstr�om. Dashed lines are bound-free transitions, and solid lines are bound-boundtransitions.The H line arise from the 3968�A transition, the K-line from the 3933�A transition,and the IR triplet from the 8498�A ,8542�A and 8662�A transitions. Only collisional ratescan occur between the metastable D-levels and the ground level.



14 4 THE SEMIEMPIRICAL METHOD4 The semiempirical methodIn this section we describe the methods used to construct a semiempirical atmosphere.These methods are applied on the dynamic models in sections 6 and 7 to construct theircorresponding semiempirical models. In these sections we compare semiempirical interpre-tations of energy balance and spectral lines with dynamic interpretations.We follow the standard method of replacing the equation of radiative equilibrium by atemperature structure that reproduces the averaged continuum spectrum of the dynamicstellar atmosphere. The average is spatial and temporal in the case for semiempirical mod-els of the solar atmosphere (Vernazza et al. 1981). In this thesis we produce semiempiricalmodels of one-component dynamic models. We therefore use the temporally- or time av-eraged continuum spectrum. We hereafter denote the time averaged continuum spectrumas the reference spectrum for the semiempirical model. The methods described here aregeneral, and they can be applied on observed stellar continuum spectra as well.First, we make some considerations about the connections between spatially and tem-porally averaged reference spectra, and about the connections between temperature andcontinuum intensity. Second, we give an overview of the semiempirical calculations, andwe give a detailed description of the semiempirical iteration method needed to obtain aclose agreement with the reference spectrum. Third, we describe the constraints used toget a smooth and monotone temperature structure. Finally we give the methods neededto calculate the accuracy of the obtained temperature structure.4.1 Connections between spatially and temporally averaged ref-erence spectraAn exposure of short duration of a speci�c area of the sun contains di�erent small scalefeatures at di�erent positions. We can construct a semiempirical model by averagingthe spectrum over areas with similar features, e.g. internetwork areas where magnetic�elds are relatively weak. This approach has been used for the VAL model of the solaratmosphere (Vernazza et al. 1981). This model consists of several di�erent components,A to F, that each represents di�erent characteristic areas. Model F is averaged over themagnetically active areas and model A over granular cell interiors (internetwork areas).Model C represents the average quiet sun over all areas. One can assume that the dynamicbehavior does not change much from point to point in such areas. One could then inprinciple obtain the same reference spectrum by the time average of a su�ciently longtime series of a relatively small area.This is the approach when a semiempirical model of a dynamic model is constructed,since dynamic models so far only are plane parallel or one-dimensional. Dynamic planeparallel models are one-component models in the same sense as plane parallel semiempiricalmodels. The typical horizontal length scale for thermodynamic changes and for changesin the radiation �eld of the real solar atmosphere must be greater than its thickness if thetemporally averaged spectrum of a plane parallel dynamic model is a physically reasonabledescription for a spatially averaged area of the sun.



4.2 Continuum intensities and atmospheric temperatures 15We are not able to take into account horizontal inhomogeneities on scales shorter thanthe thickness of the atmosphere, since our dynamic models are plane parallel. This limita-tion can only be overcome by three dimensional dynamic models. We have therefore notmade any attempts to reproduce semiempirical solar models. Instead, we treat the dynamicmodel as the actual atmosphere, and thereafter we study the ability of the semiempiricalmodel to describe the dynamic \reality".4.2 Continuum intensities and atmospheric temperaturesIt is important to notice that the time averaged intensity is sensitive to the wavelength rangewhen LTE conditions dominate. This will often be the case for continuum radiation. Inthe Wien-limit (ultraviolet) the Planck function responds exponentially to the temperature,and in the Rayleigh-Jeans-limit (infrared) it responds linearly.If the continuum intensities are formed under LTE conditions, in both semiempiricaland dynamic atmospheres, the temperatures at the formation heights of UV-wavelengthswill be overestimated in the semiempirical model.One can thus not expect that the static temperature structure is an accurate timeaveraged measure of the dynamic temperature, especially if the dynamic perturbations aregreat relative to the ambient atmosphere. Such great perturbations occur in chromosphericlayers due to shock formation. Relatively small perturbations occur in the photosphere,and modelling in the IR range will in addition serve to make the photospheric temperaturesof a semiempirical model a reasonable estimate of the time average.The assumptions above will be altered in NLTE. NLTE e�ects in the continua will beintroduced for singly ionized calcium and hydrogen which are treated self-consistently inthe dynamic simulations, and for hydrogen in the semiempirical model.4.3 An overview of the semiempirical calculationsThe static calculations require wavelength points that cover continuum radiation formedin the deepest layers in the photosphere (infrared) and up to the highest layers of thechromosphere (ultraviolet). The points are located in pairs below and above opacity edgesfor 81 bound-free transitions. Table 1 gives the wavelengths and the associated elements.All the points in the chromosphere lie in the EUV (extreme ultraviolet) or UV (ultraviolet)range, as for the VAL models. Modelling in the IR (infrared) part of the spectrum at theseheights would serve as a test for consistency of the semiempirical method. UV and IRmodelling should give the same temperature structure. This is not done here.The radiation temperatures of the reference spectrum and the semiempirical spectrumare calculated according to the Planck distribution for black-body radiation at each fre-quency point. The di�erences between the radiation temperatures at each point is takenas a measure of the temperature deviation at the corresponding continuum formationheight. These di�erences are then used to adjust the temperature structure to get a betteragreement between the reference radiation temperature and the semiempirical radiationtemperature. This process is thus iterative. The continuum radiation emerging from theatmosphere with the corrected temperature structure is calculated by the program MULTI.



16 4 THE SEMIEMPIRICAL METHODIon Wavelength above edge [�A] Wavelength below edge [�A]H- 16450.00 16250.00HI 8208.00 8206.00MgI 3757.00 3755.00H 3648.00 3646.00MgI 2515.00 2513.00FeI 2488.00 2486.00FeI 2335.00 2333.00FeI 2269.00 2267.00FeI 2267.00 2265.00AlI 2071.00 2069.00SiI 1986.00 1984.00FeI 1943.00 1941.00FeI 1769.00 1767.00SiI 1682.00 1680.00MgI 1623.00 1621.00FeI 1576.00 1574.00SiI 1521.00 1519.00CI 1240.00 1238.00CaII 1219.00 1216.00SI 1201.00 1199.00MgII 1170.00 1168.00SiII 1128.00 1122.00CI 1101.00 1099.00HI 913.00 911.00HeI 505.00 503.00Table 1: 81 continuum wavelengths are used in the semiempirical modelling. 50 of theseare located at each side of the 25 absorption edges of bound-free transitions given in thetable. The remaining are intermediate wavelengths from 17000�A to 300�A used to obtain aneven distribution. Wavelength below edge denote the short wavelength side of the opacityedge. Wavelength above edge denotes the long wavelength side of the opacity edge. Thehelium continuum on the short wavelength side of 504�A was not taken into considerationin the determination of the temperature corrections due to neglected helium ionization inthe dynamic model.



4.4 The response matrix 17Hydrogen is calculated in NLTE and the rest of the elements are calculated in LTE. Hy-drostatic equilibrium integrations (HSE) provide consistency between temperature anddensities.The sensitivity and response to temperature change in the static models are di�cultto predict. This is due to non-local coupling of radiation (NLTE) through the atmosphereand global changes due to hydrostatic equilibrium integrations. With this view in mindthe temperature corrections will only be approximate, unless one is able to get the exactresponse functions which is unlikely due to the non-linearity of the problem.A multi-dimensional Newton-Raphson iterative process solves this problem. If theapproximate temperature corrections always are in the right direction and decreasing inmagnitude as the iterations goes on, we will eventually have a solution. The problemof �nding the suitable temperature corrections will therefore be to �nd the approximateradiation temperature response functions to atmospheric temperature change.4.4 The response matrixThe radiation temperature deviations at all frequency points in continuum have to be usedin order to get maximum information about the atmospheric temperature deviations. Theradiation temperature response functions to temperature change connects the deviationsin radiation temperature to atmospheric temperature corrections. We get a linear setof equations with the temperature corrections as unknowns. The coe�cients of theseequations are called the response matrix. The radiation temperature response function isde�ned by Magain (1986): �TR(�) = Z 1�1RTR;T (�; x)�T (x)dx (1)where x = lg(column mass). It is reasonable to assume that the normalized contribu-tion function to intensity is a reasonable choice of a response function, since the contributionfunction to intensity peaks where the sensitivity to atmospheric temperature is maximum.We de�ne: RTR;T (�; x) = CI� (x)I� (2)The integral over depth must be replaced by a sum in order to create the linear equationswe are seeking. The pair (�; x) is replaced by the indexes of frequency and depth (j; i):�TR;j = NXi=1 CI(j; i)Ij �Ti�xi = NXi=1Ai;j�Ti (3)Which is equivalent to: � ~TR = [A]� ~T (4)Ai;j will then be the matrix elements in the response matrix [A].



18 4 THE SEMIEMPIRICAL METHODOne �nds that the contribution functions to intensity are very similar as a function ofdepth for neighboring frequency points. This will then also be the case for the responsefunctions. This leads to similar matrix coe�cients in neighboring rows, and the matrixbecomes singular.This problem is solved by replacing the response functions by delta functions of unityvalue at depths which are closest to their centroids. The previous notation of the equationsis unchanged by using these delta functions.This leads to some matrix columns with zeroes only, and these are removed from thematrix. The depth grid will now be undersampled compared to the original resolution. Theresulting matrix contains elements of unity value. There is one element for each frequencyindex, and one or more for each depth index.The number of unknown temperature corrections will be smaller than the number offrequency points. The resulting response matrix has dimensions (N;M) where M > N .4.5 The solution method� ~T is solved by the least squares method by using the normal equations of linear alge-bra since we have an overdetermined set of equations. We will then obtain temperaturecorrections that minimizes the radiation temperature deviation over the whole spectrum.The best solution vector � ~T is the one that minimizes the residual:
 = MXj=1[�TR;j � NXi=1Ai;j�Ti]2 = [� ~TR � [A] ~�T ]2 (5)The value of 
 can be used as a measure of convergence in the iterative procedure. One�nds the solution e�ectively by LU decomposition and back-substitution of the set:[A]T [A]� ~T = [A]T� ~TR (6)Which is equivalent to: [W ]�� ~T = �� ~TR (7)We denote [W ]� by the approximate operator.4.6 The iteration procedureThe atmospheric response to temperature can be written as an operator equation. Thesolution of the temperature structure is determined by the radiation temperature of thereference spectrum ~TR0: [W ]~T = ~TR0 (8)A current estimate of the temperature, ~Tn gives a deviation � ~TR;n from the referenceradiation temperature:



4.6 The iteration procedure 19[W ]~Tn = ~TR0 + � ~TR;n (9)Let � ~Tn be the correction to obtain the solution ~T . We then have:[W ](~Tn + � ~Tn) = ~TR0 (10)Subtraction of the last two equations gives:[W ](~Tn + � ~Tn)� [W ]~Tn = �� ~TR;n (11)By linearizing the exact operator [W ] to [W ]�n, and assuming small atmospheric tem-perature changes � ~Tn, we have: [W ]�n� ~Tn � �� ~TR;n (12)The approximate operator [W ]�n is indexed by n since it changes after each iteration.Let � ~Tn be de�ned by the corresponding equality. The iteration procedure to get thesolution will then be: � ~TR;n = [W ]~Tn � ~TR0 (13)� ~Tn = [W ]��1n (�� ~TR;n) (14)~Tn+1 = ~Tn + � ~Tn (15)The approximate operator and the deviation in radiation temperature are taken fromthe current atmosphere denoted by n. Since the atmosphere is calculated by MULTI, theexact operator [W ] is associated with the physics that the code describes. This iterationprocedure is coded in IDL (interactive data language) as a loop that runs automaticallyuntil the user terminates the process manually. The code is available upon request from theauthor. A \users guide" to the code is given in the appendix. The details of the procedurecan be summarized:1. Choose an arbitrary temperature structure on a column mass scale as an initialsolution. By some reasoning this should be chosen as close to the �nal solution aspossible to get fast convergence.2. Compute the atmosphere in HSE to get self-consistent densities and temperatures.The �ve level hydrogen atom is calculated in NLTE. Background opacities fromother elements are calculated in LTE. The emergent spectrum is thus produced, orequivalently the exact operator.3. Use the Planck function to compute the radiation temperatures at each continuumpoint using the intensities from the MULTI-calculation. Compute the deviationsfrom the reference radiation temperatures. This is equation 13.



20 4 THE SEMIEMPIRICAL METHOD4. Construct the approximate operator from the contribution functions to intensity, andsolve equation 14.5. Terminate the iteration if the temperature corrections are su�ciently small, or if theaverage radiation temperature deviation is below a chosen threshold.6. Replace the atmospheric temperatures in the current HSE integrated atmosphereby using equation 15. Temperature corrections between depth points determinedby the contribution function centroids are found by interpolation. The interpolatedcorrection is then added to the HSE atmosphere. This will be the input atmospherefor the next calculation.7. Go to step 2.4.7 Constraints on the temperature structureWe wish to have a smooth temperature structure. This requires that the temperaturecorrections have to be done on relatively few depth points at each iteration step. This isprovided by the under-sampling caused by the centroids of the contribution functions tointensity. Smooth transitions between the correcting depths are achieved by interpolation.It must be noted that the correcting depths change during the iteration process.The �nal temperature structure can have several extremal points even if the depth gridis su�ciently undersampeled. It is thus necessary to lay constraints on the temperaturestructure in order to obtain similarities to other semiempirical models. These constraintsare built into the temperature correction interpolations which we will describe here.Two constraints have been developed for semiempirical models with chromospheres overthe past two decades (see e.g. the VAL model). These are:1. There is only one extremal point, the temperature minimum.2. The highest degree of smoothness is seeked. This means that the second derivativeshould have the lowest possible absolute value.These constraints will reduce the possible number of temperature structure solutions,and they will be comparable to earlier models such as the VAL model.It is not trivial to satisfy these constraints, and a lot of trial and error have been done.The most obvious method would be to �t the coe�cients of an analytical temperaturefunction with these properties by a least squares method. The temperatures to be approxi-mated by this function would be the previous temperature structure with the temperaturecorrections added. The problem arising here is to �nd the analytical function that givessu�cient accuracy both in the chromosphere and in the photosphere. Another approachthat solves this problem was found, and we call it the \hybrid" method:1. The deviation from a radiative equilibrium temperature structure is �tted by a �fthorder polynomial at the correcting depths by the least squares method to obtainmonotonicity and su�cient smoothness in the chromosphere. The deviations are



4.8 Uniqueness and accuracy of the temperature structure 21roughly increasing outwards, implying a monotone polynomial provided that thedegree is su�ciently low. Su�cient accuracy is obtained by choosing a degree that isnot too low. The resulting temperature structure is obtained by adding the radiativeequilibrium structure.A few important steps has to be carried out to obtain monotonicity in the uppermostparts. If the uppermost correcting point lies above a maximum point in the resultingtemperature structure, the temperature from the maximum point and upwards issubstituted by this maximum temperature. If the uppermost correcting point liesbelow a maximum which can either be an extremum or the end point, the temperaturefrom the uppermost correcting point and upwards is substituted by the temperatureat this point.2. Since the initial solution can be more accurately determined in the photosphere, thecorrections here will not be large. A reasonable initial solution here is the initial stateof the dynamic simulation.Monotonicity is achieved in the photosphere by the steep temperature gradient ifthe corrections are su�ciently small. A direct spline interpolation at the correctingdepths is thus su�cient.3. A weighted mean is used to make a smooth transition from the photospheric splineinterpolation to the chromospheric polynomial interpolation. The weights are chosenfrom a �fteenth order Butterworth-function that weighs the two parts equally atlg(column mass) = �1. The two interpolatives are extended beyond this point ateach side to avoid end-e�ects. The high order weighting function provides a swifttransition between the two interpolatives.The response matrix, and the solution of the temperature correction at an iterationstep with the given constraints can be seen in �gure 5.4.8 Uniqueness and accuracy of the temperature structureUniquenessDi�erent initial temperature structures should converge to approximately the same �-nal temperature structure if the iteration method is robust. This has been con�rmed byexperiments. Each initial structure converged to approximately the same �nal temperaturestructure within �ve iterations. The �nal temperature structure is nevertheless dependenton the constraints laid on them and the methods to obtain the temperature corrections.AccuracyIt is impossible to obtain semiempirical radiation temperatures that exactly match thereference radiation temperatures with a smooth temperature structure. We are thereforesatis�ed if the average deviation is within a certain limit, say +/-20K.



22 4 THE SEMIEMPIRICAL METHOD

Figure 5: Upper left panel. The change of semiempirical radiation temperature needed tomatch the reference radiation temperature as a function of frequency index. High numberedindexes correspond to short wavelengths. Lower left panel. The response matrix withdelta functions. The depth grid is resampled by the centroids of the contribution functionsto intensity. Upper right panel. The solution of the matrix (diamonds) denotes here thecorrections with the previous temperatures added. Polynomials are used to obtain a smoothtemperature structure with only one extremal point at the temperature minimum. Lowerright panel. The resulting temperature correction at every depth point (interpolative) isshown together with the solution obtained from the response matrix.



4.8 Uniqueness and accuracy of the temperature structure 23It is possible to eliminate the deviations within a limited frequency range by adjust-ing the temperature at a limited depth interval. These adjustments will not lead to animprovement if they are applied on the entire temperature structure because the resultingtemperature structure will not obey the smoothness constraint.We can nevertheless use these adjustments to determine the temperature interval inwhich the temperature structure that matches the reference spectrum exactly is located.This interval is bounded by the deviation limits.The temperature correction in a certain depth interval is determined by minimizing atypical deviation (e.g. 20K) over the whole spectrum by the least squares method. Wethus use the same principles as in the solution of the response matrix, but now only for alimited depth interval.We de�ne the upper deviation limit of the semiempirical temperature structure as thiscorrection added to the temperature structure. The lower deviation limit corresponds to asubtraction of this correction.These deviation limits are set by the reciprocal of the radiation temperature responsefunctions. A relatively great change in atmospheric temperature is necessary to obtain acertain change in radiation temperature if the radiation temperature response function isrelatively small. The separation between the deviation limits will thus be relatively great.The deviation limits for the �nal temperature structure are found by computing theactual radiation temperature response functions to temperature change, RTR;T (�; x). Theseare given by: �TR(�) = Z 1�1RTR;T (�; x)�T (x)dx (16)By letting the temperature perturbation to be constant �T = 100K over the interval< �1; x0] and elsewhere zero, the response can be written:�TR(�; x0) = �T Z x0�1RTR;T (�; x)dx (17)�TR(�; x0) is found by perturbing the atmosphere in successive steps. This is done atevery second depth point. The response function is found by di�erentiating this quantity:1�T d�TR(�; x0)dx0 = RTR;T (�; x0) (18)The depth variable is taken as the logarithm of the column mass in these equations.The normalized deviation at each depth point is de�ned to be the temperature change atthis depth that minimizes by the least squares method a 1 Kelvin perturbation in radiationtemperature over the whole spectrum. The temperature change is extended over an intervalof �lg(mc) = 1 at each side of this depth. The least squares minimum for one depth canthen be written: �T = 1 +Pi6=j RiRjRj(1 +Pi6=j (RiRj )2)�TR (19)



24 4 THE SEMIEMPIRICAL METHODWhere Rj = max(R) > Ri. The temperature change �T will be higher by taking intoaccount the lesser valued responses Ri. This is due to the exponent in the fractional sumin the denominator. We ignore the Ri's, and de�ne the normalized deviation as:�T = +=� 1Kmax(R) (20)The maximum valued response function is here assumed to be constant over the depthinterval in order to obtain the equality. The absolute deviation limits can be found bymultiplying the typical deviation from the reference radiation temperature (e.g. 20K) withthe normalized deviation.



255 Probabilistic radiative transferIn this section we will use the concepts of probabilistic radiative transfer to get physicalinsight in the di�erent processes that create spectral lines. We will derive a general equationof the NLTE line source function in terms of destruction- and escape probabilities in amedium with velocity gradients and a variable pro�le function. This result is specializedto the familiar second order expression for the line source function. We use this result toderive an expression for the population departures from LTE for the upper and lower energylevels associated with the spectral line. The results we obtain here are used extensively insection 7.5.1 NLTE line source functionThe emission pro�le is equal to the absorption pro�le in complete redistribution (CRD).The line source function is then given by:Sij = njAjiniBij � njBji (21)Aji,Bij and Bji are the Einstein coe�cients for spontaneous emission, absorption andstimulated emission respectively. ni is the number density or population number for thelower energy level, and nj is the number density or population number for the upper energylevel.When the rate of stimulated emission is small in the limit of short wavelengths and lowtemperatures, the term njBji can be omitted and we can write a relation to the Planckdistribution, B, in terms of the population departures:Sij = bjbiB (22)For any level, say k, the population departure bk is:bk = nkn�k (23)where n�k is the LTE population determined by the Boltzmann distribution. If the lineopacity is much greater than the background opacity, the total source function can beapproximated by the line source function.The line source function for a transition in a multilevel atom can be written as for thetwo level atom: Sij = (1� �)J � �B (24)J is the speci�c intensity weighted by the normalized line pro�le, and averaged overall solid angles and frequencies. � is the thermal coupling parameter or the destructionprobability if we are considering a two level atom. This is given by:



26 5 PROBABILISTIC RADIATIVE TRANSFER� = Pd = CjiAji + Cji (25)which is the probability for collisional de-exitation. This process returns the exitationenergy to the thermal pool or the electron gas.High density plasmas provide dominant collisional rates compared to the spontaneousemission rate. A photon will then most probably be destroyed a mean free path away onceit is emitted. This distance is short compared to the characteristic distances over whichthermodynamic variables change. The radiation �eld is therefore controlled by the localtemperature, and the line source function is very close to the Planck distribution. Popula-tions are close to the Boltzmann distribution. This is Local Thermodynamic Equilibriumor LTE.For a more dilute plasma, the mean free path is increased, and the collisional rate isdecreased. The scattering term in the line source function will begin to dominate, andthe radiation �eld becomes non-local. At a given location, the population numbers arecontrolled by the nonlocal radiation �eld, which in turn depends on the nonlocal popula-tion numbers through the radiative transfer. The source function is then dependent on theglobal atmospheric state. This is Non-Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium or NLTE. Thepopulation numbers are found from the rate equations for each energy level:Rate of population change = Net rate into the level - Net rate out of the levelIn a multilevel atom, � is dependent on parameters in other atomic transitions in addi-tion to the destruction probability in the transition we are considering. This quantity willthen become non-local through the radiation �eld in other lines.5.2 Escape probabilityThe probability for photon escape from a given atmospheric location without scatteringis de�ned to be the escape probability. The transport of radiation through an atmosphereis characterized by exponential extinction. The solution of the transfer equation for theemergent intensity gives a sum or an integral of the source function weighted by thisexponential term that is interpreted as a probability of escape. The monochromatic escapeprobability at ~r along a ray in the direction ~n where �� is the optical depth to the boundarythus be written as: p�(~r; ~n) = e��� (26)The escape probability for a photon that can interact with an atomic transition is ob-tained by averaging this quantity over the normalized emission pro�le and over all directionsin space: Pe(~r) = 14� Z
 Z 10 p�(~r; ~n(
))��d�d
 (27)



5.3 Core saturation and a probabilistic equation for the line source function 275.3 Core saturation and a probabilistic equation for the linesource functionWe will here use core saturation methods (Kalkofen 1984) to derive an equation for theline source function in terms of escape- and destruction probabilities.At great optical depths, the speci�c intensity can be approximated by the local sourcefunction at all frequencies. This means that any photon is assumed to be absorbed at thepoint where it was emitted. The local source function is, under this condition, equal to thepro�le averaged intensity. This concept of complete saturation can be modi�ed to partialsaturation such that the source function is equal to the speci�c intensity only for a limitedset of frequencies which depends on the atmospheric location. This limited set is calledthe core. The unsaturated frequency range is called the wing.The saturated core region at a certain depth is de�ned by those frequencies where themonochromatic optical depth is greater than some chosen value .  is denoted by thesaturation depth.In the limit of  !1, the whole frequency range becomes the wing region, and the coresaturation method reduces to the exact theory. The wing region is taken to be completelytransparent, i.e. an emitted photon escapes if it is directed towards the outer hemisphere.By using the two stream model, and by assuming zero incoming radiation at the boundary,one obtains: Jcore(��) = S(��); �� >  (28)Jwing(��) = 12S(); �� <  (29)The saturation frequency �s at a given reference depth �0 is given by ��s(�0) = . Thisquantity is taken from the simulations, and it is in general di�erent for blue and red wingsin the presence of velocity �elds. The following discussion assumes that �s is a monotonefunction of �0 at each side of the Doppler-core throughout the atmosphere. This is veri�edby the simulations.The line source function contains the pro�le averaged mean intensity. Elimination ofthis quantity is necessary to get a simple expression of the source function in terms of theescape probability. The di�erential dJ is investigated rather than J itself. This will resultin a �rst order di�erential equation for S(�0).The change in Jwing that occurs in the blue wing, when a displacement in optical depthd�0 is carried out, can be written in the following way taking into account a depth variablepro�le function:dJ bluewing = Z 1�s+d� J(�0)�(�0; �0 + d�0)d�0 � Z 1�s+d� J(�0)�(�0; �0)d�0 � Z �s+d��s J(�0)�(�0; �0)d�0(30)d� is the change in saturation frequency, and �s is the saturation frequency at �0 whichin general are unequal for red and blue wing. � is dependent on velocity, temperature



28 5 PROBABILISTIC RADIATIVE TRANSFERand microturbulence. A similar expression results for the red wing. Substituting the meanintensity in the wing (eq. 29), we get:dJ bluewing = 12 Z 1�s+d� S(�0(�0))d�(�0; �0)d�0 � 12S(�0(�s))�(�s; �0)d� (31)The integral is the change in J bluewing caused by the depth variation of the pro�le function.This is substituted by �Sblue. The monochromatic escape probability is set to zero in thecore, and unity in the wing regions along rays pointing towards the outer hemisphere. Fromeq. 27 one obtains an approximation of the escape probability in one of the wings:Pe(�0) = 12 Z 1�s ��d�0 (32)The change in escape probability dP ybluee caused by the change in saturation frequencycan then be used in the last term in eq. 31:dJbluewing = �Sblue + SdP ybluee (33)Addition of the two wing contributions give:dJwing = �Sblue + �Sred + SdP ye (34)The pro�le averaged intensity in the core can be written in terms of the total escapeprobability by using the saturated value of the intensity:J core = S(1� 2Pe) (35)Eq. 34 and the derivative of eq. 35 give:dJ = dS(1� 2Pe)� 2SdPe + SdP ye + �Sblue + �Sred (36)Di�erentiation of eq. 24 and using 36 gives a general equation for the di�erential of S:dS = �dB + (1� �)[dS(1� 2Pe)� 2SdPe + SdP ye + �Sblue + �Sred] + (B � J)d� (37)To get a simple analytic solution of an approximate source function, one has to neglectvariation of the Planck distribution, variation of the destruction probability and variationof the pro�le function.The variation of the pro�le function leads to the terms �Sblue and �Sred. If the signof the two quantities are opposite, which can be true in the presence of a velocity �eld ofsmall amplitude, they can have a tendency to cancel each other. When the Doppler-widthvaries due to changes in temperature and microturbulence, the signs will be equal. Theerror made in ignoring these terms are of these reasons probably greater when variation ofpro�le broadening dominates the Doppler-shift variation.The variation of the Planck distribution and destruction probability can be signi�cantin the presence of shocks. Ignoring this will probably lead to an error greater than the



5.4 Departure coe�cients in terms of probabilities 29error introduced by neglecting the variation of the pro�le function. The approximationsgive: dP ye = dPe (38)�Sblue = �Sred = 0 (39)A �rst order di�erential equation for S is found from eq. 37 by using these approxima-tions: [�+ (1 � �)2Pe] dSdPe = (�� 1)S (40)Which has the familiar \second order" solution:S = [ ��+ (1 � �)2Pe ] 12B (41)This equation was �rst given by Ivanov (1973). The Planck distribution B is introducedby the integration limit of zero escape probability. S and Pe are evaluated at �0, and �and B are assumed to be constant. As �0 ! 1, Pe ! 0, such that S ! B. As �0 ! 0,Pe ! 1=2, such that S ! � 12B.The interpretation of this equation when using varying � and B, is that the value of theapproximated source function at a speci�c depth is valid if � and B at this depth are thevalues in the entire atmosphere. This approach is used later in the thesis where we showthat in the general case with varying Planck distribution, varying destruction probabilityand velocity �eld, the line source function is controlled by the escape probability andthe destruction probability. A discussion for the case of a variable Planck function anddestruction probability is given by Frisch & Frisch (1975).The scale � over which the source function approaches B can be estimated as the valueof �0 that makes the two terms in the denominator of eq. 41 equal. For �� 1 this implies:Pe(�) � � (42)The optical depth � de�nes the thermalization depth which acts as an upper boundaryfor the range of validity for local thermodynamic equilibrium. Discussions of thermalizationdepths can be found in Mihalas (1978) and Kalkofen (1984).5.4 Departure coe�cients in terms of probabilitiesBy combining eq. 41 and eq. 22, the departure coe�cient ratio can be written as:bjbi = [ ��+ (1� �)2Pe ] 12 (43)The population departures from LTE are mainly controlled by photon transfer in theoptically thin wings of the spectral line, while the optically thick core plays a passive role.Photons emitted in the far wings, where the opacity is low, can travel over large distances



30 5 PROBABILISTIC RADIATIVE TRANSFERin a single step. Some of the photons escape from the atmosphere. The large mean freepath compensates for the relatively low probability of wing emission, such that most ofthe photon ux is carried in the wings. In the core, where the opacity is high, photonsare travelling short distances between each interaction event. A scattering event emits thephoton in a random direction. The random walk process combined by the short distancesgives a small net transportation or photon ux.When the photon loss from the wings becomes signi�cant well above the thermalizationdepth, or equivalently that the escape probability exceeds destruction probability, S startsto fall below B. This means that the upper level becomes underpopulated relative to thelower level, and a signi�cant net radiative rate in the direction j ! i supplies the photonloss. The collisional exitation rate in the transition, and net rates from other transitionsinto the upper level, will balance the net radiative de-exitation rate. Collisional ratesare directed from overpopulated levels to underpopulated levels, and it is this mechanismthat tends to compensate the photon losses. Energy is then taken from the thermal pooland converted to escaping photons. This means that the gas is radiatively cooled. Thecontribution to the ux divergence from the transition is thus:r ~Fji = h�0(nj(Aji +BjiJ)� niBijJ) = h�0njAji�ji (44)Where �ji = 1 � JSij is the net radiative bracket. Some of the photon loss in the wingscan be absorbed in the underlying continuum. The total ux divergence is then dependenton this process.Deeper in the atmosphere, towards the thermalization depth, both departure coe�-cients approaches unity because of the decreasing escape probability, and the source func-tion is mainly controlled by the Planck distribution. Further down the net rates and theux divergence will approach zero because of approximate detailed balancing. They willcompletely vanish in thermodynamic equilibrium.



316 Heating by acoustic waves6.1 The semiempirical modelIn this section we present the semiempirical model of the acoustically heated atmosphere,hereafter model1. The purpose of this semiempirical model is to compare the semiempiricalradiative cooling with the time averaged radiative cooling of the dynamic model.6.1.1 Semiempirical chromospheric temperature rise caused by acoustic wavesThe intensity from the dynamic model is averaged over 9 cycles of the fundamental periodof 3 minutes, extending from 640 seconds after the initial radiative equilibrium to the endof the simulation at 2250 seconds. The acoustic shocks in the chromosphere produces aradiation temperature of the time averaged intensity that increases from 1500�A to 500�Aas can be seen in �gure 6. This produces a semiempirical temperature that increases withincreasing height (�gure 12), since radiation of shorter wavelength is formed at higheraltitudes.6.1.2 Deviations from the reference radiation temperaturesRelatively small temperature corrections of the order of +/- 20K are obtained after 6iterations. The average deviation between the semiempirical radiation temperature andthe radiation temperature of the time averaged intensity is +/-20 K (�gure 8).The radiation temperature deviations above 1500�A are on the average approximately+/- 20K which corresponds to +/-1%. The deviations on wavelengths between 504�A and1500�A are one the average approximately +/- 50K which corresponds to +/- 1% (�gures6 and 7).The goal of reproducing the radiation temperature of the time averaged continuum bythe semiempirical model can be said to be accomplished.6.1.3 Accuracy of the temperature structureWe determine the accuracy of the temperature structure by using the response functions totemperature change on radiation temperature. This is described in section 4. The radiationtemperature response functions are calculated by perturbing the atmospheric temperatureby a 100K step function. The transition depth where the perturbation changes from 0K to100K is successively moved through the the whole atmosphere in 50 steps. This correspondsto an increase of two depth indices per step. The radiative transfer with hydrogen inNLTE is solved in each perturbed atmosphere to account for NLTE e�ects in the hydrogencontinua. The resulting radiation temperature perturbation at each frequency is then foundas a function of transition depth. Derivation of this function gives the response functionswe are seeking. The radiation temperature response functions from 300�A to 3000�A areshown in �gure 9.The normalized deviation limits de�ned in section 4 are then found by using the recipro-cal of the maximum valued response functions. The HeI continuum contribution functions
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Figure 6: Semiempirical radiation temperature of model1 compared to the radiation tem-perature of the time averaged continuum spectrum. Wavelengths shorter than 504�A in theHeI continuum were not considered in the calculations of the temperature corrections, andthe deviation here is thus relatively great.
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Figure 7: The radiation temperature deviations above 1500�A are on the average approx-imately +/- 20K which corresponds to +/-1%. The deviations on wavelengths between504�A and 1500�A are on the average approximately +/- 50K which corresponds to +/-1%. Positive values correspond to higher semiempirical intensities than time averagedintensities.
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Figure 8: The average radiation temperature deviation seems to converge at approximately20K. Termination was done after 6 iterations.
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Figure 9: The radiation temperature response functions determine the accuracy of thetemperature structure. Small values at a certain depth correspond to an inaccurate deter-mination of the temperature at this depth. Wavelengths below 504�A are not considered inthe accuracy calculations because this wavelength interval is excluded from the calculationof the temperature corrections. The accuracy of the uppermost temperature structure istherefore greatly reduced. The values of the response functions are shown in the upper leftcorner.



36 6 HEATING BY ACOUSTIC WAVESare not considered here because they were neglected in the semiempirical modelling. Atypical radiation temperature di�erence between the semiempirical continuum spectrumand the time averaged dynamic spectrum can then be multiplied with this quantity inestimating the temperature interval bounded by the deviation limits where the optimaltemperature structure that reproduces the reference spectrum exactly is located.The normalized deviation limits as a function of depth are shown in �gure 10. Thesemiempirical temperature structure with the deviation limits with an average temper-ature deviation of 20K is shown in �gure 11. The radiation temperature sensitivityto temperature change is relatively small around lg(column mass) = �5 and abovelg(column mass) = �6. The temperature structure in these intervals can therefore not bedetermined with high accuracy due to the low valued response functions. The use of a poly-nomial during the iterations provides a smooth and monotone chromospheric temperaturestructure between the deviation limits.6.1.4 Comparisons with other semiempirical modelsThe temperature structure of model1 is very di�erent compared to the VAL3C model of theaverage quiet sun (Vernazza et al. 1981) and the FALa (Fontenla et al. 1993) solar model forinternetwork regions. The temperature minimum of model1 is located at higher altitudes,and the minimum temperature is approximately 500K higher than for VAL3C and FALa(�gure 12). The chromospheric temperature for model1 is overall smaller than for the solarmodels except at lg(column mass) = �5 where all the models have approximately equaltemperature around 7000K. This is at the base of the transition layer of the solar models.Our model does not have a transition region as in VAL3C or FALa. This is expected sincethe dynamic model does not include the corona. The temperature in the upper photosphereis higher than for the solar models, and the opposite is true in the lower photosphere.A comparison of the radiation temperature between model1, VAL3C and FALa is givenin �gure 13. The opacity is higher at the short wavelength side of the bound-free opacityedges. Increased opacity increases the intensity formation heights. The radiation tempera-ture at the short wavelength side of the opacity edges is then higher if we have an increasingtemperature with height as in the chromosphere. The opposite is true in the photospherewhere the temperature decreases with height.The radiation temperature in the ultraviolet range from 300�A to 1200�A originatesfrom the chromosphere for all three models as can be seen in �gure 13. Model1 showslower radiation temperature due to the lower temperature in the chromosphere. The HeIcontinuum below 504�A is not considered in the semiempirical modelling due to the neglectof helium ionization in the energy equation in the dynamic model.The radiation from the temperature minimum region is located in the wavelength rangearound the SiI absorption edge at 1520�A for all models. The radiation temperature variesless here for model1 compared to the solar models. This is explained by the smaller vari-ation of the temperature around the temperature minimum for model1. The radiationtemperature varies from high to low at the SiI absorption edge as a function of decreasedwavelength, or equivalently increased formation height, for model1. The variation is oppo-site, e.g. from low to high, for the solar models. The contribution functions at each side of
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Figure 10: The reciprocal of the maximum valued response functions. This quantity isthe normalized deviation limit that gives the atmospheric temperature change in a depthinterval of �lg(column mass) = 1 if a deviation in radiation temperature of 1K over thewhole spectrum is to be minimized by the least squares method.
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Figure 11: The semiempirical temperature structure (solid) with the deviation limits fora typical radiation temperature deviation of 20K (dotted). The radiation temperaturesensitivity to temperature change is relatively small around lg(column mass) = �5 andabove lg(column mass) = �6. The temperature structure in these intervals can thereforenot be determined with high accuracy due to the low valued response functions. Theuse of a polynomial during the iterations provides a smooth and monotone chromospherictemperature structure between the deviation limits.



6.1 The semiempirical model 39this edge lie at the depths where the temperature decreases with height for model1. Thelong wavelength side of the opacity edge has its contribution function located around thetemperature minimum for the solar models. The short wavelength side has its contributionfunction located at increasing temperature with height. The di�erent intensity variationat 1520�A is therefore explained by the higher altitude of the temperature minimum formodel1 relative to the contribution functions to intensity.The photospheric radiation for all three models is located in the range from 1500�A to17000�A. The radiation temperature of model1 in the wavelength range between 2100�A and17000�A is smaller than for the solar models due to the lower temperature in the lowerphotosphere. Higher radiation temperature for model1 around 1600�A occurs due to thehigher temperature towards the temperature minimum in the upper photosphere.
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Figure 12: Di�erent semiempirical models. The temperature structure of model1 is verydi�erent compared to the VAL3C model of the average quiet sun and the FALa solarmodel for internetwork regions. The temperature minimum of model1 is located at higheraltitude, and the minimum temperature is approximately 500K higher than for VAL3Cand FALa. The chromospheric temperature for model1 is overall smaller than for the solarmodels except at lg(column mass) = �5 where all the models have approximately equaltemperature around 7000K.
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Figure 13: A comparison between di�erent semiempirical radiation temperatures. Thechromospheric radiation temperature below 1200�A is lower for model1 compared to theother models due to the lower temperature. The same is true for the radiation that comesfrom the lower photosphere in the range above 2100�A. The temperature minimum regionhas higher temperature than the solar models which can be seen around 1500�A. Note thedi�erent variation of the radiation temperature at the SiI bound-free edge at 1520�A.



42 6 HEATING BY ACOUSTIC WAVES6.2 Dynamic and semiempirical energy balanceMany workers have assumed that the total radiative loss as a function of height in asemiempirical model is equal to the corresponding spatial and temporal average value ofthe dynamic radiative loss. They have further used the semiempirical radiative loss toconstrain the theories for heating mechanisms in the solar atmosphere (e.g. Anderson &Athay 1989), since the dynamic radiative loss is balanced by dynamic heating. The mainsource of atmospheric heating is the extraction of wave energy. An equality between heatingcaused by the extraction of wave energy and the dynamic radiative loss is an additionalassumption. Conclusions about dynamic heating from static models seems contradictory,and the validity of these assumptions is investigated in this section. Radiative loss ishereafter denoted radiative cooling, or simply cooling. Negative cooling is denoted byheating.First, we determine the di�erent time averaged heating sources that balance the timeaveraged radiative cooling in the dynamic model.Second, we determine the di�erent contributors to radiative cooling in the semiempiricalcase and in the time averaged dynamic case, and we compare the total time averaged coolingrate with the semiempirical cooling rate.6.2.1 Time averaged dynamic sources to radiative lossesThe radiative cooling in this self-consistently heated dynamic model without magnetic �eldsis balanced by viscous dissipation, external compression work, thermal conduction andinternal energy changes. All these terms have often been referred to as a common heatingterm or even mechanical heating by several workers who have discussed chromosphericheating mechanisms (e.g. Liu 1974 and Anderson & Athay 1989).We determine the time averages of these heating terms as a function of height. Thedi�erent terms are measured on the Lagrangian or co-moving frame, which is equivalentto the column mass scale, since we are interested in what happens in a speci�c volumeelement during the simulation. The time averages are then interpolated to a referencecolumn mass scale, and they are taken over the same time interval as for the referencecontinuum spectrum used to construct the semiempirical model.The heating terms are given by the internal energy equation. We begin with the stresstensor for a viscous uid: Tij = �p�ij + �ij (45)p is the isotropic thermal pressure and �ij is the viscous stress tensor. The internalenergy equation in the Lagrangian frame can now be written:�DeDt = vi;jT ij � qj;j (46)� is the mass density, e is the sum of thermal energy, exitation energy and ionizationenergy. This quantity is hereafter denoted by internal energy. vi;j is gas velocity component



6.2 Dynamic and semiempirical energy balance 43i derivated with respect to space coordinate j, and qj;j is the divergence of the radiativeand conductive uxes. The last equation can also be written:�DeDt = �p(r � ~v)�r � ~Fc �r � ~Frad + �V (47)where the terms on the right side are respectively external compression work, net inowof heat by conduction, net inow of radiative energy, and viscous dissipation. Viscousdissipation is always a positive term due to irreversability. For a one dimensional planarow, which is the case in the dynamic model, the viscous dissipation is given by:�V = (43�+ �)(@vz@z )2 (48)� is the coe�cient of shear viscosity and � is the coe�cient of bulk viscosity. vz isthe one dimensional velocity, and z the one dimensional space coordinate. The derivativeimplies that dissipation will be e�ective in the presence of shocks where the velocity changesabruptly on small spatial scales. The value of the viscosity coe�cients are chosen to behigher than their natural values. This arti�cial viscosity broadens the shock structuresuch that it can be resolved on the 100 point adaptive depth grid. It has been shownthat arti�cial viscosity does not alter the energy balance or the level of viscous dissipationsigni�cantly. The inuence from a broadened shock on the radiative transfer is assumedto be relatively small. The radiative cooling is equal to the radiative ux divergence givenby: �rad = r � ~Frad = 4� Z 10 (�� � ��J�)d� (49)�� is the emissivity, �� is the opacity and J� the mean intensity, all at frequency �. Theemissivity and the opacity are here assumed to be isotropic. Radiative cooling is thus thenet photon emission from a volume element. Integrating equation 47 with respect to time,and dividing by the corresponding time interval gives the time averaged contributions toradiative cooling: h�radi = h�V i � hp(r � ~v)i � h�DeDt i � hr � ~Fci (50)An atmosphere in quasi-static state implies that the internal energy change averagedover a su�ciently large integer number of cycles of the fundamental period vanishes. Thisis not true in the time span of the dynamic model. The simulation should be extendedconsiderably for this term to vanish.There is no reason to believe that the average internal energy change is negligiblein the solar chromosphere on small spatial scales and short time intervals lasting onlya few oscillation periods. The possibility of internal energy changes must be taken intoconsideration when chromospheric heating is to be investigated on the basis of observationson small spatial scales and short time intervals.Two specialized examples of causes of internal energy change are given:



44 6 HEATING BY ACOUSTIC WAVES1. Energy can be transferred to a speci�c volume of the chromosphere from surroundingvolumes by wave motion or radiation. The internal energy can then increase in thisvolume if the rate of energy release is too low to compensate for the energy input.2. Ionizing post-shock regions increase the ionization energy, and this energy is releasedby radiative recombinations. The recombination rates are set by the time scales ofrecombination. The internal energy can then increase if the recombination rates arerelatively slow.Equation 50 shows that viscous dissipation, external compression work, decrease ininternal energy, and conductive heat ow into the volume element can contribute tonet photon ow out of this volume element. The terms can naturally be negative, ex-cept for the dissipation term. The contribution from thermal conduction is found tobe negligible compared to the other terms in this model. The time averaged contri-butions from the dynamic simulation are shown in �gure 14. We have calculated thecontributions as ergs=cm3=s which is common in literature of chromospheric energy bal-ance. We refer here to the temperature minimum region and the lower chromosphereas the interval lg(column mass) = [�3; 0] and the middle and upper chromosphere aslg(column mass) = [�7;�3]. The results are summarized as follows:1. Temperature minimum region and lower chromosphere in the intervallg(column mass) = [�1; 0], and the photosphere.The PdV work is negative, which means an increase in wave energy ux. The internalenergy decreases, and we have a total radiative cooling. The decrease of internalenergy and viscous dissipation balances the increase of wave energy and the radiativecooling. The decrease in internal energy is approximately a factor 100 greater thanviscous dissipation. In the photosphere at lg(colomn mass) = 0:5, the PdV work ispositive and it almost balances the radiative cooling.2. Temperature minimum region and lower chromosphere in the intervallg(column mass) = [�3;�1].PdV work and viscous dissipation balances an increase in internal energy and atotal radiative cooling. PdV work is approximately a factor ten greater than viscousdissipation. The total radiative cooling exceeds the internal energy increase with afactor of approximately two below the temperature minimum atlg(column mass) = �2:25.3. Middle and upper chromosphere.PdV work and viscous dissipation balances an increase in internal energy and atotal radiative cooling. Viscous dissipation is primarily caused by the chromosphericshocks. PdV work is approximately a factor two greater than viscous dissipationbelow lg(column mass) = �4. PdV work is approximately a factor two less thanviscous dissipation above lg(column mass) = �4. The total radiative cooling aroundlg(columnmass) = �4 and above lg(columnmass) = �6 exceeds the internal energyincrease with a factor of approximately two.



6.2 Dynamic and semiempirical energy balance 45Our dynamic model show that external compression work contributes with an approx-imately equal magnitude of heating as viscous dissipation. The radiative cooling andinternal energy increase in the middle and upper chromosphere are roughly of the samemagnitude. An assumed equality between the heating terms and radiative cooling will thusbe erroneous.6.2.2 Semiempirical compared with time averaged radiative lossesThe continuum- and line cooling are calculated for the same frequency interval and withthe same frequency grid for both models. The continuum frequency grid is the same as forthe hydrogen continua, and it covers wavelengths from the Lyman continuum ending at600�A to the Pfundt continuum beginning at 22392�A. We compare the cooling distributionsand the total cooling in di�erent layers for the dynamic and static models. The dynamicquantities are time averaged. The distribution of the total cooling among Hydrogen, CaIIand the continua can be seen in �gures 15 and 16 for dynamic and semiempirical modelrespectively. Semiempirical and time averaged total cooling are shown in �gure 17.We refer here to the temperature minimum region and the lower chromosphere as the in-terval lg(columnmass) = [�3; 0] and the middle and upper chromosphere as lg(columnmass) =[�7;�3] as in the previous section.1. Low chromosphere and temperature minimum region. The CaII and H line coolingare approximately equal. Continuum heating occurs in the dynamic model.Continuum cooling occurs in the static model in the lower parts near lg(columnmass) =�0:5, which leads to a total cooling in the static model of approximately a factor 10larger than for the dynamic model. There is in fact a total radiative heating in thedynamic model at lg(column mass) = �0:5.The continuum heating rates are approximately equal around lg(column mass) =�2, and the total cooling rates are thus approximately equal here.In the upper parts around lg(column mass) = �2:5, the static continuum heatingis smaller than the dynamic continuum heating, and the static cooling exceeds thedynamic by a factor of ten.2. Middle and upper chromosphere. Hydrogen line cooling and continuum heating tendsto cancel each other in the dynamic model. Both contributions in the semiempiricalmodel are from a factor of 10 to 100 smaller. The CaII line cooling rates are ap-proximately the same within a factor of 2, such that the total cooling rates does notdeviate more than a factor of 2 from each other.The uppermost part around lg(column mass) = �6 has a total cooling originatingfrom hydrogen in the dynamic model. The static total cooling has only a smallercontribution from continuum, and it decreases faster than the dynamic total coolingwith increasing height.The cooling rate for the same contributor is in general rather di�erent at equal depthsin the two models. The continuum cooling rates are very di�erent almost at every depth.
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Figure 14: Sources to total cooling in the dynamic model. The chromospheric radiativecooling and internal energy increase above lg(column mass) = �3 are roughly of the samemagnitude, and these sinks are balanced by the sources of viscous dissipation and externalcompression work.
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Figure 15: Contributors to total cooling in the dynamic model. The continuum is radia-tively heated and the lines of hydrogen and CaII are radiatively cooled in the chromosphere.The line cooling exceeds the continuum heating, and this results in a total radiative coolingof the gas.
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Figure 16: Contributors to total cooling in the semiempirical model. The continuumradiative energy exchange is negligible compared to the cooling of the CaII lines in thechromosphere. The lines of hydrogen contributes to cooling in addition to the lines of CaIIwhich results in a total cooling. The CaII line cooling exceeds the continuum heating inthe temperature minimum region around lg(column mass) = �2, and this results in atotal radiative cooling of the gas.
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Figure 17: A comparison of total cooling in the dynamic and semiempirical models. Thetotal cooling rates do not deviate more from each other than a factor of two in the middleand upper chromosphere in the interval lg(column mass) = [�7:0;�3:5]. The deviation istypically a factor of ten on the photospheric side of the temperature minimum region aroundlg(columnmass) = �0:5, and in the lower chromosphere around lg(columnmass) = �2:75.



50 6 HEATING BY ACOUSTIC WAVESThe signs can be unequal as well. The hydrogen cooling rates are similar in the lowchromosphere and temperature minimum region. The same is true for the CaII line cooling.The hydrogen cooling rate is much lower in the static model compared to the dynamicmodel in the middle and upper chromosphere. The CaII cooling rates are similar in themiddle and upper chromosphere.The total cooling rates of the dynamic and static model do not deviate more fromeach other than a factor of two in the middle and upper chromosphere. The di�erence istypically a factor of ten in the temperature minimum region and the lower chromosphere.The semiempirical model can thus at best be used to estimate the time average of theradiative cooling in the middle and upper chromosphere, but not in lower layers.The temperature structure uncertainties found in section 6.1 determine the coolinguncertainties for the semiempirical model. These uncertainties are only important in thevicinity of lg(column mass) = �5 and above lg(column mass) = �6, such that the overalldisparities between semiempirical and dynamic cooling rates are not signi�cantly a�ected.It seems very di�cult or perhaps impossible to conclude which mechanisms that heatthe dynamic atmosphere from a semiempirical model since the detailed dynamic energybudget is unknown. The internal energy change during the observation of the semiempiricalreference spectrum must also be taken into consideration.



517 Shock perturbation on constant heating7.1 Observed and computed temporal behavior of CaII H and Kline pro�lesThe characteristic time-evolution of the H-line is reviewed. Comparisons are done with thesimulated pro�le of the pre-heated atmosphere where we �nd many similarities. Connec-tions between the line pro�le appearance and the dynamic state in the model atmosphereare discussed.Following Hale & Ellerman (1904) we denote the absorption at line center H3, theemission peak on the violet side of the line center H2V, and the emission peak on thered side H2R. The absorption troughs between the line wings and the emission peaks aredenoted H1V and H1R. Similar labels are used for the K line. The H2V or K2V emissionpeaks can be seen as round bright grains of 1-2Mm in diameter that covers the entire solarimage in spectroheliograms. See �gure 18. These emissions are therefore also denoted by\bright grains".7.1.1 Observed behaviorThe extensive observational literature of the H and K lines of CaII is reviewed by Rut-ten & Uitenbroek (1991). Cram & Dam�e (1983) discuss the time resolved H-line. Theobservations were done by D.R. Brown and H.A. Mauter on 1976 November 9, using theVacuum Tower Telescope at Sacramento Peak Observatory. Since the H and K lines havesimilar evolution patterns in time, we will only summarize their discussions of the H-lineby listing the most important signatures. Only internetwork regions are considered, sincethe dynamic model represents these areas.1. Spatial and temporal analysis show that bright grains are much less prominent inH2R than they are in H2V. About 75% of the grains visible in H2V are visible inH2R. Some regions are bright in H2R and dark in H2V.2. Temporal analysis of the H line pro�le shows an enormous variety of patterns. Atypical evolution pattern is described as follows. First, a brightening appears sym-metrically in the far wings, and sweeps toward the line center with decreasing spectralvelocity. At the same time, H3 gradually shifts to red. The brightenings outline the\dark whiskers" seen in the wavelength-time diagrams.When the brightenings reach the H1 regions, the core becomes strongly asymmetric,with a stronger H2V peak than H2R peak and maximum redshifted H3 absorption.As the H2V peak fades, H3 shifts sharply to the the violet.The H2R intensity is higher than the H2V intensity immediately after the H3 shift,although a prominent H2R peak is seen only rarely at this speci�c phase.In many cases, the wing brightening starts to fade before the H2V bright grain reachesits maximum intensity. A sudden shift of H3 to the violet usually coincides with thedisappearance of the wing brightening, which outlines the next dark whisker.
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Figure 18: This spectroheliogram in the wavelength interval around K2V shows clearly thebright grains as small dots between bright network regions. It was taken by Bruce Gillespiewith the east auxiliary of the McMath Solar Telescope, National Solar Observatory.



7.1 Observed and computed temporal behavior of CaII H and K line pro�les 533. Although most of the internetwork grains seem to arise from bright wing contrac-tions, there are cases where either one of these features appears without the other.The full range of behavior is thus tremendously diverse. The absence of regular pat-terns reects the fact that the chromospheric oscillation is a nonlinear phenomenoninvolving interactions between several wave packets simultaneously.4. The location of maximum intensity of the H2V grains is approximately 10 pm or 0.1�Ato the violet side of the center rest center wavelength. The grain diameter is in therange 1-2 Mm, or slightly less than the thickness of the solar atmosphere includingthe photosphere and the chromosphere.5. The maximum H3 redshift is in the range of 5-10 km/s. The maximum blueshift issmaller than the maximum redshift.6. 2-5 grains are occurring at the same spatial location with a period close to 180 secondsbetween longer time intervals of no grains.7.1.2 Computed behavior of the line pro�le related to the atmospheric state.The simulations with the additional heating term on a column mass scale reproduces al-most all of the features described above. The \dark whisker" pattern in the line wings, theDoppler excursions in the line core, the H2V/H2R intensity asymmetry and the pulsationperiod of approximately 3 minutes agrees very well with the observed pro�le. The wave-length displacement of the bright grains of approximately 0.1�A agrees with the simulationwhen a microturbulence of 2km/s is applied. The main di�erence is that there is one grainalmost every 180 seconds in the simulations.A comparison between the simulated pro�le and an observed sequence (Lites et al. 1993)is shown in �gure 19. The velocity �eld at the lower boundary is taken from the Dopplershifts in the line core of a photospheric FeI line observed at the same slit position as theH-line observations. Comparisons between observed and computed pro�les are thereforepossible.Connections between modelled atmospheric dynamics and the line pro�le evolution fora typical sequence can be summarized as follows:1. The H3 intensity is formed at the highest layers of the line formation depths. Max-imum H3 blueshift occurs at the same time as the onset of wing brightening in thefar wings. The H3 blueshift is due to outward moving layers of high velocity inpost-shock regions of the shock that just passed the H3 formation depth.The following gradual H3 shift from the blue side of the line core to the red reectsthat outward motion of the H3 forming layer changes to downward motion.Observed and computed Doppler-shift evolution of this phase is linear in time. Wethus have a parabolic trajectory or ballistic motion between the upthrusts caused bythe shocks.
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Figure 19: A comparison between the simulated pro�le of the pre-heated atmosphere andan observed sequence (Lites et.al. 1993a). The velocity �eld at the lower boundary istaken from the observed slit position from a photospheric FeI line such that observed andcomputed pro�les can be compared at equal times. The dark whiskers, the position ofthe bright grains and the oscillation period close to 180 seconds agrees very well to theobservation. There is some disparity between the locations of the bright grains along thetime axis due to di�erent atmospheric oscillation patterns. This can partially be explainedby the transients occurring after the lower boundary piston is set into action.



7.1 Observed and computed temporal behavior of CaII H and K line pro�les 552. The symmetric wing brightening that propagates towards the line center originatesfrom an outward propagating perturbation of increased temperature set up by theoutward propagating wave. Increased temperature is associated with increased den-sity.Unity optical depth reaches higher altitudes towards the line core, such that the innerwings probes higher layers than the outer wings. When the increased temperaturepropagates outwards, the wing brightening propagates towards line center. The de-creasing spectral velocity toward line center reects the increased gradient of unityoptical depth with respect to height.3. Gas motion in outwards direction occurs at grain forming depths when the wingbrightening reaches H1. Downdraft from layers above, and upward motion belowcreates a shock front that reaches a strength of approximately 10 km/s at the timeof maximum H3 redshift. This corresponds to high atmospheric compression of theupper layers. A source function peak is formed in the post-shock region. The opacitypattern is now determined by the shape of the velocity �eld. This determines theappearance of the emission peaks originating from the source function peak. TheH2V intensity is now maximum.4. The sudden H3-blueshift occurs when the shock passes the H3 forming layer. Blue-shifted opacity due to upward motion in post-shock regions increases the formationheight at the position of the H2V bright grain. The source function has a lowervalue here, such that the violet emission peak fades. The red emission peak can noworiginate from the source function peak further down, revealed by the blueshiftedopacity due to upward motion in post-shock regions.This leads to a H2V/H2R intensity ratio less than one after the sudden H3 transition.The cycle is completed by starting at point 1 again.5. A source function peak occurs at all times. The peak is located in the interval�5000 = [�5:5;�5]. These are depths where non-linear wave steepening sets in andshocks are formed. The value of the source function peak at these depths is increasedwhen a shock is present due to the high post-shock temperatures. High temperatureswill also increase the thermal coupling parameter and thus the coupling to the Planckdistribution. The source function decreases where the escape probability exceeds thethermal coupling parameter due to optically thinner layers.The majority of observed features can thus be explained by photospheric piston exita-tion and a pre-heated chromosphere.



56 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATING7.2 Physics of the K2V and the H2V grainsThe physics of the calcium grains of the pre-heated model with microturbulence of 2km/sare studied in this section. Since the dynamic behavior seen both in observations andsimulations are similar for the H and K lines, only the H line is analyzed in detail.The state of the atmosphere when the H2V bright grain has its maximum intensity isstudied. This is done at two di�erent occasions, at t=1250s where the H2R emission ispresent and at t=1590s where it is absent. It must be noted that the atmospheric statedescribed here is su�cient but not necessary for grain formation, since only one simulationmodel is investigated.First, the opacity pattern and its connection to velocity and density is explained. Sec-ond, the source function that produces the bright grains is explained qualitatively in aprobabilistic view. Third, we explain the H2R and H2V emission peaks and their intensitydi�erence. Fourth, we compare our results with previous work by other authors. Finallywe discuss the grain intensity response and the grain frequency response to atmosphericdynamics.7.2.1 The opacityThe opacity is the quantity that determines how and where the source function is probed.It is therefore necessary to examine its behavior in the depth-frequency plane to explainthe line pro�le at the time of grain formation. The opacity for a line transition can, whenthe emission pro�le equals the absorption pro�le, be written:�� = (niBij � njBji)�� h�ij4� (51)ni and nj are respectively the population densities in the lower and upper level of theline transition. �� is the normalized absorption pro�le. Bij is the Einstein absorptioncoe�cient, and Bji is the Einstein coe�cient for stimulated emission. �ij is the transi-tion frequency. Stimulated emission and thus the downward transition rate njBji can beneglected in the case for the H and K lines.The ground level population is approximately equal to the particle density of CaII,since the sum of the populations for all other levels is much smaller compared to theground level population. The CaII density is approximately equal to the Ca density in thechromosphere, but this assumption can lead to errors when CaII ionizes to CaIII in thepost-shock region. The opacity expressed by the Ca abundance relative to hydrogen ACabecomes when these approximations are used:�� = �ACaGRPHBij��(V; T; �)h�ij4� (52)GRPH is the total density divided by the hydrogen particle density, i.e. total mass perhydrogen atom. This constant has the value 2:38 � 10�23 grams/hydrogen atom for solarabundances.The pro�le function depends on macroscopic velocity V , microturbulence � and tem-perature T . The assumptions of a Voigt pro�le and CRD (complete re-distribution) are



7.2 Physics of the K2V and the H2V grains 57used in the simulations. The Voigt pro�le takes into account the thermal and microturbu-lent motions of the gas, and the natural broadening of the energy levels in accordance tothe uncertainty principle. Other broadening mechanisms such as collisional broadening arenon-dominant in the low density layers of the chromosphere we are primarily concernedwith. In the cases of interest here, the Voigt damping parameter will satisfy the conditiona � 1. If we are considering the line center frequency in the frame of the macroscopicmotions of the gas, the value of the Voigt pro�le at line center �0 can be written:��0 = 1� 12��D (53)��D is the Doppler-width of the pro�le, which is determined by the most probablethermal velocity and the parameter for microturbulence:��D = [ 2kTmion + �2] 12 �0c (54)Substituting eq. 53 into eq. 52 gives:��0 = ACaBijh�ijGRPH4� 32 ���D (55)This equation will be used to discuss the opacity at the center of the pro�le followingthe macroscopic motion of the gas. The wing opacity will be discussed qualitatively byusing the facts that the opacity in the whole pro�le is proportional to the density, and thatbroadening increase by microturbulence and thermal motions of the gas decreases the coreopacity and increases the wing opacity. The opacity for t=1590s are characterized by thefollowing atmospheric properties (�gures 20 and 21):1. There is one shock front at lg(�5000) = �6 where down-falling matter at -9 km/sbreaks to -1 km/s (�gure 20). The post-shock region contains an outward movinglayer with a maximum velocity of approximately 2 km/s.2. The opacity at line center in the Lagrangian frame in �gure 21 falls o� rapidly in theoutward direction. This is caused primarily by the density decrease. The inuencefrom variations in Doppler-width is not signi�cant at any heights. The density jumpat the shock causes a relatively small opacity jump.3. The opacity in the wings below and above the shock in �gure 20, is also dominantlyinuenced by the decreasing density.4. In the contour plot (�gure 20), one can see that the velocity curve traces out the\opacity ridge". Thus the velocity controls the shift of the opacity pro�le as expected.The down-falling matter above the shock causes a redshift that decreases the line ofsight opacity on the blue side of the rest center wavelength and increases the line ofsight opacity on the red side compared to unshifted pro�les. Below the shock on theblue side, the velocity is slightly positive, causing increased opacity at approximatelythe frequency and depth for bright grain formation.
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Figure 20: Upper panel. Total opacity at t=1590s. The down-falling matter above theshock causes a redshift that decreases the line of sight opacity at positive frequencies cor-responding to positive velocities. The line of sight opacity increases at negative frequenciescorresponding to negative velocities. Below the shock at positive frequencies, the velocityis slightly positive, causing increased opacity at approximately the frequency and depthfor bright grain formation. Lower panel. Contributions to Doppler width. High post-shocktemperatures increases the broadening of the pro�le function.
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Figure 21: The opacity at line center in the Lagrangian frame falls o� rapidly in the outwarddirection. This is caused primarily by the density decrease. The opacity at the rest centerwavelength in the Eulerian frame (long dashes) is always smaller than the opacity at thecenter of the pro�le function in the Lagrangian frame (solid) due to the Doppler shifts.The di�erent contributions to opacity are shown on a logarithmic scale, and they can besummed to give the line center opacity in the Lagrangian frame.



60 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATINGThe opacity for t=1250s are characterized by the following atmospheric properties:(Figures 22 and 23.)1. There is one shock front at lg(�5000) = �8 where down-falling matter at -8 km/sis accelerated upwards to a velocity of 5 km/s (�gure 22). Another shock front isjust about to form at lg(�5000) = �5:5 where down-falling matter at -5 km/s hits anoutward moving layer with a velocity of 1 km/s. I will also refer to this as a shock,since similar situations occur where a low amplitude shock has formed approximatelyat the same location. We thus have a double-shock situation.2. The opacity at line center in the Lagrangian frame in �gure 23 falls o� rapidly in theoutward direction. This is caused primarily by the density decrease. A slight opacitydecrease caused by the increase in thermal broadening can be seen below the uppershock.3. The opacity in the wings below the shocks in �gure 22 is also dominantly inuencedby the decreasing density. The opacity above the upper shock is smaller than fort=1590s due to a shock location at lower column mass.4. The opacity shifts occurring at the lowest shock determines the relevant opacity pat-tern for the line center regions (�gure 22). Down-falling matter above the shockcauses a redshift that reveals the blueshifted opacity below at approximately the fre-quency and depth for bright grain formation. Redshifted opacity at negative velocitiesincreases the line of sight opacity on the red side of the rest center wavelength.7.2.2 Grain source functionThe two situations in the previous section are considered where we have a high amplitudeshock at t=1590s, and a wave crest that is about to form a low amplitude shock at t=1250s.I label the two situations as high and low amplitude shock scenarios.The thermal properties of the shock is entirely set by hydrogen. The temperature in-creases abruptly when the gas enters the shock front due to viscous work and externalcompression work. The temperature falls o� behind the shock front when electrons withhigh thermal energy starts to collisionally ionize the hydrogen atoms (Carlsson & Stein1992b). The temperature pro�le behind the shock is thus set by the time scales of ion-ization. The post-shock source function is controlled through the Planck distribution bythe temperature if the thermal coupling parameter is greater than the escape probability.Increasing post-shock temperature will then lead to an increasing source function withheight. The escape probability increases towards the shock front, and the source functionwill decrease when the escape probability exceeds the destruction probability. A sourcefunction peak is thus created in the grain forming layers in post-shock regions.Downward motion in pre-shock regions increases the saturation depth (cf. section 5) onthe blue side of the Doppler-core in post-shock regions. See �gures 24 and 26. The escapeprobability integral on the blue side of the Doppler-core increases if the saturation frequency
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Figure 22: Upper panel. Total opacity at t=1250s. The down-falling matter above theshock causes a redshift that decreases the line of sight opacity at positive frequencies cor-responding to positive velocities. The line of sight opacity increases at negative frequenciescorresponding to negative velocities. Below the shock at positive frequencies, the velocityis slightly positive, causing increased opacity at approximately the frequency and depthfor bright grain formation. Lower panel. Contributions to Doppler width. High post-shocktemperatures increases the broadening of the pro�le function.
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Figure 23: The opacity at line center in the Lagrangian frame falls o� rapidly in the outwarddirection. This is caused primarily by the density decrease. The opacity at the rest centerwavelength in the Eulerian frame (long dashes) is always smaller than the opacity at thecenter of the pro�le function in the Lagrangian frame (solid) due to the Doppler shifts.The di�erent contributions to opacity are shown on a logarithmic scale, and they can besummed to give the line center opacity in the Lagrangian frame.



7.2 Physics of the K2V and the H2V grains 63decreases, which corresponds to increased saturation depth. The escape probability willalso increase if the opacity pro�le is blueshifted.Upward motion (blueshift) combined with increased saturation depth leads thus tomuch higher escape probability on the blue side of the Doppler-core compared to the redside in the grain forming layers. This is true for both time steps. See �gures 25 and 27.Thus the escape probability on the blue side of the Doppler-core controls the escapeprobability in the grain forming layers.Negative velocity makes the escape probability on the red side of the Doppler-core toexceed the escape probability on the blue side of the Doppler-core in the pre-shock region.See �gures 24 and 26. The pre-shock part of the source function peak is thus controlled bythe \red" escape probability in both cases.Immediately above the shock at t=1590s, the source function has a discontinuous jumpto a slightly higher value. If the velocity amplitude is high enough, typically 10 km/s,the absorption pro�le is shifted into higher wing intensity that comes from a layer furtherdown in the atmosphere, and the source function is increased due to the scattering term.Scattering dominates due to the relatively low value of the destruction probability at thislevel, typically 10�4. This is negligible compared to the escape probability which has almostreached a maximum value of 12 .Mechanisms that take part in forming the source function at the time of grain formationcan be summarized as follows:1. Temperature changes are controlled by shocks or nonlinear waves just before theyshock.2. Low escape probability relative to the destruction probability �, leads to an increasein the source function when the temperature rise towards the shock in the post-shockregion.3. The source function decreases when the escape probability increases due to increasedescape from the blue side of the Doppler-core. The local source function maximum isthus created. Outward motion is associated with the increase in escape probability.4. Di�erences in escape probabilities for blue and red wings are controlled by the velocity�eld.7.2.3 H-core intensity formationThis section explains where the intensity in the frequency interval from H1R to H1Vis formed when the H2V bright grain occurs. The two situations for t=1250s where arelatively small H2R intensity peak occurs, and for t=1590s where the H2R peak is absentare discussed.Observations of the sun and the simulation results show that the intensity of H2Vbright grains exceeds the intensity at H2R by typically a factor of 5. The same holds forthe K-line.
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Figure 24: Saturation depths at t=1590s. Optical depth for saturation is chosen as  = 3.Redshifted pre-shock opacity increases the saturation depth in post-shock regions. Upwardmotion combined with increased saturation depth in pre-shock regions increases the escapeprobability integral.
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Figure 25: Upper panel. The exact source function is compared with the approximatedsource function. The escape probability is computed from the Voigt pro�le and saturationdepths. The destruction probability � is computed from 2 and 3 level approximations.Middle panel. The escape probability on the blue side of the Doppler-core controls thevariation of the source function when the destruction probability is less than the escapeprobability. Lower panel. The velocity �eld controls the location of the opacity pro�les,and thus the di�erent escape probabilities for the blue and red side of the Doppler-core.
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Figure 26: Saturation depths at t=1250s. Optical depth for saturation is chosen as  = 3.Redshifted pre-shock opacity increases the saturation depth in post-shock regions. Upwardmotion combined with increased saturation depth in pre-shock regions increases the escapeprobability integral.
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Figure 27: Upper panel. The exact source function is compared with the approximatedsource function. The escape probability is computed from the Voigt pro�le and saturationdepths. The destruction probability � is computed from 2 and 3 level approximations.Middle panel. The escape probability on the blue side of the Doppler-core controls thevariation of the source function when the destruction probability is less than the escapeprobability. Lower panel. The velocity �eld controls the location of the opacity pro�les,and thus the di�erent escape probabilities for the blue and red side of the Doppler-core.



68 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATINGThe Eddington-Barbier relation states that the emergent intensity is equal to the sourcefunction at an optical depth equal to the cosine of the viewing angle. This implies equalintensities for H2V and H2R at frequencies where the chromospheric source function max-imum is reached. The Eddington-Barbier relation can therefore not be used in explainingthe physics of the observed emission peaks. Another theoretical approach has to be devel-oped in order to reveal the dominating causes of the di�erent H2V and H2R intensities.Two approximations are done here in doing this:1. The chromospheric source function peak is approximated by a box-function centeredon �0c with a constant value S in the interval ��0 and zero value elsewhere. �0 is thereference optical depth scale.2. The opacity ratio ���0 or equivalently the gradient in monochromatic optical depth onthe reference scale is taken to be constant in the interval ��0.The intensities originating from the approximated source function at an arbitrary pairof frequencies can be found. Let an arbitrary monochromatic optical depth  at thesefrequencies coincide with �0C. The frequencies at each side of the Doppler-core are thengiven by ��(�0c) = .  will be close to unity at emission peak frequencies.The de�nitions and approximations given above leads to:�� = ( � ���0 �0c) + ���0 �0 (56)The contribution to intensity from the approximated source function gives:I+� (�0 = 0; � = 1) = S���0 Z��0 e���d�0 (57)Eq. 56 and 57 then gives:I+� (�0 = 0; � = 1) = Se�(e 12 ���0��0 � e� 12 ���0��0) (58)In the line core region the relation ���0 � 1 holds. The optical depth interval boundingthe source function is of order 10�5. It is thus necessary to investigate both limits of smalland great exponential terms compared to unity. 12 ���0��0 � 1 gives:I+� (�0 = 0; � = 1) = Se�e 12 ���0 ��0 (59)12 ���0��0 � 1 gives: I+� (�0 = 0; � = 1) = Se����0��0 (60)All three equations 58, 59, 60 show that:1. The intensity is increased if the opacity or gradient in optical depth is increased.This is due to the increased emissivity �� = S��.2. The intensity is increased if the source function increases.



7.2 Physics of the K2V and the H2V grains 693. The intensity is increased if the width of the source function peak increases.4. The intensity is decreased if  increases. increases by selecting frequencies close to the Doppler-core. The core opacity abovethe source function peak will then reduce the emergent intensity.  decreases by selectingfrequencies far from the Doppler-core. The reduced opacity will then reduce the emergentintensity. Maximum intensity occurs at the frequency where the opacity is high enough forsigni�cant emission, but low enough such that the exponential damping does not dominate.Figures 28 and 29 show the H-line pro�les at t=1590s and t=1250s with the contributionfunction to intensity and the integrand to optical depth presented as a contour plot. Curvesof equal optical depth are plotted together with the velocity and the line source function.Figures 20 and 22 show the opacity as a contour plot. These �gures are highly informative,and they are used in discussing which features dominate the formation of the H-pro�les.Frequency is in the following denoted by the corresponding Doppler-velocity to be used incomparison with the macroscopic velocity �eld.The atmospheric properties during grain formation at t=1590s when the H2R emissionpeak is absent are (�gure 28):1. K3 intensity. Down-falling matter above the shock front shifts the contributionfunctions near the line core to the region -15 km/s to -2 km/s due to the opacityshift. The pre-shock velocity is approximately -9 km/s. The relatively low value ofthe source function above the shock provides low intensity in the core.2. H2R intensity. The pre-shock opacity is not high enough to keep the optical depthat unity in the pre-shock region at -12 km/s. There is relatively low opacity in thepost-shock region at this frequency since the pre-shock opacity pro�le is redshiftedrelative to the post-shock opacity. Optical depth unity is thus reached further downat higher densities relatively far from the shock. This is approximately at the sourcefunction minimum. Sudden jumps for the curves of equal optical depth, indicates thelow gradient in monochromatic optical depth or low opacity in the post-shock region.The source function has a peak where the opacity is low. The velocity di�erence atthe shock is su�ciently high such that the pre-shock opacity at the source functionpeak is too small to create the emission peak.3. H2V intensity. The opacity shift caused by the down-falling matter reveals the postshock region of high opacity where the source function peaks. The steep gradientin monochromatic optical depth can be seen in the �gure as small spacing betweenthe opacity curves. The high opacity at the emission peak frequency is caused bya positive velocity of approximately 1 km/s at the depth of the source functionmaximum. The relatively high H2V intensity (compared to the red side) occurs dueto high opacity at the source function peak.4. K1 intensities. The intensity in the region above 10 km/s is formed around thesource function minimum, creating the intensity minimum around 15 km/s. The



70 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATINGopacity pattern is controlled by the density and not the velocity. The intensity below-15 km/s is formed below the source function minimum. The intensity minimum isthus absent.The atmospheric properties during grain formation at t=1250s when the H2R emissionpeak is present are (Figure 29):1. K3 intensity. Down-falling matter above the shock front shifts the contributionfunctions near the line core to the region -10 km/s to 5 km/s due to the opacityshift. The pre-shock velocity is approximately -4 km/s. The relatively low value ofthe source function above the shock provides low intensity in the core.2. H2R intensity. The H2R emission peak occurs at -9km/s. The opacity in the post-shock region at this frequency is now higher since the pre-shock opacity pro�le isless redshifted relative to the post-shock opacity pro�le. The jumps for the curvesof equal optical depth is now smaller, indicating a higher gradient in monochromaticoptical depth. The velocity di�erence at the shock is su�ciently low such that thepre-shock opacity at the source function peak is su�cient to create the emission peak.3. H2V intensity. The opacity shift caused by the down-falling matter reveals the postshock region of high opacity where the source function peaks. The steep gradientin monochromatic optical depth can be seen in the �gure as small spacing betweenthe opacity curves. The high opacity at the emission peak frequency is caused bya positive velocity of approximately 2 km/s at the depth of the source functionmaximum. The relatively high H2V intensity (compared to the red side) occurs dueto high opacity at the source function peak.4. K1 intensities. The intensity in the region above 10 km/s and below -15km/s isformed around the source function minimum, creating the intensity minima. Theopacity pattern is controlled by the density and not the velocity.The main reasons for the intensity di�erences between H2V and H2R emission peaksand the absence or presence of the H2R emission peak are summarized as follows:Consider a velocity di�erence due to a shock between two neighboring slabs where theupper slab has an opacity pro�le redshifted relative to the underlying pro�le. The lowerslab contains the source function maximum. Unity optical depth reaches the post-shockregion where the source function peaks at the H2V and H2R frequencies. The opacity at thesource function peak will thus be higher at H2V frequencies compared H2R frequencies.The H2V intensity will thus be higher than the H2R intensity (equation 58), and theH2V/H2R intensity ratio will be greater than one.The opacity di�erence in the post-shock region at emission peak frequencies is the mainreason for the di�erences between H2V and H2R intensities.The opacity di�erence and the H2V/H2R intensity ratio increases if the shock strengthor Mach-number increases. The H2R peak vanishes if the Mach-number is su�ciently high.
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Figure 28: Upper panel. Intensity pro�le in the H-core region. The H2V emission peak ispresent and the H2R emission peak is absent. Blueshift corresponds to positive velocities.Frequency is given as the corresponding Doppler-velocity. Middle panel. Contributionfunctions to intensity as a contour plot in the depth-frequency plane. Curves of equalmonochromatic optical depth are given together with the velocity and the the source func-tion (arbitrary scaled). Lower panel. The integrands to monochromatic optical depth ona lg(�5000) are given to show which layers control the curves of equal optical depth. Smallspacing between these curves indicates relatively high opacity and high sensitivity to thesource function.
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Figure 29: Upper panel. Intensity pro�le in the H-core region. Both emission peaks arepresent. Blueshift corresponds to positive velocities. Frequency is given as the correspond-ing Doppler-velocity. Middle panel. Contribution functions to intensity as a contour plotin the depth-frequency plane. Curves of equal monochromatic optical depth are given to-gether with the velocity and the the source function (arbitrary scaled). Lower panel. Theintegrands to monochromatic optical depth on a lg(�5000) are given to show which layerscontrol the curves of equal optical depth. Small spacing between these curves indicatesrelatively high opacity and high sensitivity to the source function.



7.2 Physics of the K2V and the H2V grains 73Both H2R and H2V emission peaks occur if a low amplitude shock of typically 5 km/s ispresent. Only the H2V emission peak occur if a high amplitude shock of typically 10 km/sis present.It must be noted that a steep velocity gradient is su�cient to create a grain, and thata shock is not required. It must also be noted that there is a signi�cant contribution tointensity from pre-shock regions as can be seen in �gures 28 and 29.7.2.4 Comparisons with previous workIn a simulation of Rammacher & Ulmschneider (1992), a short period P=45s sinusoidalpiston at the lower boundary drives the 3 min. shock waves in the chromosphere by shock-overtaking. Their K2V/K2R intensity ratio is too small in the K-line. Their explanationfor this is that CRD redistributes photons from the violet peak such that the red peakis enhanced. This can also be true in our simulation, but there is nevertheless occasionswhere H2R is absent when a strong H2V is present.Their relatively small shock strength of about 6 km/s at grain formation heights canalso be a partial explanation of the enhanced red peak. There is in addition several shocksin the chromosphere which inuences the radiative transfer. The grain forming heightscontain two shocks in their �gure 2. The upper post-shock region shifts opacity into theviolet peak intensity which reduces its magnitude.Their main reason for intensity asymmetry is the same as ours: opacity di�erencesat the emission frequencies in post-shock regions where the source function has its localmaximum. They formulate it in another way: "Velocity-temperature correlation in thepost-shock region combined with the removal of violet opacity in the pre-shock region."It must be noted that the simulation of Rammacher & Ulmschneider (1992) assumeshydrogen in LTE, a CaII model of two levels, and that the advection- and time derivativesin the rate equations are neglected.7.2.5 Further connections to dynamicsI will list some observable grain features in the line pro�le that are likely to occur if theonly atmospheric change is the one described in each point.1. Higher pre-shock velocities cause an intensity increase and redshift of H2V. Theincreased pre-shock redshift decreases the line of sight opacity on the blue side of therest center wavelength. The wavelength of unity optical depth (on the blue side) thatreaches local source function maximum will then increase. The opacity at the postshock source function maximum at this wavelength is higher and thus the intensityincreases.2. Higher positive post-shock velocity causes a blueshift of H2V because of unity opticaldepth at the local source function maximum at a shorter wavelength.3. Higher post-shock temperature increases the thermal coupling parameter throughcollisions. Both increased coupling to the Planck distribution and increased temper-



74 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATINGature behind the shock leads to an increased source function towards the shock. Thiscauses higher intensity at the H2V and H2R peaks.4. The temperature can probably be estimated by the intensity level of the line coresince this probes source function above its local maximum value. It must be notedthat the scattering term will control the source function at these layers, such thatonly indirect measurements are possible.



7.3 Physics of the Ca II V-I and V-V phase relations 757.3 Physics of the Ca II V-I and V-V phase relationsThe CaII lines have been used extensively by several authors (e.g. Fleck & Deubner 1989,Deubner & Fleck 1990, Kulaczewski 1992, Lites et al. 1993) to determine chromosphericdynamics of the sun. All the authors have used linear theory to arrive at their conclusionsabout wave modes or velocity response heights. In this section we investigate the diagnosticpotential of Fourier domain analysis of the time variable CaII spectral lines by using thepre-heated dynamic model atmosphere. We point out that linear wave theory can not beapplied in the upper chromosphere to explain the observed features.First, we review the relevant tools in the Fourier domain. Second, we investigate thevalidity of linear theory on acoustic waves to determine height di�erences. Third, wedetermine the accuracy of linear theory at the heights where it is valid. Fourth, we �ndtime variable velocity response heights of the line core Doppler shifts that uctuates a fewhundred kilometers, in contradiction to previously assumed constant heights. Fifth, wecompare observed phase relations to the simulation results, were we �nd many similarities.Finally we connect the Fourier domain signatures to chromospheric dynamics and heating.7.3.1 Tools in the Fourier-domainFourier-domain analysis of the time development of spectral lines is useful to determinedynamic properties of the atmosphere. Several tools have been used by previous workers(e.g. Lites et al. 1993). These are phase di�erences between Doppler-shifts of two spectrallines to determine di�erences in heights of formation, power spectra to determine atmo-spheric damping properties as a function of frequency, and phase coherence to determinethe degree of correlation between motions in di�erent atmospheric layers.We will use these tools on our simulations such that comparisons with previous obser-vational work can be done (Fleck & Deubner 1989, Deubner & Fleck 1990, Kulaczewski1992, Lites et al. 1993).1. Power spectra. The power spectrum P (!) of a signal as a function of frequency ! isde�ned as the squared amplitude A2 of the Fourier-components Z:Z(!) = Aei� ) P (!) = ZZ� = A2 (61)where � = �(!) is the phase of the Fourier components.2. Phase di�erence spectra. The phase di�erence ��(!) between two signals (k = 1; 2)as a function of frequency ! is de�ned as the angle di�erence between their Fouriercomponents Zk in the complex plane:Zk(!) = Akei�k ) ��(!) = �1 � �2 (62)



76 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATING3. Phase coherence spectra. Consider two di�erent discrete sequences v1 and v2. Let Z1and Z2 denote their discrete Fourier transforms. We wish to determine the degree ofphase coherence, C between the signals. Let C=1 express maximum phase coherenceand C=0 minimum phase coherence.In general, there will be a phase di�erence between the signals at each frequency de-termined by the angle between the complex vectors. There will also be an amplitudedi�erence between the two signals at each frequency. If the phase di�erences in achosen frequency interval deviates much from each other, the phase coherence will below. If the phase di�erences are equal, the coherence will be higher. If in addition thetwo power spectra are proportional to each other, the coherence will be equal to one.High phase coherence will in general occur in a situation of small phase di�erencedeviation between neighboring frequency points and when the two power spectra areapproximately proportional to each other.If one of the signals is input to an arbitrary physical system, and the other is theoutput, high coherence in a given frequency interval corresponds to conservation ofthe Fourier components in this interval, apart from a uniform phase shift and afrequency independent scaling of the amplitudes.One equation that satis�es these properties of phase coherence is written (Edmonds& Webb 1972):C2(!) = < Z1Z�2 > [< Z1Z�2 >]�< Z1Z�1 >< Z2Z�2 > = < A1A2ei�� > [< A1A2ei�� >]�< (A1)2 >< (A2)2 > (63)where angle brackets represent averaging over frequency, Z� the complex conjugate,A amplitude, and �� the phase di�erence. Without the averaging, the coherence isunity. We have adopted a running averaging interval of 9 frequency points as in thepaper of Lites et al. (1993) to make comparisons possible. We have also used theirconvention of plotting the squared quantity of C rather than C itself.One has to be aware of some fundamental properties of the Fourier transform in orderto use it correctly. Sampling causes a replication of the basic transform of the originalcontinuous data at intervals of �f = fs in the transform domain, where fs is the samplingfrequency. When the contributions of the successive replicas are added together, the resultis a periodic transform. Unreliable transforms occur if the replicas overlap. In the case ofundersampling, an overlap occurs at each side of the Nyquist frequency fN = 12fs. (TheNyquist frequency is located midway between the centers of the repeated transforms.) Thetransform is then said to be aliased. To eliminate this e�ect the sampling rate has to beincreased, or the original signal has to be band limited such that fs = 2fmax, where fmaxis the highest frequency contained in the original signal. This will separate the replicasenough to prevent their mutual distortion or folding. This is satis�ed as long as the bandwidth is less than the Nyquist frequency. The simulations has a sampling rate of 0.1 Hz.Since this rate can not be altered, the high frequency parts of the spectra has to be rejectedif aliasing tendencies are present near the Nyquist frequency.



7.3 Physics of the Ca II V-I and V-V phase relations 77Only a short segment of a signal of in�nite duration can be considered in a real mea-surement. This is equivalent to multiplying the in�nite sampled sequence by a rectangularwindow of unit height and arbitrary width. This introduces high frequency componentsdue to the discontinuous ends of the sequence. The resulting signal will then be undersam-peled and aliased. This e�ect is reduced by applying a window with smooth ends such asa cosine bell, which is used in this thesis.Multiplication by a window on the signal in time domain is equivalent to an inversetransform of a convolution between the transform of the signal and the transform of thewindow. This convolution results in a smearing of the Fourier components. To reduce thise�ect, the lowest frequency components, or at least the DC-component has to be removedby subtracting the average value of the measured sequence.Noise from seeing and detectors such as CCD's is introduced in observations. This mustbe �ltered out by applying a noise �lter such as a Wiener �lter in the transform domain.This was unnecessary on the noiseless simulation results.7.3.2 V-V phase di�erences.An approximate analytic expression for velocity phase di�erences between two di�erentheights can be given if small perturbations in an isothermal atmosphere are assumed. Weinvestigate the applicability of this expression by a comparison with direct measurementsof the velocity phase di�erences between two heights in the model.We neglect magnetic �elds since we only compare with observations of regions with weakmagnetic �elds, and since our simulations do not include magnetic �elds. The relevantwaves are thus acoustic-gravity waves. The linearized hydrodynamic wave equation forplane waves in an isothermal gravitationally strati�ed stellar atmosphere give the dispersionrelation (Mihalas & Mihalas 1984):!4 � [C2s (k2x +K2z ) + igKz ]!2 + ( � 1)g2k2x = 0 (64)! is the frequency for one Fourier-component, Cs is the sound speed, kx is the horizontalreal component of the wave vector,Kz is the vertical complex component of the wave vector,and g is the acceleration of gravitation. We have assumed constant ratio of speci�c heats. This equation does not include radiation e�ects such as radiative damping. Only onehorizontal component of the wave vector is necessary since no preferred horizontal directionexist due to horizontal homogeneity. The horizontal component is also real because wavesshould neither grow nor decay in the homogeneous direction. The vertical component is ingeneral complex due to the strati�ed medium. We have:Kz = kz + i2H (65)~x1 = ~Xei(!t�~k�~x) ~v1 = ~V ei(!t�~k�~x) ~k = (kx; 0;Kz) (66)This implies that the displacement perturbation ~x1 and velocity perturbation ~v1 growas e z2H , where H is the isothermal scale height. Equation 64 can now be written:



78 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATING!4 � [!2a + C2s (k2x + k2z )]!2 + !2BVC2sk2x = 0 (67)!a is the acoustic cut-o� frequency and !BV the Brunt-V�ais�al�a frequency or buoyancyfrequency. These quantities are to be evaluated for the ambient or unperturbed medium.Only vertical propagation of gravity modi�ed acoustic waves can be studied, since thesimulations are one-dimensional in the z-direction. Buoyancy waves require horizontalcomponents of the wave vector. They can therefore not exist in the model. This modi�esequation 67 to: !4 � [!2a + C2sk2z ]!2 = 0 (68)Index z is hereafter dropped. The vertical wave number is thus:k = [!2 � !2a] 12Cs (69)This shows that damped standing waves occur if the frequency is less than the cut-o�frequency. The phase velocity can be written using equation 68:vph = Cs[1� (!a! )2]� 12 (70)where in general the cut-o� frequency and sound speed vary as a function of height in arealistic stellar atmosphere. The phase di�erence occurring after the wave has propagatedthe distance �z can be approximated by using an averaged wave number in this interval:��(!) = hki�z = Z�z kdz = ! Z�z [1� (!a! )2] 12Cs dz (71)The phase di�erence will be zero if standing waves are present. The assumption of anisothermal atmosphere, and thus constant cut-o� frequency and sound speed, will hold if theambient temperature change in the interval �z is relatively small, and if the wavelengthsconsidered are smaller than this interval. It must be noted that the equations above areonly valid in the linear regime where the perturbations are relatively small.Assume that we are able to measure the velocity �eld at an arbitrary �xed point ina stellar atmosphere by using the Doppler-shift in the line core. We denote this as �xedvelocity response heights. The phase di�erences between two line cores can be determinedas a function of frequency. Equation 71 can then be used to determine the di�erence inheights of formation of the two line cores by curve �tting if the variation in cut-o� frequencyand sound speed as a function of height is known.In the high frequency limit where (!a! )2 � 1, and if Cs(z) is approximately constant,equation 71 reduces to: ��(!) = !h 1Cs i�z (72)A linear relation for high frequencies is thus expected in observed phase di�erences withthe assumption of �xed velocity response heights and linear wave theory as pointed out by



7.3 Physics of the Ca II V-I and V-V phase relations 79Lites et al. (1993). Fixed velocity response heights and linear wave theory have also beenused by Fleck & Deubner (1989) to �nd types of wave modes between two response heightsthat are assumed to be known.It is possible to directly measure the velocity at two di�erent �xed heights in thesimulation. We compare the phase di�erences from the measured velocities with the onespredicted from equation 71. The height range of validity of the linear theory can then bedetermined. The equation is evaluated from the cut-o� frequency and sound speed in theinitial dynamic atmosphere which is similar to the VAL3C semiempirical model (Vernazzaet al. 1981). We denote this initial atmosphere by VAL. The results are shown in �gures30-35, and they can be summarized as follows:1. Standing waves below 1000km are present below the acoustic cut-o� frequency of5.5mHz (Fig.32). Relatively low phase coherence occurs between the acoustic cut-o�frequency and 10 mHz below 500km (Fig.30). This can be due to a variation of theactual transition frequency between standing and propagating waves as a function ofheight which leads to phase scattering between neighboring frequencies.2. Phase di�erences up to 20mHz can be estimated by the unperturbed VAL model withtypical errors of less than +/- 50 degrees in the height range from 0km to approx-imately 1000km, even if nonlinear perturbations occur in the range from 500km to1000km (Fig.32). A decreasing phase coherence above 10mHz towards 800 km indi-cates phase shifts introduced by a transition from linear to nonlinear perturbations.3. The phase coherence increases again from 1600km to 2000km due to the developmentof pure shock wave velocity pro�les (Fig.35). The range from 1600km to 2000km showreduced phase di�erence compared to equation 71. This can be understood if theshock waves are approximated as a propagating train of constant shaped sawtoothvelocity pro�les. The phase di�erences in this limit will be constant as a function offrequency due to a pure displacement in time of the velocity pro�le. A tendency ofconstant phase can be seen for the height interval from 1800km to 2000km between15mHz and 25mHz, where the phase coherence is about 0.85.4. A general tendency of damping of amplitudes below the acoustic cut-o� frequency,and ampli�cation of frequencies above, can be seen from the power spectra ratios inthe lower atmosphere (Fig.31). Harmonics of a periodic N-wave train can be seen fromthe power spectra in the chromosphere (Fig.34). Frequencies around 4mHz dominatein photospheric layers, and frequencies around 5.5mHz dominate in chromosphericlayers.This analysis show that linear theory of phase di�erences becomes inaccurate aboveapproximately 500km due to reduced phase coherence above 10mHz. This can be explainedby non-linear wave steepening, where high velocity parts have greater phase velocity thanlow velocity parts.Formation height di�erences can at best be estimated up to 1000km with curve �ttingbetween observations and equation 71 for frequencies above the acoustic cut-o� of 5.5mHz
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Figure 30: Photosphere. Predicted phase di�erences from linear theory (solid) are plottedtogether with the actual phase di�erences (diamonds). High coherence is evident betweenthe photospheric altitudes of 200km and 400km. Low coherence at 8 mHz occurs just abovethe cut-o� frequency due to the transition from standing to propagating waves. There isgood agreement with the predicted phase di�erences from the unperturbed VAL model. Avelocity amplitude ampli�cation with increasing height can be seen from the power spectra.The power concentrates towards 3 minute oscillations with increasing height which can beseen from the power ratio.
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Figure 31: Temperature minimum region. Predicted phase di�erences from linear theory(solid) are plotted together with the actual phase di�erences (diamonds). Slightly decreasedcoherence at high frequencies can be seen compared to the 200-400km relation. Standingwaves are still present at low frequencies. There is good agreement with the predictedphase di�erences from the unperturbed VAL model. A velocity amplitude ampli�cationwith increasing height can be seen from the power spectra. An amplitude increase at 7mHzand 10mHz can be seen from the power ratio.
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Figure 32: Low chromosphere. Predicted phase di�erences from linear theory (solid) areplotted together with the actual phase di�erences (diamonds). Standing waves are less evi-dent compared to the 400-600 km relation. There is still good agreement with the predictedphase di�erences from the unperturbed VAL model. A velocity amplitude ampli�cation atfrequencies above the acoustic cut-o� with increasing height can be seen from the powerratio.
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Figure 33: Middle chromosphere. Predicted phase di�erences from linear theory (solid)are plotted together with the actual phase di�erences (diamonds). Standing waves are notpresent since phase di�erences can be seen at low frequencies. There is too much phasescattering at high frequencies to get a good agreement with the predicted phase di�erencesfrom the unperturbed VAL model. This is due to the shock formation which introducesphase modi�cations. The velocity amplitudes at frequencies above the acoustic cut-o� areapproximately the same, except some ampli�cation of discrete frequencies.
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Figure 34: High chromosphere. Predicted phase di�erences from linear theory (solid)are plotted together with the actual phase di�erences (diamonds). Standing waves arenot present since phase di�erences can be seen at low frequencies. There is much phasescattering in the entire frequency range due to the shocks that are developing. Comparisonswith the predicted phase di�erences from the unperturbed VAL model become meaninglessbecause of the non-linearities. High velocity amplitudes in distinct frequency intervals athigh frequencies due to the N-wave harmonics can be seen from the power spectra.
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Figure 35: Upper chromosphere. Predicted phase di�erences from linear theory (solid)are plotted together with the actual phase di�erences (diamonds). Phase scattering is lessprominent in the entire frequency range due to the fully developed shocks. The phasecoherence is thus high above the acoustic cut-o� frequency. Phase di�erences tend to bemore constant as a function of frequency compared to lower altitudes. This is due toless modi�cation of the N-wave shape. Frequencies around 5.5mHz and 7mHz dominatecompletely.



86 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATINGand up to approximately 20mHz. Equation 72 for the high frequency limit based on fewfrequency points, becomes more inaccurate than using equation 71 due to the increasedphase di�erence scattering with increased frequency.Linear theory breaks down in the chromosphere above 1000km where shocks form, andthe method becomes useless. Another approach for this height range should be seeked.This can be identi�cation of parts in the phase di�erence spectra of constant phase dif-ference. The distance of propagation between two points can then be deduced from thisphase di�erence if the shock speed is known. Di�culties will certainly occur in determin-ing a typical shock speed because of strong back reactions from the shock waves on theatmosphere.7.3.3 Accuracy of linear V-V phase di�erence theoryWe turn to the question of how accurately linear theory can predict depth di�erencesbetween two points at heights where linear theory is more or less valid. Theoretical curves(equation 71) are adjusted to give a best �t to the measured phase di�erences between twopoints with a height di�erence of 200km. The sound speed and cut-o� frequency neededin this equation are taken from the unperturbed initial solution similar to the VAL3Catmosphere denoted by VAL. The �t is done by adjusting the highest altitude while thelowest altitude was held constant at the actual height. This procedure is carried out for10 di�erent heights. Deviations from the actual height di�erence of 200km is found as afunction of the lowest altitude (Fig. 36).Linear theory can at best predict height di�erences within a typical deviation of 20 kmbelow 1000km. This is equal to a relative deviation of 10%. Above this height, the shocksbecome fully developed, and the predictions from the VAL model become erroneous.Greater height di�erences between altitudes from 0-1000km are predicted from the VALmodel compared to the actual ones. The actual phase di�erences are thus greater than forthe ones predicted from the VAL model with the actual height di�erence. The actual phasespeed from 0 to 1000km is thus less than for the VAL model (equation 71). The acousticcut-o� frequency and the sound speed determines the phase speed. It is only dependenton the sound speed in the high frequency limit (equation 72). A lower sound speed in thedynamic model will thus cause lower phase speed and higher phase di�erences comparedto the VAL-model. For an adiabatic perfect gas in the linear regime we have for the soundspeed: Cs = [P0�0 ] 12 = [RT0] 12 (73) is the ratio of the speci�c heats, P0 the ambient pressure, �0 the ambient mass density,R a gas constant for the particular gas studied and T0 the ambient temperature. In thiscase, the sound speed Cs is a function of temperature and the ratio of the speci�c heatsonly. The lower sound speed in the dynamic model can be explained by a lower ambienttemperature or lower ratio of speci�c heats compared to the VAL-model.Ionization leads to a lower ratio of speci�c heats and this e�ect should be included inthe calculation of the analytic phase di�erences. Further inaccuracies will be introduced



7.3 Physics of the Ca II V-I and V-V phase relations 87by radiative energy exchange that invalidates the assumption of an adiabatic gas.7.3.4 Dynamic velocity response heightsIt is impossible to observe vertical mass motion at a speci�c height in a stellar atmosphere.The related observable quantity is the Doppler-shift displacement in the cores and wingsof spectral lines. This Doppler-shift is an accumulated e�ect of absorption pro�le Doppler-shifts in di�erent layers. The velocity response functions will thus extend over depths withdi�erent velocities. The mean velocity response height for line core displacements willin general be time dependent. Methods have nevertheless been used by several authorsto determine chromospheric velocity �elds by the assumption of �xed velocity responseheights:1. Fleck & Deubner (1989) determined wave mode types such as standing or propagatingwaves by the use of CaII line core velocity phase di�erences and phase di�erencesbetween intensity and velocity. They adopted �xed response heights and they usedlinear phase di�erence theory. Frequency variable response heights for intensity andvelocity uctuations in CaII line cores (Mein & Mein 1980, Provost & Mein 1979)have been proposed as an improvement.2. Lites et al. (1993) used velocity phase di�erences in the high frequency limit (equation72) to deduce di�erences between �xed response heights for two spectral lines. Theseauthors assumed a phase speed equal to the sound speed in a semiempirical model.Here we investigate the validity of the assumption of �xed velocity response heights toline core displacements, and the connection between atmospheric velocity �elds and linecore Doppler-shifts by using the pre-heated model. The point of minimum intensity istaken as the line core. The response function for the line core displacement is given by(Magain 1986): ��(t) = Z 1�1R��;v(x; t)v(x; t)dx (74)where R��;v(x; t) is the response function, hereafter RF, and v(x; t) the velocity at posi-tion x on an arbitrary height scale. We �nd that using this equation with the contributionfunction to line depression CR(x; t) (Magain 1986) as a response function reproduces themeasured line core uctuations very well for the H, K, 8542 and 8662 lines. See �gure 37.We will therefore use: R��;v(x; t) = CR(x; t) (75)The deduced line core displacement for the weakest infrared line 8498 has a severedeviation from the actual line core displacement. The 8498 line center is formed at alocal maximum of the source function, and the point of minimum intensity is thereforenot a measure of bulk velocity, but is inuenced by the o�set from line center opacityneeded to reach a local source function minimum. This can be the explanation of the poorcorrespondence.
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Figure 36: Height di�erence predictions from linear theory using the initial dynamic modelsimilar to the VAL3C model. The predictions are determined by a best �t to the actualphase di�erences occurring between height intervals of 200km. The �t was done by adjust-ing the highest altitude while the lowest altitude was held constant. The deviations fromthe actual height di�erences are plotted against low altitude. The uncertainty limits are setby the typical range of phase scattering. Increased phase scattering reduces the accuracyof the best �t. Linear theory can at best predict height di�erences within a typical errorof 10% below 1000km.
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Figure 37: The actual Doppler shift (solid) is compared to the same quantity computedfrom the response function to velocity, or in this case the contribution function to relativeabsorption (dot-dashed). It is seen that the curves are almost identical, except for the8498-line, where an erroneous line core determination has occurred. Some deviation occursfor the 8662 and 8542 lines where the redshift is maximum (negative velocities). Thiscan occur if the point of minimum intensity at maximum redshift is not a measure ofbulk velocity, but an additional displacement needed in order to reach the source functionminimum.



90 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATINGThe agreement between the other curves in �gure 37 con�rms the high accuracy ofequation 75. The Doppler shift is thus physically connected to the velocity �eld throughthe absorption properties of the plasma in di�erent layers. Increased absorption givesincreased RF. The RF's have widths of typically 500km. The state of the chromospheredetermines the shape and location of the RF's. High amplitude disturbances propagatesand the RF's will thus be time dependent.Let the mean height of formation of line depression (Magain 1986) on a x = lg(�5000)scale de�ne the mean response height of the Doppler shift:hxi(t) = R1�1 xCR(x; t)dxR1�1 CR(x; t)dx (76)Let the mean response height on a geometric scale hzi(t) be located at the same at-mospheric point as hlg(�5000)i(t). We de�ne the mean response height on a column massscale and the optical depth scale in the same manner. The time dependent mean responseheights on a height scale, optical depth scale and a column mass scale are shown in �gures38, 39 and 40.hzi(t) vary between 1.3Mm and 2.0Mm for the H and K lines, and between 0.5Mm and1.4Mm for the infrared lines. The assumption of �xed response heights will therefore beerroneous. The H and K lines have single peaked RF's. The IR lines can have doublypeaked RF's, and this can lead to spurious mean response heights located between thepeaks where the RF is relatively small. The dynamic mean velocity response heights canbe explained by:1. The H and K line. These are formed at approximately the same variable meanresponse heights. The height scale show a ballistic trajectory. The column mass scaleshow an approximately constant value. This indicates that the opacity responsiblefor the line core depression can be assigned to the same gas volume. This volume isaccelerated upwards for a short moment when the shock passes. The gravitationalforce will then provide a ballistic trajectory with maximum height at 2.0Mm andminimum height at approximately 1.5Mm.2. The 8662 and 8542 line. These IR (infrared) lines have also approximately the samemean response heights in regions of shock formation. See �gure 41 as an example.Outward moving matter in post-shock regions brakes and fall back (see t=1320s andt=1380s in �gure 41 and �gure 38) while the RF's are located at approximately thesame depths.The RFs follows the down-falling matter (redshift) at t=1410s. As the the upwardpropagating steepening shock enters the RFs, they change position from pre-shockregions to post-shock regions. The RFs tends to follow relatively close to the upwardpropagating shock front. This results in an upward propagating response height, anda change from redshift to blueshift (see t=1450s and t=1470s in �gure 41 and �gure38).The cycle starts again after this phase. It must be noted that deviations from thisdescription can occur.
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Figure 38: Upper panel. The time dependent mean response heights for the H and K linecores on a geometric height scale follows a ballistic trajectory. Since the column massis approximately constant at these heights, the line core absorption occurs in the sameplasma parcel. The two strongest IR-line cores are formed at approximately the same timedependent depths. The weakest line is formed somewhat deeper. The errors introducedby the anomal behavior of the core intensity makes the core determination uncertain forthis line. Lower panel. A correlation between blueshift and upward movement of the meanformation heights can be seen from the Doppler shifts.
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Figure 39: Upper panel. The time dependent mean response heights for the H and K linecores on an optical depth scale is approximately constant. The two strongest IR-line coresare formed at approximately the same time dependent depths. The weakest line is formedon somewhat deeper. The errors introduced by the anomal behavior of the core intensitymakes the core determination uncertain for this line. Lower panel. A correlation betweenblueshift and upward movement of the mean formation depths of the two strongest IR linescan be seen from the Doppler shifts.
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Figure 40: Upper panel. The time dependent mean response heights for the H and K linecores on a column mass scale are approximately constant, indicating line core formation inapproximately the same plasma parcels as the medium bounces up and down due to theshock waves. The two strongest IR-line cores are formed at approximately the same timedependent depths. The weakest line is formed somewhat deeper. The errors introducedby the anomal behavior of the core intensity makes the core determination uncertain forthis line. Lower panel. A correlation between blueshift and upward movement of the meanformation depth of the two strongest IR lines can be seen from the Doppler shifts.
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Figure 41: The response functions (RF) to Doppler shift, or here the contribution functionsto relative absorption are plotted for the �ve CaII lines, together with the velocity �eld(bold) for some time steps. The response functions are equally scaled with an arbitraryfactor. The RF coding: 3968 (solid), 3933 (dotted), 8662 (dashed), 8498 (dot-dashed)and 8542 (triple dot-dashed). The inuence from dynamics on RF locations are evident,showing the highly non-linear conditions.



7.3 Physics of the Ca II V-I and V-V phase relations 953. The 8498 line. The mean response height is on the average located in deeper layersthan the other lines, and its RF behavior is quite complicated. It must again bepointed out that errors in line core determination lead to an inaccurate RF.This RF has two peaks, one above a steepening crest and one below at t=1230s andt=1410s (see �gure 41). The contribution from down-falling matter dominates, suchthat a redshift occurs (�gure 38. As the wave crest steepens, the RF become singlepeaked at the lowest altitude at zero velocity. The Doppler shift is then zero att=1450s.The shock develop, and the RF starts to propagate up the post shock region att=1470s and t=1320s (�gure 41), and a blueshift occurs (�gure 38). The materialfalls down again until a new steepening crest forms a shock. When the matter fallsback, an increasing redshift occurs while the RF stays at approximately the samedepth (�gures 38 and 41 at t=1380s).The cycle starts again after this phase. It must be noted that deviations from thisdescription can occur.The H and K line core Doppler shifts reects the constant acceleration downwards bygravity. The observed Doppler excursions in these lines are very similar to the syntheticones, such that ballistic downfall and upthrusts by shock trains can explain the observedfeatures.Both the 8662 and 8542 lines have Doppler excursions approximately in phase sincetheir time variable RFs have approximately the same location. Almost the same velocitiesare thus measured by the two Doppler shift sequences.Di�culties in determining the correct 8498 RF due to the emission peak in the line core,makes the Doppler-shift interpretations di�cult for this line. It has not been reported anyobservations of such an emission peak.A comparison between the Doppler shift for the lines and the atmospheric velocity atthe mean response heights can be found in �gure 42. The deviations are somewhat greaterthan the computed line core displacements by using the RF's. Since the correspondenceis relatively good, the Doppler shift measures approximately the atmospheric velocity atthe mean response heights or in this case the mean formation depth of line depression.Great deviations for the 8498-line are again due to measurement errors introduced by theemission peak found in the simulations.7.3.5 Observed and simulated V-I and V-V phase relationsPower spectra, phase di�erence spectra and phase coherence spectra for the CaII line coresin the pre-heated model atmosphere are here presented and compared with the observationsof Fleck & Deubner (1989), Deubner & Fleck (1990), Lites et al. (1993) and Kulaczewski(1992). We �nd that the simulations reproduce many of the observed spectral signatureswith a high degree of accuracy. We are therefore able to connect atmospheric dynamics tothe intensity and velocity uctuations observed in CaII line cores.Power spectra of V (velocity) and I (intensity) are computed. Phase di�erences andthe corresponding phase coherence are computed for velocity signals (V-V) or one velocity
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Figure 42: Doppler shift for the line cores (solid) and the atmospheric velocity at themean response height (dot-dashed) are shown. Since the correspondence is relatively good,the Doppler shift measures approximately the atmospheric velocity at the mean responseheights. Great deviations for the 8498-line are due to measurement errors introduced bythe emission peaks found in the simulations. Some deviation occurs for the 8662 and 8542lines where the redshift is maximum (negative velocities).



7.3 Physics of the Ca II V-I and V-V phase relations 97signal and one intensity signal (V-I), in general A-B. This means that if the signal A leadsthe signal B at a certain frequency, the phase di�erence is positive.The two discrete signals are in the V-V phase di�erence relation substituted by V1 andV2 for velocity uctuations in two line cores. We use the V-V phase sign convention ofFleck & Deubner (1989) and Deubner & Fleck (1990) which states the phase di�erence ispositive when the Doppler shift of the line formed deepest in the atmosphere lags the samequantity for the line formed at the highest altitude. In other terms: The signs are suchthat upward propagating waves correspond to negative phase di�erences.The two discrete signals are in the V-I phase di�erence relation substituted by velocity(V) and intensity (I) uctuations in one line core. We use the V-I sign convention ofFleck & Deubner (1989), Deubner & Fleck (1990), Lites et al. (1993). Positive velocity isde�ned to be motion towards the observer (blueshift). The V-I phase di�erence is positiveif positive velocity leads the intensity signal.Note that Kulaczewski (1992) uses the I-V phase relation and positive velocity fordownward motion (redshift).We concentrate particularly on V-I and V-V relations between the 8542 and 8498 IRlines, and the V-I relation for the 3968 and 3933 line, since much attention has been givento these lines in determining chromospheric dynamics.Observed phase relations and power spectraFleck & Deubner (1989) concluded that waves were propagating in the photosphereand the lower chromosphere. Between 800 and 1000km they argued for strong dampingthat reduced the wave energy. Above this zone, upward and downward wave propaga-tion created a standing wave pattern in the cavity produced by the reecting transitionregion. They argued that standing waves are contradicting to chromospheric heating byacoustic waves. In this paper they made no distinction between network and internetwork.They made this distinction in Deubner & Fleck (1990) where they found signi�cant dif-ferences in the network compared to internetwork regions. Their curves for internetworkregions do not deviate much from their average sun measurements. The approximatelynon-magnetic internetwork regions can be compared to our simulations since we have notincluded magnetic �elds. They found these relations that are relevant to our simulations:1. 8542-8498 V-V phase relation. They assumed constant line core formation heights,at 1500 km for the 8542 line, and at 1200km for the 8498 line. From this assumptionthey concluded that a standing wave pattern is present in the chromosphere due tovery small velocity phase di�erences. There were also signs of downward propagationin the range from 3mHz to 5mHz due to positive phase di�erence of about +5 degreesand upward propagation elsewhere due to negative phase di�erences of typically -3to -5 degrees. They noted the absence of 180 degree phase jumps which should occurat the nodal planes of standing waves at certain frequencies. High coherence of 0.95were found between 3mHz and 7mHz. The coherence had a relatively slow decreaseat each side of this interval.



98 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATING2. 8542 V-I phase relation. Above the acoustic cut-o� frequency they found a phasedi�erence of about -70 degrees. Below this frequency, they found increasing negativevalues towards -180 degrees at the lowest frequencies. The coherence was increasingabruptly at approximately 3mHz to a value of about 0.9 at 7mHz. A slowly decreasingvalue were found towards higher frequencies.3. 8498 V-I phase relation. Above the acoustic cut-o� frequency they found a phasedi�erence of about -90 degrees which changed toward -110 degrees at higher frequen-cies. They associated this with an expected standing wave phase di�erence of -90degrees between velocity and intensity. Below the acoustic cut-o� frequency, theyfound increasing negative values towards -180 degrees at the lowest frequencies. Thecoherence was increasing abruptly at approximately 3mHz to a value of about 0.9 at7mHz. A slowly decreasing value was found towards higher frequencies.4. 8542 velocity and intensity power spectra. Both spectra had dominating ampli-tudes between 3mHz and 9mHz. The highest amplitude was found at approximately5.5mHz, i.e. 3 minute oscillations.5. 8498 velocity and intensity power spectra. The intensity spectrum was very similar tothe 8542 intensity spectrum. The velocity spectrum had also dominating amplitudesbetween 3mHz and 9mHz, but the highest amplitude was found at approximately3.5mHz.Lites et al. (1993) also separated network and internetwork regions. Their observedV-I phase di�erence (�gure 43), coherence (�gure 44) and power spectra for the 3968-line in the internetwork are used here to compare with the simulations, since we requirenon-magnetic regions. They did not give any explanations for these relations, but theyencouraged the reader to study detailed numerical simulations of chromospheric dynamics,before any interpretations could be done. Their �ndings relevant to our simulations are:1. 3968 V-I phase relation. Brightening leads upward velocity by approximately 100degrees at the acoustic cut-o� frequency. The phase di�erence is thus -100 degrees.There is an increasing negative value to about -130 degrees towards 10mHz. A coher-ence of approximately 0.65 occurs between 3mHz and 8mHz, and it is approximately0.2 outside this range.2. 3968 velocity and intensity power spectra. They found much less high frequencyintensity power compared to velocity power, which they found to be an internet-work property. Dominating velocity amplitudes were found from 3.5mHz to 7.5mHz.Dominating intensity amplitudes were found in the same frequency range.Kulaczewski (1992) found similar behavior for the 3933 line V-I phase di�erences andcoherence relations as Lites et al. (1993) did for the 3968 line. He also found similar behav-ior for the 8542 V-I phase di�erences and coherence relations as Fleck & Deubner (1989)and Deubner & Fleck (1990) did for the same line.
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Figure 43: Observed phase di�erences in internetwork regions of the quiet sun. Brighteningleads upward velocity by approximately 100 degrees at the acoustic cut-o� frequency of5.5mHz. The phase di�erence is thus -100 degrees. There is an increasing negative valueto about -130 degrees towards 10mHz. The �gure is reproduced by using the sequence ofdigital spectrograms from observations done with the Vacuum Tower Telescope at Sacra-mento Peak on 1984 April 12 (Lites et al. 1993). The amplitudes of the V and I signalsare geometrically averaged. The phase di�erence at a certain frequency originating from acertain slit position is plotted if the average amplitude exceeds a given threshold.
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Figure 44: Observed V-I phase coherence for the 3968 line show di�erent behavior innetwork and internetwork regions of the quiet sun. The phase coherence from di�erentslit positions are arithmetically averaged. A higher correlation between the two signals isevident in internetwork regions. Internetwork regions have weak magnetic �elds comparedto the network areas. Only internetwork data can then be compared to the simulations.The �gure was reproduced by using the sequence of digital spectrograms from observationsdone with the Vacuum Tower Telescope at Sacramento Peak on 1984 April 12 (Lites et al.1993).



7.3 Physics of the Ca II V-I and V-V phase relations 101Simulated phase relations and power spectra compared to observations1. 8542-8498 V-V phase relation. Figure 45. The reader should be reminded about 8498line core emission peaks which gave spurious estimates of the atmospheric velocitywhen this peak occurred. This can inuence the spectral signatures signi�cantly.There is nevertheless good phase di�erence correspondence to observations with smallpositive phases around 5mHz, and negative small phases at higher frequencies up to12mHz. Standing waves are thus not required to produce the observed small phasedi�erences. The phase di�erences are scattered between +/- 50 degrees above 12mHz.High coherence occurs between 4mHz and 9mHz which agrees with the observed rangeof the coherence peak. The coherence is about 0.95 in this interval which agrees withobservations.2. 8542 V-I phase relation. Figure 46. Above 4mHz, the phase di�erence is approxi-mately -100 degrees in good correspondence with the observed -70 degrees. Below4mHz, it is increasing to about -180 degrees for frequency components with the high-est amplitudes. This is also in correspondence with observations. The coherencecurve agrees with observations, with a sharp increase to 0.95 at 4mHz and a maxi-mum value of 0.98 at about 7mHz.3. 8498 V-I phase relation. Figure 47. Above 5mHz, the phase di�erence is approxi-mately -130 degrees which changes to -170 degrees at 10mHz. Increasing negativevalues was also found in the observations, but at overall smaller negative values from-90 to -110 degrees. The coherence curve agrees with observations, with a sharp in-crease to 0.85 at 4mHz and a maximum value of 0.95 at 8mHz. The phase di�erencedeviations from the observed values can be due to the ill de�ned line core.4. 8542 velocity and intensity spectra. Figure 46. Both spectra have dominating am-plitudes between 4mHz and 10mHz which agrees with the observations. The highestamplitudes are located around 5.5mHz which is the same as for the observations.The high frequency intensity power above 10mHz is damped relative to the velocitypower. This tendency can also be seen in the observations.5. 8498 velocity and intensity spectra. Figure 47. Comparisons are again di�cult dueto the emission peaks. There are again dominating amplitudes between 4mHz and10mHz consistent with observations.6. 3968 V-I phase relation. Figure 48. The high coherence range from 3mHz and8mHz is consistent with observations. The coherence reaches a maximum value ofapproximately 0.7 at 5mHz which agrees very well with the observed value of 0.65.Above 10 mHz, the coherence has a uctuating value around 0.6 which do not agreewith the corresponding observed value of 0.2. It most be noted that seeing and noisein observations reduces the high frequency coherence such that a direct comparisonwith simulations becomes di�cult.



102 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATINGThe phases in the high coherence range and at the cut-o� frequency of 5.5mHz lies atapproximately -100 degrees. This is almost the same as for the observations. There isa further decrease to -130 degrees towards 10mHz, again consistent with observations.7. 3968 velocity and intensity spectra. Figure 48. As for the observations, there is lessintensity power above 10mHz compared to velocity power above 10mHz. Dominatingintensity and velocity amplitudes are found between 3.5mHz and 7.5mHz as for theobservations. The 3933 line show very similar phase relations and power spectra.8. 3968-8542 V-V phase relation. Figure 49. This relation has not been shown by theauthors we have referred to. It is included to cover V-V phase relations between twolines with a greater di�erence in response heights compared to the 8542 and 8498 linepair. Simulated phase relations can also be useful for future analysis of observationaldata. The phase di�erences show clearly increasing negative values from about -25degrees at 4mHz to about -150 degrees at 10mHz. This indicates propagating wavesif the standard interpretation is used. This is in fact true since propagating waves aremeasured in the model. High coherence of 0.85 is found between 4mHz and 9mHz.It must be noted that the observed values are averages over several internetwork slit-positions. The model atmosphere is exited by a moving piston with a velocity spectrumtaken from a photospheric Fe-line at a single slit position from the observations by Liteset al. (1993). Deviations from observed values are thus expected since our model is exitedby a local sub-photospheric velocity �eld. The simulations must be said to agree verywell with observed values of phase di�erences, coherence, and power spectra with the localexitation limitation in mind. The only clear deviation occurs for the V-V relations orV-I relations where the 8498 line is involved, due to di�culties in determining the 8498line-core position. We thus feel justi�ed to explain some of the observed spectral featureswhere the 8498 line is not involved.7.3.6 Sensitivity to chromospheric heatingPhase di�erence, phase coherence, and power spectra were also computed for the acous-tically heated model. These quantities deviate much from those found in the pre-heatedmodel, and thus from the observed values. This suggests that an additional heating termis needed in order to obtain a close agreement with solar chromospheric dynamics. Bothmodels had constant microturbulence on a height scale.7.3.7 Phase relation interpretationsIn the previous sections we found that linear theory can not be used to determine heightdi�erences between �xed heights if one or both of the measuring points were located abovethe typical shock formation height at 1000km. Inaccurate measurements occurred alreadybetween 500km and 1000km. The mean response heights for CaII line core Doppler shiftsuctuated several hundred kilometers on time scales equal to the typical uctuation periodof the waves. Such response height uctuations makes it impossible to conclude about
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Figure 45: V(8542)-V(8498) phase di�erence and phase coherence for the infrared CaIIlines 8542 and 8498. The phase coherence was computed by a 9 point running average.The phase di�erences are periodic with a period of 360 degrees. The corresponding powerspectra are shown. The sampling frequency was 100mHz. The Nyquist frequency is thuslocated at 50mHz.
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Figure 46: V(8542)-I(8542) phase di�erence and phase coherence for the infrared CaII line.The phase coherence was computed by a 9 point running average. The phase di�erencesare periodic with a period of 360 degrees. The corresponding power spectra are shown.The sampling frequency was 100mHz. The Nyquist frequency is thus located at 50mHz.
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Figure 47: V(8498)-I(8498) phase di�erence and phase coherence for the infrared CaII line.The phase coherence was computed by a 9 point running average. The phase di�erencesare periodic with a period of 360 degrees. The corresponding power spectra are shown.The sampling frequency was 100mHz. The Nyquist frequency is thus located at 50mHz.
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Figure 48: V(3968)-I(3968) phase di�erence and phase coherence for the violet CaII line.The phase coherence was computed by a 9 point running average. The phase di�erencesare periodic with a period of 360 degrees. The corresponding power spectra are shown.The sampling frequency was 100mHz. The Nyquist frequency is thus located at 50mHz.
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Figure 49: V(3968)-V(8542) phase di�erence and phase coherence. The phase coherencewas computed by a 9 point running average. The phase di�erences are periodic witha period of 360 degrees. The corresponding power spectra are shown. The samplingfrequency was 100mHz. The Nyquist frequency is thus located at 50mHz.



108 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATINGtypes of wave modes such as propagating or standing waves from line core uctuations(Fleck & Deubner 1989). The additional invalidity of linear theory in the chromospherewhere these line core shifts originate, make such interpretations of V-V and V-I phaserelations impossible.As far as we know, the only solution to proper interpretations is to solve the radiationhydrodynamic equations, and thereafter look for connections between physics and V-Vrelations and V-I relations.We choose to explain the physics of the 3968 V-I phase di�erences and the 8542 V-I phase di�erences, since these agree well with observations. The 3968-8542 V-V phasedi�erences are explained in order to include a V-V relation between chromospheric lineswhich have their mean response heights on the average far apart. This last relation shouldalso be interesting in order to test our model by a comparison with future observations. Thephase di�erences around 5.5 mHz are discussed, since these Fourier components dominatethe shape and phase shifts of the V and I curves due to their high amplitudes and phasecoherence.The V-I relation is explained with the aid of the contribution function contour plotsin the depth-frequency plane. There is one �gure for every 40 seconds. A total interval of160 seconds is considered, giving 5 di�erent snap-shots. Each �gure contains three panels(�gure 53). The upper panel shows the intensity in the line core. The middle panel showsthe contribution function to intensity in the depth-frequency plane. The bottom panelshows the contribution function to relative absorption or response function to Dopplershift. A slice parallel to the depth-axis through the contour plots at the line core positiongives the contribution functions we are interested in. The intensity formation depths andDoppler shift response heights in the line core can then be found.1. 3968 V-I phase di�erence.A phase di�erence of -100 degrees around 5.5mHz was found in the simulations.Figure 50 shows that intensity leads velocity by approximately 100 degrees. Figures53-57 illustrates the typical atmospheric properties responsible for the 100 degreephase shift.At 2200s (�gure 53), a blueshifted line core occurs because the RF is located in aregion with positive velocities. The intensity is formed at low source function valuesabove the local maximum, producing minimum intensity.At 2240s (�gure 54), an almost un-displaced line core occurs because the RF is locatedin regions with both positive and negative velocities. The intensity is formed abovethe local maximum which has gained an increased value due to the shock formation,leading to increased intensity.At 2280s (�gure 55) , a maximum redshifted line core occurs because the RF islocated in the pre-shock region close to the shock with high negative velocities. Theintensity is now formed close to the source function peak in the post-shock region,leading to maximum intensity.At 2320s (�gure 56), a maximum blueshifted line core occurs because the RF islocated in the high velocity post-shock region. The intensity is now formed at the



7.3 Physics of the Ca II V-I and V-V phase relations 109low source function values in the post-shock region, making the intensity relativelylow. Maximum intensity occurred at 2280 seconds. A time delay of 40 secondsbetween maximum intensity and maximum blueshift is consistent with a 100 degreephase shift. 40 seconds corresponds to 80 degrees for a 180 second oscillation period.At 2360s (�gure 57), the line core is just about to become redshifted again becausethe RF is located where the plasma begins to move down again. The intensity is stillformed above the source function peak, and it will thus stay relatively low until theformation depth approaches the shock that will eventually form again. The cycle isthus completed.This atmospheric behavior is thus su�cient to explain the -100 degree V-I phase shiftat the \fundamental" period of 3 minutes.2. 8542 V-I phase di�erence.A phase di�erence of -100 degrees around 5mHz was found in the simulations. Figure51 shows that intensity leads velocity by approximately 100 degrees.Figures 58-62 illustrates the typical atmospheric properties responsible for the 100degree phase shift.At 2220s, (�gure 58) the line core is just about to become redshifted because theRF is located where downward motion will dominate. The intensity is formed abovethe source function peak, and it will be relatively low until the formation depthapproaches the shock that will eventually form.At 2240s, (�gure 59) maximum redshift occurs because the RF is located in a troughwith downward motion. The intensity is now formed partially on the source functionpeak, making a relatively higher intensity.At 2280s, (�gure 60) an almost un-displaced line core occurs because the RF hasmoved to the recently formed post-shock region with low positive velocities. Theintensity is formed in the post-shock region where the source function peaks, makingthe intensity maximum.At 2320s, (�gure 61) a maximum blueshifted line core occurs because the RF islocated in the post-shock region with relatively high positive velocities. It is thus a40s time delay between maximum intensity and maximum blueshift corresponding to80 degrees for a 180s period. This is consistent with a 100 degree phase shift. Theintensity is now formed at a decreased source function, making a decreased intensity.At 2360s, (�gure 62) zero displacement occurs because the RF is located in the farpost-shock region with relatively low positive and negative velocities. The sourcefunction value has now decreased to a minimum at the formation depth, makingminimum intensity. There is thus a 120s time delay between maximum redshift andminimum intensity. This corresponds to a 120 degree phase shift for a 180s periodwhere the intensity leads velocity. The previous value of the phase shift was 80degrees. The average between these two values is thus 100 degrees. The cycle is thuscompleted.



110 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATINGThis atmospheric behavior is thus su�cient to explain the -100 degree V-I phase shiftat the \fundamental" period of 3 minutes.3. 3968-8542 V-V phase di�erence.The highest amplitude and coherence is located at 7mHz where the phase di�erenceis approximately -90 degrees. It is thus easily seen in �gure 52 that the velocity signalof 8542 leads the upward velocity signal of 3968 by approximately 90 degrees. Figure63 illustrates the typical atmospheric properties responsible for the 90 degree phaseshift.At 1290s, blueshift occurs for 8542 where the RF is located in a post-shock regionwith upward motion. 3968 is maximum redshifted due to the RF location in pre-shockregions with downward motion.40 seconds later at 1330s, a velocity gradient and overall smaller velocities make the8542 blueshift smaller. The RF has remained at the same height, but it is now wider.The 3968 core has now maximum blueshift due to the RF in the post-shock region.Higher maximum blueshift for 3968 compared to 8542 is due to the increased shockstrength at higher altitudes.60 seconds later at 1390s, the 8542 RF is located at the trough above the next shockthat is about to form. The 8542 is now maximum redshifted because of downwardmoving matter at the trough. The 3968 RF now probes a layer that is almost at rest,such that the Doppler shift is approximately zero.60 seconds later at 1450s, the 8542 RF is located in the post-shock region againbut now for the next shock that is fully developed. Upward motion leads to a ablueshifted 8542 line core. The 3968 RF is now located at high negative velocitiesand the core is redshifted again. The cycle is now completed.This atmospheric behavior is su�cient to explain the -90 degree phase shift betweenthe two line cores at the \fundamental" period of 3 minutes.4. Some general considerationsA few important and general relations that are valid for the 8542 and 3968 lines areevident from the contour plots.The formation depths of minimum intensity and the response depths to line coredisplacements are approximately equal, even if these depths or heights vary stronglywith time. The line core intensity is formed above the local source function maximumwhere high escape probability relative to destruction probability makes the sourcefunction less dependent on local temperature. Scattering dominates and NLTE ef-fects are important. The core intensity can therefore not be associated with localtemperatures.The velocity at the mean response height gave a good estimate of the averagedvelocity. The only observed quantity that has a direct interpretation is therefore aDoppler velocity signal from one of the CaII lines. It will of course be di�cult to



7.3 Physics of the Ca II V-I and V-V phase relations 111connect this quantity to the velocity �eld in the solar chromosphere, if the meanresponse height uctuates several hundred kilometers.The CaII V-I relations should thus not be considered as velocity-temperature relationsfor the purpose of investigating chromospheric wave dynamics.
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Figure 50: Intensity and velocity uctuations for the 3968 line core during the total se-quence of 40 minutes. The \fundamental" oscillation period of 3 minutes dominate theshape of the signals. Intensity leads velocity by approximately 100 degrees.
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Figure 51: Intensity and velocity uctuations for the 8542 line core during the total se-quence of 40 minutes. The \fundamental" oscillation period of 3 minutes dominate theshape of the signals. Intensity leads velocity by approximately 100 degrees.
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Figure 52: Velocity uctuations for the 8542 and 3968 line cores during the total sequence of40 minutes. The velocity axis on the left side belongs to the 3968 line. The \fundamental"oscillation period of 3 minutes dominate the shape of the signals. The 8542 signal leadsthe 3968 signal by approximately 90 degrees, due to upward wave propagation.
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Figure 53: Upper panel. Line core region intensity. The frequency di�erence relative to linecenter is shown as the corresponding Doppler-velocity. Blueshift corresponds to positivevelocity values. Middle panel. The contribution function to intensity is shown in the depth-frequency plane as a contour plot. Bottom panel. The contribution function to relativeabsorption or response function to Doppler shift is shown as a contour plot. A slice parallelto the depth-axis through the contour plots at the line core position gives the contributionfunction to intensity and relative absorption at this frequency. The formation depths tointensity and velocity response depths at the line core are then found. The atmosphericvelocity �eld, and the run of the line source function are also shown.
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Figure 54: Upper panel. Line core region intensity. The frequency di�erence relative to linecenter is shown as the corresponding Doppler-velocity. Blueshift corresponds to positivevelocity values. Middle panel. The contribution function to intensity is shown in the depth-frequency plane as a contour plot. Bottom panel. The contribution function to relativeabsorption or response function to Doppler shift is shown as a contour plot. A slice parallelto the depth-axis through the contour plots at the line core position gives the contributionfunction to intensity and relative absorption at this frequency. The formation depths tointensity and velocity response depths at the line core are then found. The atmosphericvelocity �eld, and the run of the line source function are also shown.
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Figure 55: Upper panel. Line core region intensity. The frequency di�erence relative to linecenter is shown as the corresponding Doppler-velocity. Blueshift corresponds to positivevelocity values. Middle panel. The contribution function to intensity is shown in the depth-frequency plane as a contour plot. Bottom panel. The contribution function to relativeabsorption or response function to Doppler shift is shown as a contour plot. A slice parallelto the depth-axis through the contour plots at the line core position gives the contributionfunction to intensity and relative absorption at this frequency. The formation depths tointensity and velocity response depths at the line core are then found. The atmosphericvelocity �eld, and the run of the line source function are also shown.
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Figure 56: Upper panel. Line core region intensity. The frequency di�erence relative to linecenter is shown as the corresponding Doppler-velocity. Blueshift corresponds to positivevelocity values. Middle panel. The contribution function to intensity is shown in the depth-frequency plane as a contour plot. Bottom panel. The contribution function to relativeabsorption or response function to Doppler shift is shown as a contour plot. A slice parallelto the depth-axis through the contour plots at the line core position gives the contributionfunction to intensity and relative absorption at this frequency. The formation depths tointensity and velocity response depths at the line core are then found. The atmosphericvelocity �eld, and the run of the line source function are also shown.
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Figure 57: Upper panel. Line core region intensity. The frequency di�erence relative to linecenter is shown as the corresponding Doppler-velocity. Blueshift corresponds to positivevelocity values. Middle panel. The contribution function to intensity is shown in the depth-frequency plane as a contour plot. Bottom panel. The contribution function to relativeabsorption or response function to Doppler shift is shown as a contour plot. A slice parallelto the depth-axis through the contour plots at the line core position gives the contributionfunction to intensity and relative absorption at this frequency. The formation depths tointensity and velocity response depths at the line core are then found. The atmosphericvelocity �eld, and the run of the line source function are also shown.
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Figure 58: Upper panel. Line core region intensity. The frequency di�erence relative to linecenter is shown as the corresponding Doppler-velocity. Blueshift corresponds to positivevelocity values. Middle panel. The contribution function to intensity is shown in the depth-frequency plane as a contour plot. Bottom panel. The contribution function to relativeabsorption or response function to Doppler shift is shown as a contour plot. A slice parallelto the depth-axis through the contour plots at the line core position gives the contributionfunction to intensity and relative absorption at this frequency. The formation depths tointensity and velocity response depths at the line core are then found. The atmosphericvelocity �eld, and the run of the line source function are also shown.
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Figure 59: Upper panel. Line core region intensity. The frequency di�erence relative to linecenter is shown as the corresponding Doppler-velocity. Blueshift corresponds to positivevelocity values. Middle panel. The contribution function to intensity is shown in the depth-frequency plane as a contour plot. Bottom panel. The contribution function to relativeabsorption or response function to Doppler shift is shown as a contour plot. A slice parallelto the depth-axis through the contour plots at the line core position gives the contributionfunction to intensity and relative absorption at this frequency. The formation depths tointensity and velocity response depths at the line core are then found. The atmosphericvelocity �eld, and the run of the line source function are also shown.
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Figure 60: Upper panel. Line core region intensity. The frequency di�erence relative to linecenter is shown as the corresponding Doppler-velocity. Blueshift corresponds to positivevelocity values. Middle panel. The contribution function to intensity is shown in the depth-frequency plane as a contour plot. Bottom panel. The contribution function to relativeabsorption or response function to Doppler shift is shown as a contour plot. A slice parallelto the depth-axis through the contour plots at the line core position gives the contributionfunction to intensity and relative absorption at this frequency. The formation depths tointensity and velocity response depths at the line core are then found. The atmosphericvelocity �eld, and the run of the line source function are also shown.
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Figure 61: Upper panel. Line core region intensity. The frequency di�erence relative to linecenter is shown as the corresponding Doppler-velocity. Blueshift corresponds to positivevelocity values. Middle panel. The contribution function to intensity is shown in the depth-frequency plane as a contour plot. Bottom panel. The contribution function to relativeabsorption or response function to Doppler shift is shown as a contour plot. A slice parallelto the depth-axis through the contour plots at the line core position gives the contributionfunction to intensity and relative absorption at this frequency. The formation depths tointensity and velocity response depths at the line core are then found. The atmosphericvelocity �eld, and the run of the line source function are also shown.
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Figure 62: Upper panel. Line core region intensity. The frequency di�erence relative to linecenter is shown as the corresponding Doppler-velocity. Blueshift corresponds to positivevelocity values. Middle panel. The contribution function to intensity is shown in the depth-frequency plane as a contour plot. Bottom panel. The contribution function to relativeabsorption or response function to Doppler shift is shown as a contour plot. A slice parallelto the depth-axis through the contour plots at the line core position gives the contributionfunction to intensity and relative absorption at this frequency. The formation depths tointensity and velocity response depths at the line core are then found. The atmosphericvelocity �eld, and the run of the line source function are also shown.
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Figure 63: 3968-8542 V-V phase di�erences. The response functions to line core Dopplershift (RF) on a height scale are plotted together with the velocity �eld. The connectionbetween Doppler shift and velocity can then be found. The RF's are equally scaled withan arbitrary constant. Upper left panel. The 8542 line is blueshifted, and the 3968 line ismaximum redshifted. Upper right panel. The 8542 line has a decreased blueshift, and the3968 line is maximum blueshifted. Lower left panel. The 8542 line is maximum redshifted,and the 3968 line has approximately zero Doppler-shift. Lower right panel. The 8542 linehas a blueshift, and the 3968 line is redshifted again.



126 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATING7.4 The semiempirical modelIn this section we present the semiempirical model of the pre-heated dynamic atmosphere,hereafter model2. The purpose of this model is to compare the semiempirical CaII linepro�les with the corresponding time averaged line pro�les.7.4.1 Deviations from the reference radiation temperaturesThe reference continuum spectrum is obtained by a time average from 500 seconds to 2470seconds, which corresponds to 11 periods of 3 minute pulsation period. Relatively smalltemperature corrections of the order of +/- 20K are obtained after 6 iterations. The averagedeviation between the semiempirical radiation temperature and the radiation temperatureof the time averaged intensity is +/-20 K (�gure 66).The radiation temperature deviations above 2500�A are on the average approximately+/- 5K which corresponds to +/-0.1%. The deviations on wavelengths between 504�A and2500�A are on the average approximately +/- 50K which corresponds to +/- 1% (�gures64 and 65).The CaII H and K continuum at 3900�A has a deviation of approximately -1K which isnegligible. The continuum of the three infrared CaII lines at 8500�A has a deviation of -3.5K.A negative deviation corresponds to smaller intensity than the time averaged intensity. Thedeviation increases with increasing formation height, reaching approximately +20K at thetemperature minimum region corresponding to approximately 1700�A in �gure 65. Theradiation temperatures in the inner wings of the semiempirical H,K and IR lines shouldtherefore not have errors more than +20K.The goal of reproducing the radiation temperature of the time averaged continuumspectrum is thus accomplished.7.4.2 Accuracy of the temperature structureWe determine the accuracy of the temperature structure by using the radiation temperatureresponse functions to temperature change. This is described in section 4. The radiationtemperature response functions are calculated as for model1, and they are shown from300�A to 3000�A in �gure 67. The HeI continuum response functions are not considered inthe accuracy calculations because they are also neglected in the semiempirical modelling.The normalized deviation limits as a function of depth are shown in �gure 68. Thesemiempirical temperature structure with the deviation limits for the average radiationtemperature deviation of 20K is shown in �gure 69. The radiation temperature sensitivityto temperature chance is relatively small around lg(column mass) = �4:75 and abovelg(column mass) = �6. The temperature structure in these intervals can therefore notbe determined with high accuracy due to the low valued response functions. The useof a polynomial during the iterations provides a smooth and monotone chromospherictemperature structure between the deviation limits.
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Figure 64: Semiempirical radiation temperature of model2 compared to the radiation tem-perature of the time averaged dynamic continuum spectrum. Wavelengths shorter than504�A in the HeI continuum were not considered in the calculations of the temperaturecorrections, and the deviation here is thus relatively great.
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Figure 65: The radiation temperature deviations above 2500�A are on the average approx-imately +/- 5K which corresponds to +/-0.1%. The deviations for wavelengths between504�A and 2500�A are on the average approximately +/- 50K which correspond to +/-1%. Positive deviation values corresponds to higher semiempirical intensities than timeaveraged intensities.
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Figure 66: The average radiation temperature deviation seems to converge at approxi-mately 20K. Termination was done after 6 iterations.
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Figure 67: The radiation temperature response functions determine the accuracy of thetemperature structure. Small values at a certain depth correspond to an inaccurate deter-mination of the temperature at this depth. Wavelengths below 504�A are not considered inthe accuracy calculations because this wavelength interval is excluded from the calculationof the temperature corrections. The accuracy of the uppermost temperature structure istherefore greatly reduced. The values of the response functions are shown in the upper leftcorner.
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Figure 68: The reciprocal of the maximum valued response functions. This quantity isthe normalized deviation limit that gives the atmospheric temperature change in a depthinterval of �lg(column mass) = 1 if a deviation in radiation temperature of 1K over thewhole spectrum is to be minimized by the least squares method.
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Figure 69: The semiempirical temperature structure (solid) with the deviation limits fora typical radiation temperature deviation of 20K (dotted). The radiation temperaturesensitivity to temperature change is relatively small around lg(column mass) = �4:75 andabove lg(column mass) = �6. The temperature structure in these intervals can thereforenot be determined with high accuracy due to the low valued response functions. Theuse of a polynomial during the iterations provides a smooth and monotone chromospherictemperature structure between the deviation limits.



7.4 The semiempirical model 1337.4.3 Comparisons with other semiempirical modelsModel2 has a chromospheric temperature rise as for model1. The chromospheric temper-atures of model2 are higher than the corresponding temperatures of model1 due to theextra heating term in the energy equation of the dynamic model. The uppermost part ofthe chromosphere has a lower temperature in model2 compared to model1 (�gure 12 and70).The temperature structure in the middle and lower chromosphere and temperatureminimum region is very similar to the FALa (Fontenla et al. 1993) solar model for internet-work regions. The similarities between Model2 and FALa in the chromosphere indicatesthat an additional heating term is needed in order to obtain a semiempirical chromospherictemperature rise that is close to solar internetwork models.The VAL3C (Vernazza et al. 1981) solar model has higher temperatures in the lowerchromosphere than model2 and FALa. Even more energy input is thus needed in the lowerchromosphere to obtain similarities to the VAL3C model. It must be noted that VAL3C isconstructed to reproduce the spatially and temporally averaged continuum intensities overinternetwork and network regions. Similarities with VAL3C is therefore not expected sinceour dynamic model has not been made to account for internetwork magnetic �elds.Model2 has higher temperatures in the upper photosphere compared to VAL3C andFALa. There is no transition region since the dynamic model does not include the corona.A comparison of the radiation temperatures between model2, VAL3C and FALa isgiven in �gure 71. The radiation temperature in the ultraviolet range from 300�A to 1500�Aoriginate from the chromosphere for all three models. Model2 and FALa have similarradiation temperatures in the range from 900�A to 1500�A due to similar chromospherictemperatures. The helium continuum below 504�A is not considered in the semiempiricalmodelling due to the neglect of helium ionization in the energy equation in the dynamicmodel. The disparities between model2 and the solar models on the short wavelength sideof 504�A is explained by the exclusion of the HeI continuum in the semiempirical modelling,and the lack of a transition region in the dynamic model.The photospheric radiation for all three models is located in the range from 1500�Ato 17000�A. The radiation temperature of model2 in this wavelength range deviates morefrom the two other models with increased formation height. This is a consequence ofthe increased deviation in photospheric temperatures between model2 and the two othermodels with increasing height up to lg(columnmass) = 0 at temperatures of approximately5000K.
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Figure 70: A comparison of semiempirical models. The temperature structure in thechromosphere up to lg(column mass) = �4 and in the temperature minimum region ofmodel2 is very similar to the FALa solar model for internetwork regions. The VAL3C modelhas a steeper temperature gradient in the low chromosphere than model2 and FALa.
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Figure 71: A comparison between di�erent semiempirical radiation temperatures. Model2and FALa internetwork model (solar cell interior) has the best agreement. The separationbetween chromospheric and photospheric radiation is located at approximately 1500�A nearthe SiI bound-free absorption edge for all three models.



136 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATING7.5 Semiempirical compared to time averaged spectral lines ofCaIIIn this section we investigate the di�erences between time averaged line pro�les andsemiempirical line pro�les for the 5 level CaII atom. We denote the line pro�les com-puted from the dynamic time dependent model occasionally as dynamic pro�les, and theline pro�les computed from the semiempirical model as static pro�les. We use the semiem-pirical model of the pre-heated atmosphere described in 7.4 to calculate the static pro�les.The dynamic pro�les from the corresponding dynamic atmosphere are time averaged. Wecompare averaged and static pro�les with di�erent microturbulent velocities.The CaII model is identical in the dynamic and semiempirical model. The comparisonscan thus be carried out without taking into consideration uncertainties in atomic parame-ters and partial redistribution e�ects, which is the case for comparisons between syntheticand observed pro�les. It must also be noted that both models are plane parallel such thatthree dimensional e�ects can not be considered.7.5.1 Microturbulence, mesoturbulence and macroturbulenceVelocity �eld e�ects on spectral lines have previously been included in static models by twomethods. Both methods assume that no other quantities than the velocity are a�ected.These methods are therefore not physically consistent, in only taking into account massmotions without altering the thermodynamic variables.1. The classical approach.Large scale velocity �eld e�ects are included by convolving the synthetic pro�le by aGaussian that is parametrized by the macroturbulent parameter. This accounts forrandom velocity �elds on scales larger than a typical contribution function width.Random velocity �elds on scales much smaller than a contribution function widthis accounted for by including the microturbulent parameter. This is a broadeningparameter that determines the width of the opacity pro�le in the same manner asthe most probable thermal velocity. These parameters are adjusted to give the best�t to the observed line pro�le.2. The mesoturbulent approach.Carlsson & Scharmer (1985) used mesoturbulence which allows for typical scales ofvelocity change in the intermediate range between micro- and macroturbulence. Theycalculated random velocity �elds with di�erent correlation lengths. The emergent in-tensity from the K-line for 100 realizations was averaged for each correlation length.The microturbulent limit was not reached even if the correlation length was 25 km.The macroturbulent limit was not reached until the correlation length was greaterthan 3000km. They found that the K-pro�le in the mesoturbulent regime could notbe reproduced by any combination of micro- and macroturbulence. The mesoscalevelocities gave a K-line pro�le with a higher line core intensity, a K2V-K2R separationless than for the microturbulent limit, and K2V and K2R intensities less than for the



7.5 Semiempirical compared to time averaged spectral lines of CaII 137microturbulent limit. The peak intensities and separation decreased with increas-ing correlation length. Their random velocity �elds gave naturally symmetricallyaveraged pro�les.The actual velocities in the RADYN simulations can be considered as mesoturbu-lence and macroturbulence, but here fully consistent with thermodynamic changes. Thesechanges give an additional e�ect on the line pro�les compared to using the classical andmesoturbulent approaches. Mesoturbulence and macroturbulence is not included in thestatic calculations, but the typical e�ects (Carlsson & Scharmer 1985) if it were included,are considered in the comparisons between static and time averaged line pro�les.7.5.2 MethodThe RADYN code used in the dynamic simulations can not resolve small scale velocity�elds such as microturbulence. Microturbulence is included in the dynamic and staticcalculations to mimic the e�ects of such small scale velocity �elds. An additional reason isthat the observed and averaged H2V peak displacement of approximately 0.1 �A relative tothe line core (Cram & Dam�e 1983) �ts better to our corresponding average emission peakif microturbulence is included.The microturbulence in the dynamic calculation is altered by changing the microturbu-lence in the atmospheres given by the RADYN calculations. These atmospheres are thenrun by MULTI to obtain the dynamic pro�les.Three time sequences are calculated, one with zero microturbulence, one with a depthindependent microturbulence of 2km/s, and one with a depth independent microturbulenceof 4km/s. The dynamic line pro�les are then averaged over the same time interval as forthe semiempirical reference spectrum.The same three microturbulent velocities are included in the MULTI computations ofthe semiempirical line pro�les.7.5.3 Comparisons between semiempirical and time averaged line pro�les withdi�erent microturbulenceFirst we compare the time averaged dynamic pro�les with the three di�erent microturbulentvelocities (�gures 72 and 73).1. The 3968 line core region. Increasing microturbulence causes the e�ects given here.The H2V-H2R separation increases, and both emission peaks are located further fromthe rest center frequency. The line core region is getting wider. The H2V and H2Rintensities decreases. The H3 intensity and the H1 intensities decreases somewhat.The line pro�les are asymmetric in the line core region with a higher H2V inten-sity than H2R intensity, which is also evident in internetwork observations. H3 isredshifted relative to the rest center frequency.2. The 8542 line core region. The intensity in the line core decreases, and the line coreregion is getting wider with increasing microturbulence.



138 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATINGThe line pro�les are asymmetric in the line core region. The line core at minimumintensity is not signi�cantly displaced relative to the rest center frequency.The asymmetry in both lines is a direct evidence for systematic or non-stochastic at-mospheric behavior in which the time dependent thermodynamics is correlated with gasmotions. This can not be reproduced by static models where only random velocity �elds(macro-, meso- and microturbulence) are allowed to account for the dynamic e�ects.In the remaining discussion, we are primarily concerned with the dependence on micro-turbulence in both static and dynamic pro�les. We look for similar or di�erent behaviorbetween static and time averaged pro�les as a function of microturbulence. Microturbu-lence is here considered as real turbulence on height scales much smaller than a contributionfunction width, typically 1-10km. Static and time averaged pro�les with the same micro-turbulence are compared.We are also concerned with whether or not it is possible to use macro- and mesotur-bulence to improve the static pro�les such that they match at least some features. If thisis not possible, one can be tempted to adjust the atomic parameters which can lead toerroneous results. The only reliable modelling approach will then be dynamic simulations.We choose to compare static and time averaged line pro�les for the 3968 and 8542 line.The 3933 line behavior is very similar to the 3968, and the same holds for the 8662 and8542 line. The 8498 line is left out due to the anomal emission peak at the line core in thedynamic pro�les.The 3968 line core region.See �gures 74-76 during the discussion.1. H2V and H2R dependence on microturbulence. The peak separation increases andthe peak intensity decreases with increasing microturbulence in the static pro�les.The same holds for the dynamic pro�les (cf. �gure 72). The averaged H2V is ap-proximately located at the same frequency as the static H2V. The position of H2V isthus an indicator of the value of the microturbulence in both models, provided thatit is height independent.The time averaged H2V intensities have a smaller variation than in the static case,and the H2V intensities are approximately the same for a microturbulence of 4km/s.Static H2V intensities are greater than the time averaged H2V intensities for the twoother microturbulent values.The H2R intensity for the averaged pro�le vary less than for the static pro�les, andthey have a much lower intensity due to the asymmetry. The intensity peaks aredisplaced to the red compared to the static pro�les. The variation in frequency isapproximately the same. The H2 correlation between dynamic and static pro�leswith respect to microturbulence is thus only evident for the H2V intensity.2. H3 intensity and line core width dependence on microturbulence. The H3 intensitydecreases and the line core width increases with increasing microturbulence in the



7.5 Semiempirical compared to time averaged spectral lines of CaII 139static pro�les. The same holds for the averaged pro�les, but the line core regions arewider and the H3 intensities are higher than for the static pro�les. The H3 intensitiesare approximately equal for 4km/s microturbulence. The averaged H3 intensity varymore than for the static pro�les.3. H1 dependence on microturbulence. The intensities decrease slightly and the frequen-cies are approximately constant for the static pro�les for increasing microturbulence.The same holds for the averaged H1 intensities, but they have a lower value. The H1Vfrequencies of the averaged pro�les deviates more from the static values compared tothe H1R frequencies.4. Macro- and mesoturbulent e�ects on the static pro�les. Convolution with a Gaussianon the static pro�les to account for the large scale velocity �elds would give a bettercorrespondence to the averaged pro�les in the H2V-H3 regions for zero and 2 km/smicroturbulence. This is due to the smearing of the narrow emission peaks andnarrow H3 regions. Great deviations would nevertheless occur at the H2R region dueto the asymmetry of the time averaged pro�les.If mesoturbulence is applied in the semiempirical atmosphere, the emission peakintensities, and their frequency displacement from the rest center frequency woulddecrease. The intensity correspondence would thus improve at H2V, but the dis-placement would lead to less correspondence. Higher intensity in the H3 regionwould occur and thus lead to an improvement. Neither approach would lead to asatisfactory correspondence at both sides of the line core due to the asymmetry.The 8542 line core region.See �gures 77-79 during the discussion.1. Line core minimum intensity dependence on microturbulence. Both static and av-eraged intensities decrease with increasing microturbulence. The intensity is higherand has a greater variation in the averaged pro�les compared to the static pro�les,as in the case for H3.2. Meso- and macroturbulent e�ects on the static pro�les. Macroturbulent smearingwill tend to increase the pro�le width and increase the minimum intensity. A bettercorrespondence will thus occur at the point of minimum intensity, but it will leadto less correspondence at each side of the line core where the widths already agree.Mesoturbulence will increase the intensity in the region of minimum intensity, andthis will improve the static pro�les relative to the averaged pro�les.The wing regions.



140 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATINGSee �gures 80 and 81 during the discussion.The 3968 wing regions and the 8542 wing regions for the averaged pro�les show increasedwidth compared to the static pro�les. Figure 80 and 81 show an increased width even inthe case for zero microturbulence.The continuum intensities in both lines are approximately equal, indicating an accu-rate semiempirical model in the layers of the photosphere where these continua originate.Very small deviations between the semiempirical radiation temperatures and the radiationtemperatures of the time averaged dynamic intensities in the continua formed towards thetemperature minimum was shown in the discussion of the semiempirical model. Thesedeviations are smaller than the di�erences in radiation temperatures in the wings. Onlythe accumulated e�ect of intensity variations and Doppler shifts of the absorption pro�lecan then explain the deviation between averaged and static line wings.The semiempirical H-line pro�les are convoluted with a Gaussian macrovelocity dis-tribution to account for macroturbulent broadening. The most probable macrovelocitycorresponds to the 1/e width of the Gaussian distribution.A macroturbulent velocity of 110km/s is needed to obtain correspondence with the timeaveraged pro�le in the wing regions outside a frequency displacement corresponding to aDoppler velocity of +/- 300km/s. The resulting H3 intensities are approximately a factortwo larger than the time averaged H3 intensity, which can not be compensated for by usingmicroturbulence.This unrealistically high macroturbulence indicates that macroturbulent broadeningcan not be used to explain the broadening excess of the time averaged pro�les.General comments on meso- and macroturbulent e�ects on the static pro�les.A satisfying reproduction of the 3968 line by the semiempirical model seems to beimpossible due to the strong asymmetric property of the time averaged pro�le. This comesas no surprise since the dynamic model couples thermodynamic changes to the velocity�eld. The static approach is only able to handle velocity �eld e�ects without taking intoconsideration this coupling which is very important in this chromospheric line. A better�t for the static 8542 pro�les can be achieved by using mesoturbulence. A better �t cannot be achieved in the wing regions in the 3968 line using macroturbulence within realisticlimits.7.5.4 The cause of the di�erent variation of the semiempirical and time aver-aged H3 and H2V intensities as a function of microturbulenceThe static and time averaged line pro�le intensities (�gure 72 and 74) have rather di�erentresponses to microturbulence. This is clearly seen for H3 and H2V.The H2V intensity in the static pro�le vary more as a function of microturbulence andit has a higher value than the corresponding time averaged intensity. The H3 intensity inthe static pro�les vary less as a function of microturbulence and it has a lower value thanthe corresponding time averaged intensity. The dependence on microturbulence has to be



7.5 Semiempirical compared to time averaged spectral lines of CaII 141

Figure 72: Time averaged dynamic 3968-lines for di�erent depth independent microturbu-lence. The H2V emission moves further from the rest center frequency, the H3 region isgetting wider and the H3 intensity decreases with increasing microturbulence.



142 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATING

Figure 73: Time averaged dynamic 8542-lines for di�erent depth independent microtur-bulence. The line core region is getting wider and the minimum intensity decreases withincreasing microturbulence.



7.5 Semiempirical compared to time averaged spectral lines of CaII 143

Figure 74: Time averaged dynamic 3968-line for zero microturbulence (solid) comparedto the static pro�les with 0km/s, 2km/s and 4km/s depth independent microturbulence.Blueshift corresponds to positive velocities.



144 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATING

Figure 75: Time averaged dynamic 3968-line for depth independent microturbulence of 2km/s (solid) compared to the static pro�les with 0km/s, 2km/s and 4km/s depth indepen-dent microturbulence. Blueshift corresponds to positive velocities.



7.5 Semiempirical compared to time averaged spectral lines of CaII 145

Figure 76: Time averaged dynamic 3968-line for depth independent microturbulence of 4km/s (solid) compared to the static pro�les with 0km/s, 2km/s and 4km/s depth indepen-dent microturbulence. Blueshift corresponds to positive velocities.



146 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATING

Figure 77: Time averaged dynamic 8542-line for zero microturbulence (solid) comparedto the static pro�les with 0km/s, 2km/s and 4km/s depth independent microturbulence.Blueshift corresponds to positive velocities.



7.5 Semiempirical compared to time averaged spectral lines of CaII 147

Figure 78: Time averaged dynamic 8542-line for depth independent microturbulence of 2km/s (solid) compared to the static pro�les with 0km/s, 2km/s and 4km/s depth indepen-dent microturbulence. Blueshift corresponds to positive velocities.



148 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATING

Figure 79: Time averaged dynamic 8542-line for depth independent microturbulence of 4km/s (solid) compared to the static pro�les with 0km/s, 2km/s and 4km/s depth indepen-dent microturbulence. Blueshift corresponds to positive velocities.



7.5 Semiempirical compared to time averaged spectral lines of CaII 149

Figure 80: Radiation temperature of the time averaged intensity of the 3968 line withzero microturbulence (solid). The radiation temperature of the time averaged intensityand the corresponding semiempirical value are almost identical at 6580K in the continuumregion at -1500km/s. The time averaged pro�le is wider in the wings than any of thestatic pro�les due to the dynamics. A macroturbulent velocity of 110km/s is neededto obtain correspondence with the time averaged pro�le in the wing regions outside afrequency displacement corresponding to a Doppler velocity of +/- 300km/s. A satisfactorycorrespondence can thus not be achieved by using macroturbulence within realistic limits.



150 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATING

Figure 81: Radiation temperature of the time averaged intensity of the 8542 line withzero microturbulence (solid). The time averaged pro�le is wider in the wings than any ofthe static pro�les due to the dynamics. The radiation temperature of the time averagedintensity and the corresponding semiempirical value are almost identical at 6200K in thecontinuum region at -600km/s.



7.5 Semiempirical compared to time averaged spectral lines of CaII 151explained in both models in order to reveal the causes of the di�erent behavior.1. Static H3 dependence on microturbulence. The di�erent static pro�les can be seen ine.g. �gure 74. The contribution functions to intensity and the source functions areshown in �gure 82. Increasing microturbulence decreases the line source function dueto increased escape probability in the wider opacity pro�les. H3 is formed closer tothe source function peak due to decreased opacity in the line core. These two e�ectstend to cancel each other, and the result is that the H3 intensity decreases slightlywith increasing microturbulence.2. Static H2V dependence on microturbulence. Wider opacity pro�les due to increasedmicroturbulence increase the opacity in the line wings. A higher frequency is thusneeded in order to reach unity optical depth at the source function peak. This causesa bright grain location further from the line center, and a wider bright grain.The gradients in monochromatic optical depth or equivalently the opacity levels at theH2V frequencies at the source function peaks are approximately the same due to thedi�erent frequency displacement. The H2V intensity will then mainly be dependenton the value of the source function which is again dependent on the escape probability.The variation in H2V intensity will therefore be greater than the variation in H3intensity.3. Dynamic H3 dependence on microturbulence. The intensities at H3 in the time aver-aged pro�les show a decreasing value for increasing microturbulence. The intensitiesas a function of time at the frequencies of these H3 minima are shown in �gure 83.Increasing microturbulence gives an overall lower intensity, but the intensity for zeromicroturbulence can be less than the intensity for 2km/s and 4km/s microturbulencein short time intervals.First, we review the behavior of the contribution function to intensity in order tounderstand the dynamic intensity formation.The centroid of the contribution function to intensity (depth of dominating photonescape) is located approximately at unity optical depth. Increased opacity will in-crease the altitude of unity optical depth and lead to a location of the centroid athigher altitudes.Increased velocity gradient and narrower opacity pro�les will increase the opacitygradient along the ray at right angles to the horizontal plane. This leads to a narrowercontribution function if a reference scale is considered. Increased opacity levels willincrease the value of the contribution function if the source function is held constant.A steeper velocity gradient, narrower opacity pro�les, and higher opacity levels atthe depths of formation will thus lead to higher intensity formed in a relatively smalldepth interval on the reference optical depth scale.A lower opacity gradient will increase the contribution function width. The intensitydecreases if the opacity level is too low to compensate for the increased width.



152 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATINGThe value of the source function decreases with increasing width of the line wings dueto increased escape probability. This is mainly an e�ect of increased microturbulencein the cases we study here.Figure 83 shows that the H3 intensity uctuates between high and low values. Atlow intensity values (e.g. t=1550s and t=1700s), the formation depths are locatedin pre-shock regions close to the shock. The source function has a sharp decreasefrom the local maximum in post-shock regions to relatively low values in pre-shockregions where the intensity is formed. The shock passes the formation depths duringthe swift transition from low to high intensity. The passage of the shock increasesthe source function above its local maximum which is now broader. This serves toincrease the intensity to the maximum value (e.g. t=1650s).The intensities at high and low values dominates the time average, and not the swifttransitions between. The atmospheric state in these time intervals must thereforebe investigated to explain the variation of the time averaged H3 as a function ofmicroturbulence. The formation depths in the relevant time intervals are located atpost-shock velocity gradients just above a steepening wave crest or a weak amplitudeshock close to the descending part of the source function above its local maximum.The velocity changes from negative values (downward motion) to positive values(upward motion) as a function of height.The velocity gradient serves to distribute the centers of the opacity pro�les at di�erentfrequencies, resulting in an inclined \opacity mountain" in the depth frequency plane.Zero microturbulence results in relatively high opacity and opacity gradients at thedepths of formation due to narrow opacity pro�les, and enhanced source functionsdue to low escape probability. This leads to a relatively high intensity.Increasing microturbulence decreases the line center opacity and increases the opacityoutside the line core regions. This will broaden the opacity mountain such that theformation height increases at a certain frequency. Increased height of formation willnot inuence the intensity signi�cantly. The broadening will also serve to decreasethe opacity gradients such that the contribution functions widens. Lower opacity atthe formation depths and lower source functions due to increased escape probabilitycompensates for wider contribution functions, and the intensity decreases.The additional e�ects of decreasing source function and decreasing opacity at thedepths of formation with increasing microturbulence, will thus lead in the same di-rection of decreased intensity. This is due to the inuence from wing-opacity closeto the line core caused by the velocity gradient. We have thus no cancellation e�ectshere as we have in the static case, in which the line center opacity controls the H3intensity. The variation of time averaged H3 intensity is then greater than for thestatic case.4. Dynamic H2V dependence on microturbulence.Intensity variation. The intensities at H2V in the time averaged pro�les show a



7.5 Semiempirical compared to time averaged spectral lines of CaII 153decreasing value for increasing microturbulence. The intensities as a function of timeat these H2V frequencies are shown in �gure 83.The time intervals of high and low intensity are approximately equal. The timeaverages are thus mainly controlled by the prominent intensity peaks or bright grains.The intensities for all microturbulent velocities are approximately the same on therising and falling anks of the prominent peaks. Increasing microturbulence give lowermaximum intensity. The variation of the time averaged H2V intensities as a functionof microturbulence is thus mainly set by variation of the maximum intensities.The maximum intensity is formed in layers where the source function peak is located.The source function is reduced as a function of increased microturbulence due toincreased escape probability, as for the static case. The gradient in monochromaticoptical depth or equivalently the opacity level at the bright grain frequencies in thegrain forming layers is approximately the same due to the frequency displacement, asin the static case. The reduced maximum value of the time dependent intensity as afunction of increased microturbulence is thus explained by a reduced source functionpeak in post-shock regions.The ratios between the static H2V intensities of di�erent microturbulence are approx-imately the same as the corresponding ratios between the maximum time dependentH2V intensities. The H2V intensity ratios between the time averaged pro�les aresmaller than for the static pro�les. This is explained by the inuence from the risingand falling anks of equal intensity which reduces the ratios of the time averages.The maximum values of the time dependent H2V intensities are higher than thestatic H2V intensities. This is explained by higher source function levels caused bythe steeper temperature gradient in post-shock regions compared to the gradient ofthe semiempirical chromospheric temperature rise. The time averaged H2V intensi-ties are lower compared to the static ones. This is explained by the duration of theintensity peaks that is a su�ciently small fraction of the oscillation period.Displacement and width variation. The H2V displacements relative to the rest centerfrequency of the time averaged pro�les are primarily controlled by the displacement ofthe bright grains. The position and width of the bright grains is primarily set by thewidth of the opacity pro�les in the post-shock regions, whose variation is controlledby the di�erent microturbulent velocities. Grains with di�erent microturbulence areshown in �gures 84-86.Wider opacity pro�les causes an opacity decrease in the line core region and anopacity increase towards the wings. The formation depths close to the core will thusincrease, and they will decrease towards the wings. The depth variation of the curvesof unity optical depth with increasing frequency will then decrease as can be seenin �gures 84-86. This causes a bright grain location further from the line center inorder to reach the source function peak, and a wider bright grain. The broadeningof the opacity pro�le causes the same e�ects for the H2V peaks in the semiempiricalmodel.



154 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATINGThe velocities and the velocity gradients at the depths of grain formation are small,and has no signi�cant e�ect on the position of the bright grains. There is neverthelesssmall di�erences of the order of 1 km/s between the static and time averaged H2Vposition. This can be explained by the small velocities of the outward moving layerassociated with the formation depths of the bright grains.The average frequency displacement from the rest center frequency of the brightgrains as a function of microturbulence is shown in �gure 87. These frequenciesare almost identical to the H2V peaks of the time averaged pro�le, indicating thedominant inuence from the bright grains.SummaryThe cause of the H3 intensity variation in the time averaged pro�les and the cause ofthe static H3 intensity variation as a function of microturbulence are totally di�erent dueto the velocity �eld in the dynamic atmosphere.The H2V bright grain intensity variation and the static H2V intensity variation as afunction of microturbulence can be explained by qualitatively the same processes. This isalso the case for the H2V displacement relative to the rest center frequency. The same istrue for the time averaged pro�les since the bright grains dominate in the time average.The H2V intensity ratios between time averaged pro�les of di�erent microturbulence aresmaller than for the static pro�les. This is explained by the inuence from time intervalsof equal bright grain intensity which reduces the ratios between time averaged intensities.7.5.5 Connections between semiempirical microturbulence and macroscopicdynamicsA better correspondence between semiempirical and time averaged pro�les at H3 can beobtained by altering the semiempirical microturbulence. An additional microturbulentcontribution will then be introduced in the semiempirical model if the same microturbulenceis originally applied in both models. This additional contribution is thus caused by thedi�erence in H3 intensity responses between dynamic and semiempirical models.It should be noted that the K-line in the semiempirical VAL-model (Vernazza et al.1981) is used to adjust a height dependent microturbulence. It is likely that an additionalmicroturbulent contribution caused by macroscopic dynamics is present in this case.7.5.6 Accuracy of the semiempirical line pro�lesThe chromospheric temperature structure of the semiempirical model could not be deter-mined with high accuracy in the vicinity of lg(column mass) = �4:75. This correspondsto lg(�5000) = �6. It is seen from �gure 82 that this corresponds to those layers where thesource function is decoupled from the Planck distribution (above the local source functionmaximum). The source function will thus not be very sensitive to the inaccurate temper-ature here. The source function is close to, and controlled by the Planck function up to



7.5 Semiempirical compared to time averaged spectral lines of CaII 155lg(�5000) = �4:5 which corresponds to lg(column mass) = �2 where the accuracy of thetemperature structure is relatively high.The intensities in the CaII line core regions are therefore not very sensitive to thetemperature uncertainties.



156 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATING

Figure 82: Contribution functions to intensity at H2V and H3 with the three di�erentmicroturbulent velocities in the semiempirical atmosphere. The line source function isshown in each case. Upper panel. Zero microturbulence. Middle panel. 2km/s micro-turbulence. Lower panel. 4km/s microturbulence. Increasing microturbulence decreasesthe line source function due to increased escape probability in the wider opacity pro�le.H3 is formed closer to the source function peak due to decreased opacity in the line core.This is not enough to compensate for the decreased source function, and the H3 intensitydecreases. Decreased source function leads to decreased H2V intensity, but its position infrequency is further from the line core due to increased opacity in the opacity wings.



7.5 Semiempirical compared to time averaged spectral lines of CaII 157

Figure 83: Upper panel. Intensities at the frequencies for H3 in the time averaged pro�lesshow a decreasing value for increasing microturbulence. This causes the di�erences betweenthe time averaged intensities. Lower panel. Intensities at the frequencies for H2V in thetime averaged pro�les show a decreasing value for increasing microturbulence. This causesthe di�erences between the time averaged H2V intensities.



158 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATING

Figure 84: Formation of a bright grain with zero microturbulence. Upper panel. Intensitypro�le in the H-core region. Blueshift corresponds to positive velocities. Frequency is givenas the corresponding Doppler-velocity. Middle panel. Contribution functions to intensityas a contour plot in the depth-frequency plane. Curves of equal monochromatic opticaldepth is given together with the velocity and the source function (arbitrary scaled). Lowerpanel. The integrands to monochromatic optical depth on a lg(�5000) are given to showwhich layers that controls the curves of equal optical depth. Small spacing between thesecurves indicates relatively high opacity and high sensitivity to the source function.



7.5 Semiempirical compared to time averaged spectral lines of CaII 159

Figure 85: Formation of a bright grain with a microturbulence of 2km/s. Upper panel. In-tensity pro�le in the H-core region. Blueshift corresponds to positive velocities. Frequencyis given as the corresponding Doppler-velocity. Middle panel. Contribution functions tointensity as a contour plot in the depth-frequency plane. Curves of equal monochromaticoptical depth is given together with the velocity and the source function (arbitrary scaled).Lower panel. The integrands to monochromatic optical depth on a lg(�5000) are given toshow which layers that controls the curves of equal optical depth. Small spacing betweenthese curves indicates relatively high opacity and high sensitivity to the source function.



160 7 SHOCK PERTURBATION ON CONSTANT HEATING

Figure 86: Formation of a bright grain with a microturbulence of 4km/s. Upper panel. In-tensity pro�le in the H-core region. Blueshift corresponds to positive velocities. Frequencyis given as the corresponding Doppler-velocity. Middle panel. Contribution functions tointensity as a contour plot in the depth-frequency plane. Curves of equal monochromaticoptical depth is given together with the velocity and the source function (arbitrary scaled).Lower panel. The integrands to monochromatic optical depth on a lg(�5000) are given toshow which layers that controls the curves of equal optical depth. Small spacing betweenthese curves indicates relatively high opacity and high sensitivity to the source function.



7.5 Semiempirical compared to time averaged spectral lines of CaII 161

Figure 87: Upper panel. Average frequency displacement of H2V and K2V bright grainsas a function of microturbulence. Middle panel. Average wavelength displacement of H2Vand K2V bright grains as a function of microturbulence. Lower panel. Average H2V andK2V bright grain intensity as a function of microturbulence. Only the time intervals wherethe brights grains occurred was considered. A bright grain is de�ned if the intensity ina speci�c frequency interval located at the blue side of the line core is above a suitablethreshold. The displacements of the peaks are approximately the same as the correspondingquantity for the time averaged pro�les.



162 8 CONCLUSIONS8 ConclusionsFirst, we summarize the semiempirical method (section 4) and its properties. Then weconsider the results of the acoustically heated model, where we investigate the dynamicenergy balance and semiempirical radiative cooling (section 6). Then we conclude aboutthe H2V bright grain formation, the CaII phase relations and the di�erences betweensemiempirical and time averaged CaII line pro�les of the pre-heated atmosphere (section 7).Finally we make some general considerations about chromospheric heating in connectionto the temporal behavior of the CaII lines.1. Construction of semiempirical models.We follow the standard method of replacing the equation of radiative equilibriumby a temperature structure that reproduces the averaged continuum spectrum of thedynamic atmosphere. This temperature structure is found by an iterative scheme.Temperature corrections on the previous atmosphere are found by using approxi-mated response functions to radiation temperature. This leads to a multi-dimensionalNewton-Raphson method. Several constraints are laid on the solution such that weachieve a smooth temperature structure with one extremal point, the temperatureminimum.The temperature structure converges to a solution that reproduces the radiationtemperatures of the time averaged continuum spectrum within 1%. Typically 5 iter-ations are needed. The iteration method is quite insensitive to the initial temperaturestructure.The accuracy of the temperature structure is determined on the basis of a typicalradiation temperature deviation and the accurate radiation temperature responsefunctions. These accuracy calculations determine the deviation limits of the con-verged temperature structure.2. Dynamic and semiempirical energy balance of acoustic heating.The sources of atmospheric heating are external compression work and viscous dissi-pation. The terms are caused by shocks in the middle and upper chromosphere, andnonlinear waves in the temperature minimum region and the lower chromosphere.Thermal conduction is negligible compared to these terms. Viscous dissipation andexternal compression work are approximately of the same magnitude in the mid-dle and upper chromosphere. External compression work is an order of magnitudegreater than viscous dissipation in the temperature minimum region and the lowerchromosphere.The internal energy (the total of thermal energy, exitation energy and ionizationenergy) increases in the chromosphere during the simulation. The time averagedincrease in internal energy has approximately the same magnitude as a function ofheight as the time averaged radiative cooling. An assumed equality between theheating terms and the radiative cooling will thus be erroneous. This must also be



163taken into account in the solar atmosphere at small spatial scales where secularvariation in internal energy can be possible.An internal energy increase indicates that the atmosphere is not in a quasi-staticstate. Accumulated internal energy will eventually increase the radiative cooling suchthat a quasi-static state is obtained. This has not been veri�ed by our simulation,since this requires a considerably longer time series.The semiempirical model contains a chromospheric temperature rise caused by theshock dynamics in these layers. A deviation of typically 1% from the radiationtemperature of the reference continuum spectrum is obtained by the semiempiricalmodel. The radiative cooling rates in the dynamic model can then be compared to thesemiempirical cooling rates. Hydrogen lines, CaII lines and continua are calculatedfor both models.The total semiempirical cooling rate does not deviate more than a factor of two fromthe time averaged total cooling rate in the middle and upper chromosphere. Thedeviation is approximately a factor of ten in the temperature minimum region andlower chromosphere.The semiempirical cooling rate can thus at best be used to estimate the total dynamicradiative cooling in the middle and upper chromosphere, but not in the temperatureminimum region and lower chromosphere.The cooling rates for hydrogen lines, CaII lines and continua are in general di�erentin the two models. The semiempirical model can thus not be used to estimate thecooling distribution among the di�erent contributors in the dynamic model.Future simulations should be extended such that the energy balance in the quasi-static state of the acoustically heated model can be studied.3. H2V bright grain formation.The time evolution of the simulated H-line pro�le agrees very well with the observedbehavior when a heating term similar to the VAL3C heating is added to the energyequation. This term is held constant on a column mass scale during the simulation,and we denote this model by the pre-heated model.We reproduce the \dark whisker" contraction in the wings, the H2V and the K2Vbright grains, the Doppler excursions in the line core, the H2V/H2R asymmetry, andthe pulsation period close to 3 minutes. The main di�erence between the observedand simulated pro�les is that we get one bright grain almost every 3 minutes contraryto the observed pattern that show an irregular bright grain occurrence.We study the atmospheric properties during the time of H2V grain formation. Onesituation is considered where the H2R emission peak is present, and one where it isabsent.We �nd that the line opacity pattern as a function of frequency and depth is con-trolled by the atmospheric density and the velocity �eld. Thermal broadening playsa minor role. The line opacity is determined by the lower level population that is



164 8 CONCLUSIONSapproximately equal to the CaII density, which in turn is proportional to the totaldensity. NLTE e�ects are thus not important in controlling the line opacity. Ve-locity di�erences of typically 5-10 km/s between pre- and post shock regions have asigni�cant impact on the opacity pattern that controls the bright grain formation.The grain-forming parts of the source function is controlled by the destruction prob-ability set by the post-shock temperatures, and the escape probability set by theopacity pattern. The source function increases with increasing temperatures behindthe shock front if the destruction probability is greater than the escape probability.The escape probability exceeds the destruction probability close to the shock front,and this leads to a decreasing source function as a function of height. A source func-tion peak is thus created. The increase of the escape probability is controlled by theincreased escape probability at the blue side of the Doppler core. This occurs by acombined e�ect of upward motion in post-shock regions, and downward motion inpre-shock regions.The layers of the atmosphere that contribute most to the emergent intensity are thosewhere the optical depth is approximately unity. This corresponds to one photon meanfree path from the upper boundary. The intensity level is increased if the value ofthe source function is increased or if the opacity is increased in these layers.The H2V intensity originates in layers of upward motion with relatively small velocity(1-2km/s) in post-shock regions where the source function is peaked. High post-shockdensity leads to high opacity. These two e�ects produces the prominent H2V intensitypeak. A steep velocity gradient in the post-shock layer widens the emission peak, andthe velocity values inuence the H2V displacement from the line core. An additionaldisplacement equivalent to 1-2km/s is caused by upward motion in the post-shockregion.Downward motion in pre-shock regions (typically 5-10km/s) provides redshifted opac-ity pro�les. Unity optical depth will reach the depths of the source function peak inthe post-shock region at the H2R frequency on the red side of the line core. The opac-ity here will be smaller compared to corresponding H2V opacity due to the blueshiftof the post-shock opacity pro�les relative to the pre-shock opacity pro�les. This isthe reason for the H2V/H2R asymmetry.Higher velocity di�erences leads to higher relative blueshift of the post-shock opacitypro�le and a greater H2V/H2R asymmetry occurs. The H2R peak is thus absent if ahigh amplitude shock (typically 10km/s) is responsible for the grain formation. Bothpeaks are formed when a low amplitude shock (typically 5km/s) is responsible forthe grain formation. It must be noted that these �ndings are only su�cient and notnecessary for grain formation since we have considered only one dynamic model.The shock structure is controlled by the radiation-hydrodynamics of hydrogen, theadditional heating term, and the velocity �eld of the lower boundary piston, or equiv-alently the convective motions of the lower photosphere.The intensities and frequency displacements of the H2V and H2R grains are promisingdiagnostics in determining chromospheric shock structure. Future simulations should



165be carried out to determine the variation of these quantities as a function of shockstrength, pre-heating and lower boundary velocity spectrum.4. CaII phase relations.The pre-heated dynamic model is used to study the phase relations between the CaIIline core Doppler-shifts and intensities in the Fourier-domain. We use the pre-heatedmodel since the simulated line core uctuations agree very well with observations.We investigate the applicability of linear theory of velocity phase di�erences ofacoustic-gravity waves in an isothermal atmosphere to predict height di�erences in adynamic atmosphere. We are only able to study vertical propagation since our modelis plane-parallel.By measurements of atmospheric velocities at �xed heights, we �nd that the lineartheory becomes inaccurate 500km above �5000 = 1. This is explained by non-linearwave steepening, where high density parts of the waves overtake the low densityparts. Linear theory can not be applied above 1000km where shocks are formed.We �nd that linear theory can predict height di�erences up to 1000km within 10%deviation from the actual height di�erences. The predicted height di�erences are upto 50% less than the actual height di�erences above 1200km, where the shocks arefully developed.We are able to reproduce the simulated Doppler-uctuations by using the contri-bution function to relative absorption as a velocity response function. The meanvelocity response heights uctuate several hundred kilometers on time scales equal tothe fundamental 3 minute pulsation period of the chromosphere. The mean velocityresponse heights for the H and K lines vary between 1300km and 2000km due to bal-listic motion between short moments of upward acceleration caused by shocks. Themean velocity response heights for the three infrared lines vary between 500km and1400km. This is in the height range of non-linear wave steepening and shock forma-tion. The 8498-line core contains an emission peak, such that a reliable Doppler-shiftsignal can not be obtained.Wave modes or di�erences in heights of formation between the CaII lines in thesolar chromosphere are commonly determined by using observed Doppler-shift phaserelations in the CaII line cores. It is common to use linear theory for velocity phasedi�erences, and to assume �xed velocity response heights in the interpretation of thephase relations. These assumptions have lead to conclusions such as standing wavesin the solar chromosphere on the basis of observed V-V and V-I CaII phase relations.Our �ndings of inaccurate linear theory above 500km, the invalidity of it above1000km, and dynamic velocity response heights, indicate that such interpretations ofobserved CaII phase relations will be erroneous.Simulated V-V and V-I phase relations, phase coherence, intensity- and velocitypower spectra are compared with solar observations. We �nd that the phase relationsagree very well with the observed values of internetwork regions. We thus feel justi�edto say that our dynamic model is a reasonable description of chromospheric dynamics.



166 8 CONCLUSIONSWe explain the V-I and V-V phase relations by propagating acoustic waves thatsteepen into radiating shocks at approximately 1000km, in contradiction to the pro-posed standing waves.NLTE e�ects caused by scattering are important for the formation of the line coreintensities. These intensities can therefore not be associated with local chromo-spheric temperatures. Velocity-intensity relations should therefore not be interpretedas velocity-temperature relations in attempts to explain the wave-modes.The CaII phase relations are promising candidates as diagnostic tools to determinechromospheric dynamics.5. Di�erences between averaged CaII line pro�les of the dynamic model and semiempir-ical line pro�les.Time averages of the core regions of the H line and the 8542 line are asymmetricwith respect to the rest center frequency. This asymmetry is a direct evidence ofnon-stochastic atmospheric behavior in which the time dependent thermodynamicsis correlated with gas motions. This can not be reproduced by semiempirical modelswhere only random velocity �elds (micro-, meso- and macroturbulence) are allowed toaccount for dynamic e�ects. These random velocities produce symmetric line pro�les.It is nevertheless possible to obtain a better semiempirical �t to the time averaged8542 line core region by applying mesoturbulence in the semiempirical model. Asatisfying �t of the core region of the H-line by applying mesoturbulence is impossibledue to the strong asymmetric properties.Both time averaged lines show increased width in the wing regions compared to thesemiempirical pro�les. The time averaged wings are also symmetric with respectto the rest center frequency. A satisfactory correspondence between semiempiricalpro�les and time averaged pro�les can not be achieved by using macroturbulencewithin realistic limits.The response to microturbulence is rather di�erent between semiempirical and timeaveraged line pro�les. This is pointed out for the H3 intensities and H2V intensities.The H2V intensity in the semiempirical pro�le vary more as a function of microturbu-lence, and it has a higher value than the corresponding time averaged intensity. TheH3 intensity in the semiempirical pro�le vary less as a function of microturbulence,and it has a lower value than the corresponding time averaged intensity.The cause of the intensity- and displacement variation of the H2V peak in bothsemiempirical and time averaged line pro�les as a function of microturbulence canbe explained by qualitatively the same processes. The cause of the variation ofH3 intensity in the semiempirical model as a function of microturbulence is totallydi�erent compared to the cause of the corresponding variation in the time averagedpro�les due to the velocity gradients in the dynamic atmosphere.A better correspondence between semiempirical and time averaged pro�les at H3can be obtained by altering the semiempirical microturbulence. An additional mi-croturbulent contribution will then be introduced in the semiempirical model if the



167same microturbulence is originally applied in both models. This additional contribu-tion is thus caused by the di�erence in H3 intensity responses between dynamic andsemiempirical models.It should be noted that the K-line in the semiempirical VAL-model (Vernazza et al.1981) is used to adjust a height dependent microturbulence. It is thus likely that anadditional microturbulent contribution caused by macroscopic dynamics is presentin this case.6. Temporal behavior of the CaII lines in connection to chromospheric heating.The temporal behavior of the line pro�les is very di�erent for the two dynamic models,and thus very sensitive to chromospheric heating. The acoustically heated model withno additional heating term does not produce any bright grains, and the V-I and V-Vphase relations are very di�erent compared to the pre-heated model. Observed phaserelations are only comparable to the phase relations of the pre-heated model.This suggests that the internal energy of the model chromosphere must exceed acertain threshold in order to reproduce some of the observed behavior. The internalenergy of the acoustic model increases during the simulation, but evidently not abovethis threshold.This suggests that H2V grains and phase relations similar to the observed ones canpossibly be achieved by an extended simulation of this self-consistently heated model.The CaII phase relations are also promising candidates as diagnostic tools to deter-mine the nature and level of chromospheric heating.
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170 10 APPENDIX10 Appendix10.1 The RADYN equationsThe RADYN radiation-hydrodynamics code is constructed by Mats Carlsson and RobertF. Stein. Only the results from the RADYN simulations are studied in this thesis. Theequations from Carlsson and Stein are thus given for the sake of completeness.In the chromosphere we can not assume LTE. The population densities can thus not beobtained with the Boltzmann and Saha equations | the full rate equations will have to besolved. Due to the dominance of radiative terms and optically thick lines these equationswill contain non-local terms.It is assumed that the velocity distribution is Maxwellian with the same temperature,T , for all particles. A single uid description is adopted with a mass density � and bulkvelocity v.To make the problem tractable we have to assume a one dimensional geometry. Aplane-parallel geometry is assumed with horizontal homogeneity.The equations to be solved are in Eulerian coordinates:@�@t + @@z (�v) = 0 (77)�@v@t + �v@v@z = � @@z (p +Q)� �g (78)@@t(�e) + @@z (�ve) + (p +Q)@u@z = @@z (Fc + Fr + Fh) (79)Xk nikIik + nHnmete (T; ne)� ne = 0 (80)@nik@t + @@z (nikv) =Xj 6=i(njkPjik � nikPijk) (81)Xi nik = AknH (82)These equations describe respectively the conservation of mass, momentum, energy,charge, the transitional rates, and the conservation of particles.p is the gas pressure (radiation pressure is thus neglected), Q is the viscous pressure,g is the acceleration of gravity, e is the internal energy, Fc is the conductive ux, Fr isthe radiative ux, @@zFh is any additional heating required to give a speci�c stationarytemperature distribution, nik is the population density of energy level i of element k, Iikis the ionization degree of energy level i of element k (0 for neutral, 1 for single ionizedetc), nH is the population density of hydrogen nuclei, nmete (T; ne) is the number of electronsper hydrogen nucleus as a function of temperature and electron density from elements notsolved for explicitly, ne is the electron density, Pijk is the probability of a transition from



10.1 The RADYN equations 171energy level i to energy level j in element k and Ak is the abundance of element k on ascale where the abundance of hydrogen is 1.The internal energy, e, is calculated as the sum of the thermal energy, the ionizationenergy and the excitation energy. nmete (T; ne) is a pre-tabulated function calculated underthe assumption of LTE.The conductive ux, Fc, is calculated according to Spitzer (1962) asFc = ��0T 52dT=dz: (83)This may not be a good approximation for chromospheric conditions but this term isof little importance at these low temperatures.The radiative ux divergence is given by@@zFr = � Z Z ���(I�� � S��)d�d� (84)where ��� is the extinction coe�cient of the matter, I�� is the speci�c intensity andS�� is the source function.The speci�c intensity is related to the extinction and the emissivity, ���, through theequation of radiative transfer: �dI��dz = ����I�� + ��� (85)The probabilities Pijk can be written asPijk = Rijk + Cijk (86)where Rijk is the contribution from radiative transitions and Cijk is the contribution fromcollisions with other particles. The main problem of solving non-LTE problems comes fromthe radiative transitions, the probabilities of which may be written asRijk = 8>>><>>>: 12 1R�1 1R0 4�h��jikGjik(I�� + 2h�3c2 )d�d�; if i > j;12 1R�1 1R0 4�h��ijkI��d�d�; if i < j: (87)The expressions for �ijk and Gijk are for bound-bound and bound-free transitions givenby: �ijk = ( Bijk h�ijk4� ��� (b-b);�c(�) (b-f). (88)Gijk = 8<: gik=gjk (b-b);n?ikn?jk e�h�kT (b-f). (89)In these equations Bijk is the Einstein coe�cient of stimulated emission (i > j) andabsorption (i < j) respectively. ��� is the normalized absorption pro�le, �c(�) is thebound-free absorption cross-section at frequency �, gik and gjk are the statistical weights



172 10 APPENDIXand n?ik and n?jk are the LTE-populations of the two levels. To simplify the notation, thefrequency and angle dependencies of �ijk and Gijk are not included in the notation. Notethat �ijk is frequency dependent in the bound-free case and both frequency and angledependent in the bound-bound case (��� is angle dependent in the observers frame whenthe velocity-�eld is non-zero). Note also that Gijk is frequency dependent in the bound-freecase.In the case of complete redistribution, the extinction coe�cient ��� and emission coef-�cient ��� can be written as: ��� = ��c + �ijk(nik �Gijknjk) (90)and ��� = ��c + 2h�3c2 Gijk�ijknjk: (91)In these equations ��c and ��c are the background opacities and emissivities.The source function is de�ned as: S�� = ���=���: (92)



10.2 The SEMI users guide 17310.2 The SEMI users guideSEMI is an iterative program that produces a semiempirical stellar atmosphere from ob-served continuum intensities. The code is implemented in IDL (interactive data language).SEMI uses the NLTE radiation transport solver MULTI (Carlsson 1986) in hydrostaticequilibrium mode. Hydrogen is calculated in NLTE, and the background opacities arecalculated in LTE. It is assumed that the user is familiar with the description of MULTIgiven in Carlsson (1986). The code is available upon request from the author.INITIALIZATIONS:These steps are done manually with external procedures separated from the SEMI pro-gram:*Save the reference radiation temperature as TRADIMEAN.DAT*Make a depth scale �le DSCALE that covers the contribution functions in the �nalatmosphere. This is obtained by trial and errors by using MULTI, the DSCALE2 �le anditeration trials with SEMI.Name of the DSCALE �le for usage in SEMI:dscale.h semi XXX XXX=identi�cation number of the atmosphere.*Make an initial temperature structure to be used in the semiempirical iteration pro-cedure by using MAKE INIT ATM. The chromospheric part is parametrized such thatthe temperature increases as a function of height. The photospheric temperatures, thehydrogen population numbers, electron densities and population numbers are taken frome.g. the initial dynamic model, or a radiative equilibrium model. All of the quantities areinterpolated to the DSCALE depth grid.Name of the atmosphere:atmos.semi XXX.000*Run the initial atmosphere with MULTI in HSE mode by using a suitable batch-�le.Continuum frequency points are included in the hydrogen atom �le. The resulting �lesshould be named:1. athse.semi XXX 000 ;HSE integrated atmosphere.2. idl1.h semi XXX 000 ;Atmospheric quantities, and emergent intensities.3. idlcnt.h semi XXX 000 ;Contribution functions.



174 10 APPENDIX*Make a monotone temperature structure as a reference temperature for polynomial�ts. Use MAKE REFERENCE that takes the initial semiempirical structure a basis. Theuser makes a monotone decreasing temperature structure as a function of height that hassmaller values than the initial one in the chromosphere. This temperature structure issaved as REFERENCET.DAT.SEMI ITERATION STEPS:These steps are done automatically by SEMI:*Read the input �les:athse.semi XXX n idl1.h semi XXX n idlcnt.h semi XXX nn is the iteration number.*Calculate the approximate operator from the response matrix and solve the equationsfor temperature corrections by using the deviation from TRADIMEAN.DAT.*Make new atmosphere atmos.semi XXX n+1 by correcting athse.semi XXX n.*Use MULTI to produce:athse.semi XXX n+1 idl1.h semi XXX n+1 idlcnt.h semi XXX n+1*Present the results graphically*Terminate the process if the user wishes, if not read input �les once again. The userdetermines the convergence criterion.SECONDARY CALCULATIONS:*athse.semi XXX n+1 is the �nal semiempirical atmosphere. Use this in further MULTIcalculations to produce spectral lines of other atoms than hydrogen.


